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and the choir, of which Ralph was a member for several years, gave several selecThe interment was in Elmwood
tions.
cemetery, and the following young men,
friends of the deceased, acted as bearers:
Francis Ahern, Robert Jones, Austin McNeil, Chauucey Willey, Pliny Cutler and
Arthur Willis. Among the relatives prespnt
from out of town were Mrs. Edward Bruins
and Mrs. Priscilla Dickie of Manchester, N.
H., and Mrs. T. A. Courtney of South Ryegate. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbertson received a
letter of consolation from Rev. Brian C.
Roberts of Dorchester, Mass., formerly
their pastor. The floral tributes were varied and beautiful.
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James L. Rlethen, died at the family residence 246 East Twenty-first street, Wednesday evening, December 12th. Her ailment
Funeral services
was Bright’s disease.
were held Saturday afternoon, the Rev. Dr.
Edmunds, of the Simpson M. E. church,
At the
grave the Ladies’
officiating.
Auxiliary of the G. A. R. participated. Mrs.
Rlethen was the daughter of Joseph and
Arabella Woods, born in Unity, Me., January
lti, 1845; married April 12, 1866. There were
six children, four of whom are still living,
the Rev. Charles Edward, Conneaut, O.,
Arthur E., National City, Col.; Eugene H.
and Coral E. Scott, Erie; deceased, Edith
Bell and Frank E., died in the spring of
1891. Mrs. Bletheu was well known for
many good qualities by a large circle of
friends. She was president of the Ladies’
Auxiliary. There was a very large attendance at the f u nera { The floral otferingswere
many and beautiful, among them one from
the Lutheran congregation at Conneaut, 0.,
Mrs.
of which her oldest son is pastor.
Rlethen was planning to spend the winter
with her son Arthur in National City, Co).
The tickets had been purchased and she
would have started on her journey on Monday of this week had nothing happened.
Her death is a sad blow to her children.
She was a good mother, beloved of her
children, as well as esteemed by all who
knew her.
She now rests in the Erie
cemetery beside the one to whom she was
ever loyal and true.—Erie Times.
Elisha G. Hatch of North Penobscot died
Dec. 26th at the Homeopathic Hospital in
Boston. He went there for surgical treatment but it is understood that no operation
Hatch died
was performed and that Mr.
quite unexpectedly. Mr. Hatch was a veteran of the Civil war, serving in the 1st
Maine Heavy Artillery during its term of
service.
His age was 68 years. He is survived by a widow, two sons, three brothers
and three sisters, llis remains w:ere brought
home for interment.
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F. Wilson, E. F
I oml mate of the Hath schooner, Daisy Kar.1- M. Sanborn, A. K. lin, fell overboard and was drowned in a
gale of wind on the night of December 6th.
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lie was the son <Sf Win. McKarlin Ott and is
survived by a half sister, Miss Mamie Ott,
and one brother, Edward Ott. He was 25
years of age and had followed the sea since
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early youth.
Alvin K. Gerald died at the home of his
brother Herbert in Benton, Dec. 25th, aged
55 years. During his long illness from consumption he bore his sufferings with
Christian patience and resignation, and
was tenderly cared for by loving sisters and
a brother, who ministered unto his every
Three sisters and three brothers
want.
survive to mourn their loss.
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The death of Miss Mary Quinn occurred
Sunday at the home of Edward Hanson,
proprietor of the Manor Inn, Frankfort.
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Her age was 90 years. The funeral services
were held Monday afternoon at 1 o’clock at
St. Gabriel’s church in Winterport and the
remains were taken to Bangor and the interment took place in Mt. Pleasant cemetery.
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Capt. Joseph Gould died Dec. 23d at his
home in Lincolnville with his daughter, Mrs.
Koseoe Feruald, aged 75 years. He was a
master mariner for many years and was one
of the most highly respected men of the
town.
The funeral was conducted by King
David’s Lodge of Alasous of Lincolnville.
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Airs. S. A. Bragdon, the only surviving
sister of the late Dr. John G. Brooks of this

city, died at her home in York, Alaine, on
Sunday, December 30th. She is survived
by five own sons and by four step-children.
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h. Lane mane a business trip to Aroostook county last week, the first since his
severe illness of last summer.

Frank C. Holbrook, University of Maine
’07, returned to Orono Tuesday after spending the Christinas recess at home.

Dr. Kilgore, w ho has been confined to the
Tlieresa L
house b> sickness for about two weeks, is
in Win ;
improving but has not yet been out.
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A. li. Payson of the firm of Payson &
Hobbs, had an ill turn Sunday, but had so
far recovered as to be at the store Monday.

News came Tuesday of the death in Banof Frank Jacobs, who formerly lived in
this town. The remains will be brought
here for burial.
gor

The many friends of James F. Jewell con-

gratulate him on his marriage, which occurred Dec. 25th, to Miss Laura Woods of
Belfast. The people of Brooks extend a
warm

welcome to the

new

mistress of “Sun-

nyside.”
Brooks High school basket ball team will
play the Pittsfields in Union Hall Friday
evening, Jan. 4tb. The Pittsfield team is
one

of the best in the State and a warm
is anticipated. There will doubtless
large attendance.

game

be

a

Golden Crown Lodge, K. of P., have elected the following officers for the present,
term:
Harry M. Brown, C. C.; J. E.
Stimpson, V. C.; C. F. Files, Prelate; C. E
Bowen, M. of W.; E. G. Roberts, K. of RS.; T. J. Huxford, M. of F.; A. B. Payson.
M. of E.; H. E. Clements, M. at A.; A. RHuxford, 0. G.
The Waldo and Penobscot Telephone line
Co. have had a crew at work since the first
of September and the job is now approaching completion. The line has been
entirely rebuilt and extended over the
northern part of Brooks and nearly the
whole of Jackson. The central will be at
the residence of F. W. Brown, Jr., and the
line will have over one hundred instruments
when all are installed.

GRANGE?

Waldo
interesting meeting of
was held Dec. 28th
with Harvest Moon Grange, 1 horndike.
The secretary was the only officer present.
He called the meeting to order aud invited
Eight
Past Master Foster to the chair.

Fred t. Clark Shoots Bis Wite and Then
of Mr. and
Mrs. William Gilbertson of 47 East street,
died shortly before eight o’clock Monday
evening, Dec. 17th, after a long illness with
Bright’s disease. The deceased was nearly
19 years of age and was a well known young
For the past two years he had been
man.
employed as a clerk in the National bank,
where he was very well liked by the officials
of the bank and its patrons for his strict attendance to his work. He was an especially
faithful member of the choir of the Church
of the Good Shepherd, where he had sung
for a long time. He had been in poor health
for nearly a year, but was taken worse last
July. He had worked a few days at a time
in the bank since then. He is survived by'
his parents and two sisters.—Barre, Vi.,
Daily Times.
Young Gilbertson was born in Belfast,
Dec. 20, 1887, and attended the public
schools. He accompanied his parents when
they moved to Barre some years ago. The
funeral was held Dec. 21st in Barre at the
Church of the Good Shepherd. Rev. Charles
E. Freeman preached the funeral sermon,

Ralph VV. Gilbertson, only
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WALDO POMONA

MURDER AND SUICIDE.

OBITUARY.

A

very

County Pomona Grange

Commits Suicide.
Last Thursday it was reported by telephone from Boston that Fred L. Clark had
shot his wife and shot and killed himself.
Both parties were well known here, the
wife bavins been at one lime a resident of
this city and Clark, who is a son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hartshorn Clark, a recent resident of

Remarks
granges responded to the roll call.
for the good of the order were made by Ellen Shibles, A. L. Ward and C. E. Smith.
of the many things the
Mr. Ward

spoke

Waldo. His mother and sisters live in this
He had no regular employment, but
had followed the county fairs, selling popMrs. Clark was the
corn, peanuts, etc.
daughter of Mrs. Lena Gerry, formerly of
Lewiston, but was the adopted daughter of
the late Levant and Mrs. Lucretia Barlow
of Waldo.
Previous to her marriage to
Clark three years ago she was married to a
man named Whitcomb and they lived on
Union street, Belfast, for several years, and
had one child, a son, now about eight years
old.
Jealousy of Clark led Whitcomb to
secure a divorce and he left the city for the
west. After the death of Mr. Barlow, some
four months ago, the Clarks lived on the
farm in Waldo with Mrs. Barlow, aud when
the fairs were over went to Koxbury, Mass.
A week or two ago Clark returned to Belfast leaving his wife in Koxbury, and during his stay here told his mother that he
had received a letter from Koxbury to the
effect that his wife was living with another
He left for Boston Dec. 24th telling
man.
his mother that he would return Wednesday
and “bring his wife’s corpse with him.”
Thursday, the day of the tragedy, she received a letter from the sou saying they
were getting along all right.
When told of

more
grange had accomplished and of many
that might be accomplished by the united
efforts of the members. The noon recess
In the dining room the
was then taken.
wants of the inner man were well looked

city.

after by the good sisters of the host grange.
The afternoon session was opened with
music by the choir. Then followed a very
line address of welcome by Miss Alice Cornforth, to which Mrs. Abbie M. Rackliff re-

sponded

as

follows:

NUMBKK

WEDDING BELLS.

PERSONAL.

Larson-Davis. The residence of Rev.
A. A. Smith, pastor of the first Universalist church of this city, was the scene of a
very pretty wedding at 3.30 o’clock Monday, Dec. 21th, when Charles C. Larson of
Bangor and Miss Ethel Emma Davis of
Belfast were united in marriage. The bride
was becomingly gowned in white silk, trimmed with lace, and the groom wore a dress
suit. They were not attended. Mr. Smith
used the ring service. Mr. Larson is the
son of Edward A. Larson of Bangor, and is
Mrs. Lara prominent Bangor musician.
son, who graduated from the Belfast High
School last June, in the class of 1906, has
hosts of friends among young and old. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George H.

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Adams spent Christin Camden.

mas

Mrs. A. A. Brown of Castine is visiting
Mrs. F. M. Staples.

1~

Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Brown were called
to Ellsworth last week by the death of
Mrs. Brown’s father, Henry A. Pierce of
that city, who died Dec. 26th, in Lamoine,
where he was he was visiting his daughter.
He was 71 years of age and his death was
due to heart failure.

John B. Mclntire is in town lrom Cam*
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Bryant’s old friends
den for a few days.
in Waldo county will be pleased to hear of
C. E. Bicknell of Bockland was in Bel- their promotion to superintendent and head
master of one of the State Colony cottages
fast last week on buisness.
in Gardner, Mass., where they have 106 paJoseph Williamson, Esq, of Augusta, was
tients and twelve employees.
Their adin Belfast Dec. 27th on business.
dress is Massachusetts State Colony, GardEdward Winslow returned to his studies
ner, Mass.
at Phillips Andover, Wednesday.
tCharles A. Glidden of Tacoma, Wash.,
Miss Annie L. Barr is visiting her sister,
has been visiting Miss Addie
hite at the
Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie, in Brooklyn, N. Y.
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. 0.
Miss Frances Howes gave a dinner to a
Mr.
Glidden
White, Congress street.
number of her friends last Tuesday evening.
brought with him as souvenirs from the
Sherbourne Kalloch returned Tuesday Klondike some specimens of Indian work
from Warren where he spent th 3 holidays. that were on exhibition in the City Drug
Mrs. W. C. Tuttle leaves this wepk for a Store windows and attracted much attenvisit of two weeks in Portland and Boston. tion.
R. L. Ilsley, a former principal of the
Miss Mary Owen has returned home from
Belfast Iligh^ School, is assistant superina visit with friends in Thomaston and Rocktendent of the Sunday school of the linmanland.
ual Baptist Church of Washington, D. C.
0. II. Dilworth of Madison returned
The new pastor of this church, Rev. George
home Tuesday from a few days’v; sit in this
Ellsworth Whitehon se.was born in Maine
city.
38 years ago, and lias held pastorates in
Albert W. Stevens, U. of M., ’07, came Massachusetts and Moncton, N. K.
home from Orono Saturday for a brief vaIu the rectut Bowdoln catalogue the only
cation.
Waldo County students listed were in the
Miss Julia Annis of Camden was in town Medical School. The fourth year students
for the dancing school ball last Monday are David Ernest Dollotf of Monroe aud
evening.
Broadstreet Henry Mason of Brooks, \\ illis
Mrs. George Mixer of Camden was the LeRoy Hasty of Thorndike is a third year
guest last week of her mother, Mrs. M. A. man. The second year has no representa-j
Coombs.
tive, while Carl Henry Stevens of Northpor
M.
returned to Waterville is the first year student.

Davis of East Belfast, and has been employed for some time, in vacations and after
school hours, in the millinery parlors of
Mrs. B. F. Wells, where her attractive
personality and pleasing manners won her
many friends, all of whom extend their
heartiest congratulations and good wishes.

Worthy master, Officers ani> Members.
It affords me much pleasure to reply, in behalf of Waldo County Pomona
Grange, to the cordial welcome we have
just received. Ana for the kindly sentiWharmby-Bowden. Christmas night was
know come
we
ments expressed, which
at the home
from hearts loyal to the best interests of the scene of a pretty wedding
the grange, ana seeking the greatest good of Mr. Frank Bowden in Monroe, when
which the order can confer on its members,
his daughter Susie was united in marriage
At the close of each year it
we thank you.
with Mr. James Wharmby of Fall River,
is fittiug that we review our past work and
Have we Mass. The bride was very prettily gowned
contemplate our future plans.
during the twrelve months past given in gray silk with white lace undersleeves,
our best endeavors for the well-being of
and trimmed with pink silk applique. The
the order, deriving thereby the greatest
dressed in the conventionpossible mental aud moral benelit from our bridegroom was
labors, and have we any well-defined ob- al black. The ceremony was performed by
jects in view, toward which wre shall strive F. L. 1’almer, Esq., in the preseneeof about
unceasingly, “That each tomorrow finds us
the
friends besides
farther than today.” Three things are of tweuty-five young
special moment in grange work; the family. A fine wedding lunch was served,
our
selection of
officers, the charac- the handsome wedding cake surrounded by
ter of our programs aud, by th#e qualthe center of the table. The
woman
the tragedy she declared: “That
ity of these, our standing as an organ- holly occupying
Ralph
Young
Each indi- wedding presents were very nice, uouaisidrove my son to shoot her. My poor unfor- ization in the community.
last Saturday after a visit with relatives in
Miss Gladys Fellows, daughter of Presivirtue of membership,
of silver, linen and other useful articles.
tunate boy was certainty driven to do what ; vidual has, by
ing
this city.
! a right to any office to w hich he may be
dent G. E. Fellows of the University of
he did do by that woman. He has stood so ! properly elected, but due regard should be Avery pleasant evening was spent and all
Miss Abbie 0. Stoddard left Monday for Maine, gave a Wellesley luncheon at her
much from her, but he shouldn’t have paiu 10 nio muess un tuc puainuu. auouvuha went home wishing them a long and happy
last Friday, in honor of her
be the desire of all that those most capable wedded life.
The couple will reside in Middletown, Conn., where she teaches in home in Orono,
thrown away his life for her.”
should fill the responsible places. There is
Miss Nina Wilbur of Dark Harbor,
the High school.
guest,
Mass.
Fall
River,
Boston
The reports of the shooting in the
a fitness of things with which we must not
AIU5
guests neie iuibb i-inicui
Miss Evelyn P. Morison returned to Bos- isie&uuiu.
papers while somewhat conflicting agree in interfere if the best work is to be accomStevens-Mason. Wednesday eveuing, ton
Miss Graham, Miss Gertrude Oak
Sentiment should be laid aside
Monday to resume her work at the Fellows,
the main. The shooting took place at 13 Cen- plished.
of Bangor, Miss Lena Gray, Miss Louise
and the real merits of the candidate care- December 26th, there was a pretty wedding Museum Art School.
tre street, Roxbury, at 1.30 a. m., Thursday.
Pierce and Miss Bean of Old Town, all the
fully considered. It is the time for “The at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mason
The Clarks had attended the theatre Wed- survival of the fittest." Since in the public
Mrs.
Nettie Cross of Bangor is passing guests being students at Wellesley College.
of North Belfast, when their daughter,
the
order
of
After
a pleasant afternoon the company disofficials
the
the
represent
return
to
any
and
on
their
eye
nesday evening
the holidays with Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
which the whole body is meas- Miss Nina Mason, was united in marriage
persed to the accompaniment of the class
house are said to have quarreled over the standard by
such
as
be
that
chorus.
they
ured, care is necessary
to Randolph Stevens.of Lewiston. Rev. J.
question of returning to Maine. The Boston will reflect credit on the whole. The mere
William Woods, son of Prof, aud Airs. C.
W. Vaughan was the officiating clergyman.
Fred W. Angier, traveling passenger
Journal says: “Upon her repeated refusals^ ,act that a member has been true to his obleft Orono, Dec. 26th, for Boston agent of the Union Pacific, with headquarigatious and faithful in his duties does not The parlor where the ceremony was per- D. Woods,
he went after his revolver, saying he “might
entitle him to advauce faster or farther formed was decorated with evergreen, etc., for a visit with relatives.
ters in Denver, Col., always keeps us posted
In the struggle the than his abilities warrant. The soldier in
as well end it all.”
and the couple stood under a large wedding
the first as to the whereabouts and doings of Belarrived
Rev.
Rossbach
Adolph
the
who
marks
the
drummer
and
her
hands
the ranks,
woman attacked him with
The bride was prettily gowned in of the week, and intends to open the Uni- fast people in the west. A few days ago
who leads the march, bell.
knocked his weapon upward, thus undoubt- time and the general
pale blue silk, trimmed with white lace, tarian parsonage at once.
are each indispensable parts of a perfect
we received from him copies of The Weld
edly saving her life.” The Globe says: “The military organization, but change their po- and carried pinks. Refreshments, includof Greeley, Colorado,
Aliss Ethel Bowen of East Belfast, a County Republican
shooting was the culmination of a well- sitions and chaos and defeat would take ing the wedding cake, were served after the
of order and triumph. “Each ceremony. Many pretty presents were re- student at the Castine Normal School, is and The Greeley Tribune of the same place.
the
place
and
murder
of
suicide”;
developed plan
The former was a Christmas edition and
thing in its place is best.” Having secured ceived from the large circle of their friends.
teaching school in Detroit, Maine.
and that Mrs. Clark stated that her hus- our
best qualified members for officers the Mr. and Mrs. Stevens left, Monday mornthe last page was occupied by the Condon
where
will
reside.
her
for
insane
Lewiston,
they
band bad become violently
upon
ing,
Frank B. Condon, '08, aud Miss Leonia Merchantile
next matter to occupy our attention is, what
Company with a most attractive
refusal to go back to Maine; lie rushed out to do in our literary work to make it at once
Achorn, TO, have returned to Colby College advertisement with a colored border. More
of which
both
and
instructive,
John
Collins
of
S.
interesting
Collins-Fierce.
of the room and secured a revolver from his
in
Belfast.
the
vacation
after
spending
are equally necessary, and great care must
than half a page was also taken in the TribShe begged him not to be taken that the endeavor to make it inter- this city and Miss Ethel M. Pierce of
trousers pocket.
Mr. end Mrs. Orman A. Hopkins left une to advertise a sale of holiday goods by
home of the
harm her, but he was wild with rage, and, esting does not entirely subvert the chance Brooklin were married at the
where they this concern, the head of which is A. J.
and finally terminate in bride on Christmas eve by Rev. Albeit Dec. 27th for Orlando, Florida,
grabbing her by the head, he threw her for instruction
Condon, formerly of this city. This adversomething merely amusing. Merriment and Bailey, pastor of the Baptist church of will spend the remainder of the winter.
fell
to
the
floor
When
she
against a trunk.
the hearty laugli are desirable, and can be
who is employed in the tisement says:
Maurice
of
Mr.
Towle,
The
bride
is
the
Brooklin.
daughter
exhausted he fired a shot at her head. Be- secured from the consideration ot topics
We wish to apologize to the trade that
better than from and Mrs. George A. Pierce, and the groom furniture store of Spencer & Eaton, is
lieving that he had killed her he turned the worthy of attention
visited our store last week and had to leave
inane subjects of no real worth or character.
son of
Michael Collins of this spending a vacation in Waterville and Bos- before
they could gel waited upon. We had
revolver on himself and on the second shot Wlitoi tliu r.imnydits and actions of the the oldest
city, where he is much liked and respected. ton.
thirty-two people selling goods and three
fell across his wife’s body and expired al- whole world are laid before us every day,
Mr. Collins has for some years been an emand felt sure we had
Winfield Glidden of Presque Isle, a stu- package wrappers
through the medium of the press, there can ployee of the Mathews Brothers’ sash and
most immediately.
made ample preparation for the expected
no lack of healthy, pertinent t pics for
be
blind
Business
of
dent
Shaw
Portland,
factory.
College,
rush, but alter the trade got well started we
“Clark was anxious to leave Boston, as he
whicn siiaii elicit
essay and discussion,
visited friends in this city a few days last found that we were helpless to care for it.
feared arrest for moving out of the State careful study and preparation from the
Christmas
Leacii-Wardwell.
evening
This week we have about doubled our nummental as- at seven o’clock at the home of Mr. and week.
and taking some instalment-bought goods members, while the necessary
ber of salespeople and hope to redeem oursociation with the world’s best thinkers Mrs. James Perkins in North Castine there
selves by giving > **n tne best sen ice >uu
who
set
the
E.
O.
with him.”
gun
spring
Woodbury,
cannot help but uplift and advance the
when
Miss
occurred a pretty wedding,
ever had during a holiday rush.
The bullet entered Mrs. Clark’s head near mental standard of each individual memof which killed Charles O. Proctor at South
E.
Evelyn
VVardwell,
granddaughter
WhatMr. Perkins, was united in marriage to
the left ear. She was taken to the City Hos- ber, and of the grange as a body.
Bellingham, Alass., is to be tried for manever is for the good of one, is for the good
COLR T.
Harris VV. Leach, both of Penobscot, in the slaughter.
best
his
of all, and no one can put forth
of only a few of the relatives of
presence
someone
without
it is thought she will recover.
and
endeavor,
Miss Ward well
C. W. Follett and W. 11. McIntosh rethought,
the contracting parties.
P. Whitehouse, Augusta,.
being bettered thereby, and close contact, was attired in white and was unattended. turned Saturday from a trip to Boston, Hon. William
(Lewiston Daily Sun, Dec. 29th.)
through books, with the minds of poets, After the ceremony a dainty lunch of cake
Presiding.
Mrs. Bertha L. Clark, who was shot by philosophers and statesmen cannot help and icecream was served by Mrs. I'erkins, New York, Philadelphia, Washington and
The January term of the Supreme Juher husband, Fred L. Clark, at the home of “Lifting the soul from the common clod to assisted by her daughter Mrs. Nellie Per- other cities.
her mother, Mrs. Lena Gerry, in Roxbury, a purer air and a broader view.” Lastly kins.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
dicial Court opened in the Court (louse in
Miss Katherine C. Quimby and her guest,
Mass., Thursday last, has an aunt, Mrs. we have to consider the effect and influence William J. Wardwell, parents of the bride,
Belfast, Tuesday morning, January 1stE. T. Nason, who resides in Lewiston. of the grange on the community, and coun- Miss Lowena Wardwell, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Sue Smith, returned to the New Engare the officials and jurors in
Following
Mrs. Nason says Mrs. Clark was an ideal try at large, and in no other way can its in- James Perkins, grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
of
Boston,
Music,
glaud Conservatory
an unattendance:
young woman upon whom her shiftless hus- fluence be as beneficial as through mem- Alfred Perkins, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
swerving purpose on the part of its
band depended for support.
Grindle, Mrs. Frank Bridges, sister of the Wednesday.
Judge, Hon. William P. Whitehouse, Aubers for the right, and a firm resolve to groom arid Manford Mixer.
They were
Mrs. Essie P. Carle and her mother, Mrs. gusta.
CABED FOB SISTER DURING ILLNESS.
make its presence a constant source of presented with a large number of pretty,
Clerk, Tileston W'adlin, Belfast.
is
known
in
this
last
week
who
well
Mrs. Nason,
high aims and lofty ideals. In order* to dainty and useful presents, including bed- Sarah E. Pierce, spent a few days
Stenographer, Arthur H. Whitman, Portcity, was called to Gloucester, Mass., last command respect we must first respect our- ding by the bride’s parents; pillow shams. with Mrs. Carle’s sister, Mrs. F. L. Payson,
land.
January to care for her sister, Mrs. Gerry, selves. To make the institution respected Miss Lowena Wardwell; silver teaspoons in Guilford.
Clraplain, Kev. J. W. Hatch, Belfast.
who at that time suffered a severe shock. and honored we must move onward and
and tray cloths, Mrs. Nellie Perkins; silver
County Attorney, lion. \V. P. Thompson,
For several weeks Mrs. Nason remained in upward and let our every act be the reR. K. Patterson of Nortbport avenue was Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs.
butter
shell
and
kuife,
sugar
constant attendance upon her sister, and
sult of a natural desire for truth and James Perkins; towels and glass tumblers, in the city yesterday for the first time in
Amos F. Carleton, Belfast.
Sheriff,
for
until the latter improved sufficiently
justice to prevail, always remembering, Mrs. Elvia Perkins; table cloth and nap- four weeks. He has been confined to the
Crier, Silas E. Bowler, Palermo.
Mrs. Nason to return to her home here. “That in the field of destiny, we reap as we
Mrs.
Mrs.
Reuben
towels,
Perkins;
kins,
Messenger, Elisha W. Ellis, Belfast.
Naturally, while with her sister, Mrs. Na- have sown.” It is a law of nature that we M. Grindle;glass water set, Mrs. Bridges: house by rheumatism.
Deputy Sheriffs: Patrick J. Cuddy, Belson learned much about the married life of
receive no more from life than we give,
a
social
After
Mixer.
Manford
picture,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Perry Coombs of Isles- fast; Charles S. Adams, Searsimmt; Silas
her niece, Mrs. Clark.
“Thou shalt be paid exactly for w^tthou hour all left, wishing the happy couple a
E. Bowler, Palermo, Charles F. Drake,
After having divorced her first husband, hast done, no more, no less.” Let us then
The young couple boro, who spent the holidays with her Frankfort; Elisha W. Ellis, Belfast; Fred
and happy life.
long
of
who
Mr. Whitcomb,
proved unworthy
do our utmost to be worthy of good and
in Northport, went to Boston yes- L. Emmons, Brooks; Joseph II Farwell,
for the present in
home
will
their
make
parents
her, Mrs. Nason’s niece married Fred L. merit success, “He is great who confers the Stockton Springs, where Mr. Leach has
Unity; Wilmot L. Gray, Troy; Phineas G.
terday for a short stay.
Clark of Waldo, Me. For a time they lived most benefits,” for there is but one way to
Hurd, Northport; Frank I. Mortlaml.Searsin a home provided by him in Waldo, but all good things, and that is through the employment.
in
Brooks
arrived
Clair
Saturday
Peering
port; J. W. Nickerson, Swanrille; Sidney
he became shiftless, drank heavily and de- right.
A FIGHT FOR A CHILD.
with the remains of his brother Frank, who M. Webber, Monroe.
pended upon his wife for support. This
‘•Life is the mirror of king and slave
The deputy sheriffs were all present
Mrs.
for
life
The
famMass.
to
make
tended
died recently in Brockton,
unpleasant
Tis just what we are and do.
and were sworn.
A Belfast Woman an Innocent Participant
Then give to the world the best you have,
Clark, who frequently talked with her
lived in Belfast.
formerly
J. F. Grindle, Islesily
Grand Jurors.
mother about her unhappy married life.
Mrs. William V. Sawteile, formerly ol
Karl McDonald, ’07, William M. Black boro, foreman; George W. Cole, WinterHowever, she remained faithful to her dunow
was a participant in somewhal
bill
this
Is
the
M.
city,
The
John
subsidy
ship
topic,
Crosby, Belfast; F. A. Doty,
Miss port;
ties. Finally Xlr. and Mrs. Clara moved to
and J. Donald Clement, ’08, and
affair in Auburn Dec. 26th
Montville; Lester C. Eaton, Searsport; O.
Somerville, Mass., but later went to the before Congress of enough importance tc sensational
Orono
have
returned
to
Louise H. Hall, ’10,
W. Lane, Brooks; Percy Leman, Liberty;
Mrs. William P. Ogden of Brockton, Masshome of his parents in Belfast. From here agriculture to receive the support of the
to resume their studies at the University of E. II. Littlefield, Swanrille; L. S. Marriuer,
Mrs. Clark went to Roxbury, where her
arrived in Auburn on that day in search ol
was discussed by C. E. Smith, G
F. A. McAllister, Burnham;
Patrons,
Searsmout;
mother and step father recently moved
Maine.
Andrew P. Moore, Frankfort; George K.
her three-year-old daughter, Mildred, win
G. Abbott, C. A. Levenseller, B. F. Fostei
four weeks ago for a visit.
last
Herrick
returned
Mosher, Unity; Herbert E. Nealiey, MonMr. and Mrs. Ralph
and Mr. Small. Some thought that if othei she had learned was there with Mr. Ogden
HUSBAND FOLLOWED.
roe; Charles A. Phillips, Palermo; Augusfrom
a visit with her parents, Mr.
week
she
is
whom
from
and
living
mail
our
her
pro
could
husband,
nations
carry
tus A. Staples, Stockton Springs; Dexter
A few days ago Clark followed his wife
duce cheaper than we could they should apart, though not divorced. She broughi and Mrs. R. A. Sturtevant of Oakland, and W. Turner, Freedom; Everett Wade Linto Roxbury and was a guest at her mother’s
home, which is not a boarding house, as have the work to do; while others thoughl with her papers from the Massachusetti his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Herrick of colnrille; Marshall Wentworth, Knox;
George T. Whitaker, Troy; W. II
some of the Boston papers have stated, but
White,
courts giving her the guardianship of tin
Augusta.
that our mails should be carried under out
a fine residence on one of the best streets in
Belmont; A. J. Woodbury, Morrill; F. W.
child and a letter of recommendation front
Mr. Gerry is proprietor of a own flag and that shipping should be en
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Littlefield of Cas- Wright, Jackson. Leon 0. Buokliu of BelRoxbury.
fancy grocery store in that city, and is said couraged the same as other industries anc the chief of police of Brockton to City tine announce the engagement of their ia.il nao
First Traverse Jury, Robert P. Chase,
to be very well-to-do.
Marshal Rowe. She had had possession ol
have ships enough on hand in case of wai
daughter Jennie to Mr. Bert Dickson. The Belfast, foreman ; Orren Ames, Linculuville;
Clark tried to persuade his wife to return
whet
two
months
about
until
the
child
ago
fine
A
will
take
on
the
15th
of
to
do
program
better to transport supplies.
E. F. Banton, Montviile; George is. Brown,
place
very
wedding
day
to Belfast with him, promising
iniY7
the father came to the house and induced tin
in the future. His wife declined to accept was furnished by the host grange as follows
Prospect; Allen I). Colcord, Monroe, \V. A.
his story of reformation and told him he
learn
him.
She
Colson, Searsport; John Davis, Searsport;
with
leave
to
child
finally
Music by choir; song by Lillian Harmon
he
to
will
friends
interested
Belfast,
learn
intentions
his
corG. E. Donnell, Searsmonf; Edward A. Elgood
must first prove
by
ed that the father aud child were boardinj
recting his habits and securing work for song by O. J. Parsons; recitation, (original;
that Mrs. Laura Godfrey and Miss Godfrey well, Brooks; John W. Ferguson, Belfast;
YV. P. Greenlaw, N.rthport; Van A. Gurhimself and provide a suitable home for by Sister A. H. Higgins; song by Lead
of Bangor will sail from Boston, Jan. 12th,
her.
in an Auburn dispatch of Dec. 27tli:
ney, Waldo; Richard C. Higgins, i'liorusong by Lillian Leach; recitatior
steamer Canopic, for a dike. Charles Fowler of Unity and Levi S.
White
Star
on
the
Wednesday evening Mr. and Mrs. Clark Crosby;
Mrs. Ogden and Marshal Rmve went t<
by Abbie Rack lift'; recitation by Vida Stev the Sawtelle
Griffin of Stockton Springs were absent.
went to the theatre together and at a late
Little Mildred tva: trip to Italy.
house.
Second Traverse Jury, John C. Sherman
hour returned to Mrs. Clark’s mother’s ens;song by Charles Thompson; song bj
there with Mrs. Sawtelle. The father was
The Hon. Byron Boyd, who retired from of Liberty, foreman ; Alonzo Holmes, Swauhome. Clark is said to have taken a few
recitation by Fair Ward
still at work and the child in an upstair:
Stevens;
Gladys
drinks on bis way home iron] the theatre,
the office of secretary of State Tuesday ville; Calvin A. Hubbard, Belfa-', James
room. The marshal explained Mrs. Ogden’s
Alice Curuforth; recitation bj
E. Larrabee, Winterport; Sears E. Littledespite the pleadings of his wife to stay reading by
rights and told Mrs. Sawtelle that they hai after a service of 10 years, was presented
Clara Ward. A rising vote of thanks wai
field, Winterport; A. D. McGray, Burnham ;
away from the saloons. At Mrs. Gerry’s
come for the child.
a
watch
last
his
with
g'Id
Saturday by
The shooting fol- given the host grange for courtesies.
home they quarreled.
George E. Michaels, Belfast; John W.
“You can’t have her until 1 telephone tc
The next meeting will be' with Silvei
Pendleton, Islesboro; E. M. Ricliaids, Morlowed, in which Mrs. Clark was probably
her father,” and w ith that Mrs. Sawtelh office associates.
Harvest Grange, Waldo, January 29th
rill; Sidney Sprague, Frankfort; Fred E.
fatally wounded and Clark ended his life.
her
child
rushed up the stairs. Fearing for
of
editor
D.
Cromett
Clark,
day
formerly
with the following program;
Opening
Spratt, Palermo; Bert A. spencer, Knox; J.
MRS. CLARK IDEAL WOMAN.
Mrs. Ogden flew after her. A chorus o
the Waterville Morning Sentinel, and Miss L. Stone, Troy.
exercises ; conferring fifth degree; addresi
screams followed.
Mrs. Nason says that Mrs. Clark was au of welcome
The usual routine of the opening day was
by Alma Cilley; response by J
Adah G. Aldrich, were married at the home
When the marshal arrived on the seem
ideal woman, who never touched liquor in
G. Harding; report of Granges; appoint
gone through with Tuesday, the docket
the two women were pulling and tugging ii
of the bride’s parents, in Somerville, Mass., read and cases
“She has been grossly misrepre- merit
any form.
of committee; recess; music; ques
assigned as follows ;
11<
a mad tight for possession of the child.
sented in some of the stories published in
W ednesday afternoon, Dec. 26th.
That the wild land of tin |
WEDNESDAY.
to separate them, but could no:
attempted
the Boston papers,” said Mrs. Nason. “She tion, Resolved,
as
tax
comparer
State pays an equitable
do so without violence. Finally their strng
Samuel Thurston, the aged civil war vetF. A. Marriner vs Samuel Young. Brown
never gave her husband any cause to be
with other property in the State; alt'., J. F
of a couch and Mrs
for plaintiff, Dunton and Morse for dejealous, and all who knew her can testify tc Wilson ; neg.; D. 0. Bowen ; remainder ol gle led them to the footfell
eran, who wandered away Christmas eve,
it.
Witl
and
across
Sawtelle slipped
fendant.
her good sharacter. She was not stoppine
to his home in Benton last
Silver Harvest Grange.
the child in her arms and without waiting was returned
Isaac P. Ileald vs. Geo. \\7, Ross. Libby,
at a boarding house, but at the home of hei program by
to gather any more of its clothing than ii
Friday evening. He was found in Burn- ,Jr., for plaintiff, Wilson & Bodge for demother.”
house
the
rushed
from
Mrs.
had
on,
Ogden
ham.
He appeared to be suffering from fendant.
Mrs. Clark’s mother, Mrs. Gerry, former- SOUTH MONTVILLE.
Mr. Ogden soon came home and latei
THURSDAY.
The home of C. M. Howes was made sat
ly lived in Lewiston and has many acmental trouble.
went to the police station, but Mrs. Ogdet
quaintances here. She was of a most re- Dec. 26th, by the receipt of word that theii
Elijah T. Walker vs. Kittridge Thomas,
to Brockton or
Miss Nina F. Poor and Fred R. Poor left
spectable family, and it is feared the shock oldest son, Ross, had been killed. He wai kept the child and returned
I
for
ton
Know
plaintiff, Davis for defendant.
the night train without molestation.
of the shooting affair will be more than she
switchman and in some way unknown thi
Monday for Lynn, Mass., where Mr. Poor’s
Gertrude Bridges vs. Foster, Estabrooks
can stand in her sickly condition.
car struck him with sufficient force to breal
marriage to Miss Weltbea Nickels took Co. app., Ritchie for plaintiff, Dunton &
Rockland, Mass., Shoe Industry.
his left arm and a number of ribs, and hi
Morse for defendant.
place Wednesday. Miss Poor was a guest
lived about fifteen minutes after hi
only
FRIDAY.
Resolutions of Respect.
With the closing days of 1906 the shoi at the wedding, en route to her position in
The remains came Satur
was picked up.
to thr
Ira W. Bowden vs. Lorenzo Cilley. Dunday, accompanied by the widow and hii manufacturers of Rockland look back
the Montclair, N. J., High school.
in
tbeii
most
busiest
and
year
wen
prosperous
services
ton & Morse for plaintiff. Brown, Jr., for
brother Clarence. Funeral
Whereas it has pleased the Allwise to re
history. It is estimated that the value o]
Charles Calkin of Portland succeeds defendant.
held at the home Sunday at 1 p. m. conduct
move from our midst
Brother William
shoes made in the Rockland district during
Mark R. Ginn vs. Nathan L. Cousens.
ed by the pastor. Ross was a jolly goot
Lewis Boynton; therefore, be it
M.
as
of
the
NorthHoughton
agent
George
the past twelve months will exceed SI5,
Dunton & Morse for plaintiff. A. L. Bird
fellow and made friends wherever he weu
Resolved, That Liberty Lodge, No. Ill
000,000. This is by far the biggest business ern Maine Seaport railroad at Stockton for defendant.
and his relatives have the heartfelt sympa
F. & A. M., has lost a worthy brother aud
his family a devoted husband and father.
thy of his and their many friends in thii ever known in the shoe trade in this vicin
Springs and will look after the interests of
SATURDAY.
Rosolved, That our altar be draped 3( vicinity...-Mr. and Mrs. Edward Leighr o ; ity.—The Rockland Standard.
the road at the Seaport terminal. Mr. CalLeonard G. Paine, admr. vs. J. YV. Black.
Brighton, Mass., and Mrs. 0. P. Fuller o
days.
kin has been inrailroad work for many years. J. R. Dunton for plaintiff. Ritchie for deWillis A. Cates, formerly engaged in thr
Camden visited their parents, Mr. and Mrs
That these resolutions bs
Resolved,
Mr. and Mrs. C
jewelry business here, but now engaged ii He was formerly with the European & fendant.
placed on record, a copy sent to the be- J. Q. Adams, last week
Among the out-of-town attorneys attendmining enterprises in Mexico, met with ar North American railroad at McAdam, with
T. Randall went to Waldo last Sunday ant
reaved family and to the local papers foi
accident recently that caused him seriou:
ing the opening of court were: Ellery Bowremained with her parents until Monda;
publication.
the Maine Central at Cumberland Mills, den, Esq of Winterport: YV. T. C. Runthe
back
of
r \
thrown
from
He
was
to
taki
R.
Mr.
for
for
injury.
and
then
left
1 Committee
C. W. Ripley,
Augusta
and until taking the position with North- nells, Esq., of Searsport; James Libby, Jr.
bis seat in the Legislature—I. S. Bartlet ; mule and suffered a contusion that para
on
>
W. J. Greely,
and C. S. Adams are having a new boart I lyzed one side. His condition is reporter ! ern Maine Seaport road was with the Maine Esq., of llnity; Fred YV. Brown, Esq., of
C. H. Willington, ) Resolutions.
•
Brooks.
as serious.—Portland Press.
Central at Portland.
mill built by F. P. Bennett of Liberty.
Liberty, Dec. 29, 1906.
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The New Maine Railroads.
greater than it is in Norway, Sweden i
and Germany.
i
one
dolwithout
“Meanwhile, Maine,
Commissioners Grant the B. & A. Permishas
Rev. Clinton Howard of Rochester, H. Y., lar of revenue from the saloon,
sion to Build the Allegash Branch.
to every 10,000 of her
teachers
more
President of the Prohibition Union ol
in
teachers
more
school
and
The
state board of railroad commispeople,
Christian Men, Speaks His Mind.
proportion to her school population, sioners held a hearing at the Bangor
In a recent address in Rochester, N. than any other of the 45 States.
“Best of all, with the sober fathers House Thursday forenoon on the petiY., Mr. Howard, fresh from the camof Maine, child labor has been almost tion of the Bangor & Aroostoox railroad
an
unanin
Maine,
"presented
paign
swerable defence of prohibition results entirely abolished. There are nearly company, filed with the commissioners
of age
in that State, which deserves to be 3,000,000 children under 16 years
on Dec. 15, asking for permission to
mines aud factories of
published verbatim in every news- working in the
as many build a branch road connecting with
and
the
United
States,
nearly
or
paper and periodical, daily, weekly
tariff the main line of theB. & A. near West
monthly, in America which champions women, in spite of the protectivenames Sebois and extending
throught Penoblaw anil order and opposes the rising I land the gold standard, 1,000,000
and scot, Piscataquis, and Aroostook countide of corruption bred by the legalized on the pension roll of the nation,
ties
the
along
Allegash river for its
the prosperity speeches of Uncle Joe
liquor traffic.
greater part, to the town of St. Francis
Mr. Howard gave the history of the Cannon.
“In the factories inspected by the near the junction of the Allegash river
Maine Prohibitory Law, from the time
which with the St. John, a distance of about
of its adoption down to the late elec- Empire State in the census year
there 145 miles. The commissioners granted
tion, quoting Governors, Congressmen gave employment to 446.000 men,
1 the
petition of the railroad company,
and U. S. Senators, and from the of- were found employed 200,ooO women
to
an
or
empowering the company to begin, at
woman
and
One
girl
girls.
ficial records of the data, and federal
men in any time it sees fit, the surveys for the
census in showing the good results of average of two and a fraction
under li- actual location of this branch.
prohibition in operation. “It is true,” the factories of New York
All the members of the board, Hon.
he said, “that the law has been violated cense.
Maine reports only l,40o children em- J. B. Peakes of Dover, Hon. B. F.
in the larger cities of the State, just as
Chadbourne of Biddeford, and Hon.
there are thieves and housebreakers ployed in the manufacturing establishParker Spofford of Bucksport, were in
and murderers in Rochester, with 1,S00 ments of the entire State, that last
The B. & A. was repreadmissions to the county penitentiary, year produced $144,000,000 worth of attendance.
sented by Hugh R. Chaplin, of Appleton
in spite of our prohibitory laws against manufactured products.
“We employ more, women and chil- & Chaplin, counsel of the road, and by
them, and a police department vigilant

AS OTHERS SEE U\

dren than that in Rochester in either
the shoe or clothing industry, with only

to suppress them.” Rut there is more
saloon anarchy in Rochester, under
license, and of a more dangerous and
conscienceless kind, in 24 hours, than
in the whole State of Maine under prohibition in an entire w«ek.
“But there is this difference between
the law breakers of Maine and the law
breakers of Rochester: there they are
arrested and convicted and jailed; here

$12,000,000 output.
“Under license the mothers and childrens are forced into the shoe and
clothing and cotton factory because
the father divides his envelope with the
drunkard factory.
“Under prohibition the father is in
the factory, the mother is in the home
and the children are in the public
school.
“This is what prohibition has done
for Maine, in spite of license States all
around it smuggling in their whiskey,
and half-hearted enforcement, due to

they are arrested, acquitted and elected.
AVe' read in the public press frequent
reports about the failure of prohibition,
and the number of saloons in operation
in the State of Maine. The statement
is a lie. There are no saloons, as we
understand them, in the State of Maine
11
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“Last of all I ask you to compare the

v

puplic men mat are sent to tvasuingfrom the prohibition State of Maine

issued for the State of Maine represented a place where liquors were sold
in violation of the State law, it would

ton

with those who are sent to represent
the license States of New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and New York. Surely
one of' the latter have a Congressman
who is known outside of the district
that elected him, and some of them are
forgotten on the inside.
“But not so with Congressman Ding
ley and Tom Heed and Charles E. Littlefield of Maine, who have stood at the
head of the House for a generation.
“And compare Quay and Penrose
and Platt with such senators as Blaine
and Morrill and Frye and Hale. No
other State in the Union has been more
ably represented in the National Capi-

only 465 illegal joints for the
give
516 cities and towns in the entire State
But that represents the liquor selling drug stores, the State agencies, and
the joint keepers who have been driven
from the State or are serving time in
them

jail.

For every joint under prohibi-

tion in Maine there are 16 joints under
license in Xew York, and 27,000 State
licensed saloons beside, that are worse
than any back alley, third-story, pocketpeddling joint undei prohibition in
And for every tax receipt
Maine.
joint in Maine there are 20 under
license in Ohio. Mot only are there
fewer joints under prohibition, but
they are more difficult to find.
“Portland is a city of 60,000 souls, and
you can walk the entire length of its
main street for two and one-half miles,
down one side and up the other, and
you will not see the sign “saloon'’ or
anything tiiat stands for the saloon
over any door; you will not see an assortment of bottled goods in any window; you will not see any place of business with screen doors and opaque
constructions, hiding from the public
eye the scandalous conduct of its customers; you will not smell the rotten
odor that comes from the dew of perdition and decays the character of its
patrons; and that shortest of all routes
for our American girls between earth
and beneath it, that is advertised as
the “dulies’ entrance” is conspicuously
absent.
“So it is all along the line, i call
your attention to the absence of poverty which is seen on the streets of all
no license cities.” Gen. Neal Dow said;
‘At the time of the adoption of the prohibitory law, Maine was one of the most
drunken and poorest States in the
Union, there were seven distilleries
and two breweries in Portland alone.
The evidence of poverty was seen everywhere in neglected farms, dilapidated
houses aud general unthrift.’
“It is not so under prohibition. I
made it a point to walk over during the
day the cities wiiWe 1 spoke at night,
going into the working quarters and
where the most humble live, and nowhere in the country are the people
better housed than they are in Maine.
This is particularly true of the farming
population. Maine is not an agricultural State, but in no other State do
you see such well kept and white painted farm property as you see from the
car windows in Maine.
The census report of 1005 shows ail
increase in the manufacturing output
over 1900 of 27 1 2 per cent. Wage earners increased in these five years 12 per
cent, and wages increased 30 per cent.
Maine is the only State in the Union
that has more savings banks depositors
than voters, with 100,000 more depositors and $22,000,000 more money deposited in them than the great manufacturing license State of Ohio, with
six times as many people.
“Not only are the people prosperous,
but tbe State as a business corporation
is prosperous, without one dollar of
revenue from the saloon. We are often
asked what we will do for revenue in
the absence of the liquor traffic. Maine
illustrates the answer of Gladstone
when he was asked that question at
the time the Local Veto bill was being
pressed in the English Parliament.
‘With a sober people,’ said he, ‘not
wasting their earnings, ] shall know
where to obtain a revenue.’
“In New York it is proposed to abolish the State tax by grafting on the
saloon.
Maine tax^s her corporations,
so that tlie people are called upon for
less than $2,000,000 for all State purposes, and the State tax is only 2 1-2
mills on the dollar.
“Most important of ail is the effect
of prohibition on the child.',life of the
state. Maine lias the largest percentage
of the total population in the public
schools of any one of the North Atlantic States, including New York. With
$20,000,000 revenue from the saloon in
the Empire State, Gov. Higgins reported in his last message to the legislature
that illiteracy among the adult population of his State is greater than it is in
England, France and Scotland: 13 times
larger man 11 is in &\vnzerianci; 10 times
greater than in Denmark, and 20 times

HUMPHREYS’
by acting directly
parts without disturbing the
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cure

sick
the system.
No.
No.
No.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

the
rest o£
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1 for Fevers.
2
Worms.
3
Teething.
4
Diarrhea.
7
Coughs.
8
Neuralgia.
Headaches.
9
10
Dyspepsia.

No. 11

Suppressed Periods.

the dominant

political treachery by

party at home.

today.

tol."
Every moral measure that comes up in
Congress can depend on the solid support of the delegation from Maine.

“How do you account for it? In the
absence of the corrupting influence of

the saloon a man of conspicuous moral
character lias a chance to reach the top,
open his mouth or cast his vote in op; position to the saloon.
“What is the conclusion? There is

remedy. Prohibition enforced
only
for every hour of every day, of every
year, for every city, for every State for
one

all time.
By the

help

of God it shall come to

pass.”
LIl’.EliTY.

Friends of Mr. Eugene Reynolds of Dedham. Mass., who was principal of the Liberty High school during the fall, will be interested to know that he has charge of a
school for native teachers in Porto RicoThe Christmas tree and entertainment in
the church Monday night under the management of I. P. Griffis was very success
ful. The music furnished by the following
chorus caused much favorable comment:
Mrs. G. 11. Cargill, Mrs. Geo. Cram, Mrs.
John Sanford, Dr. W. I.. Cargill, Mr. John
Sanford, I. P. Griffis; organist, Mrs. W. L.
Cargill, before taking the gifts from the
tree Mr. Griffis in a few well chosen words
presented the Sunday school with the folI lowing as a gift from Mrs. Daniel Low of
Mass.: an envelope containing five
: Salem,
dollars, a box of forty books for the library
j and
nine Christmas books to be given to the
j
workers in the school. This is not the first
time Mrs. Low has remembered the school,
for as many years as the writer can remein-

j

ed, and never with less than thirty books,
and often accompanied by special prizes,
pictures, etc. The audience expressed their
appreciation of Mrs. Low’s gilt by a rising
vote ...Harry A. Brown, formerly of this
village, lias been chosen as the alternate ill
the annual intercollegiate debate between
the University of Colorado and the University of Utah_J. J. Walker is still confined
to iiis bed with sciatica.The sad news
the sudden
was received here Friday of
death of Roseoe Howes of Woburn, Mass.,
the oldest son of C. M. Howes of this village.
Augustus II. Sherman of Lawrence,
Mass., has returned to his home after spending some time with his sister, Mrs. Joseph
Beaulieu.Mr. Walter Sherman of North
Jay, Maine, will, remain for some time
...

longer.

CENTER MONTV1LLE

Air. Mark J. Bartlett of Waterville spent
Christmas with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jonathan Bartlett_Mr. Samuel Gilpatric
of Danforth is a guest at Mr. Volney Thomp
son’s_Wales R. Bartlett of Gilbertville,
Mass., and Miriam G. Bartlett of Newton
Center, Mass., were guests at their home
during the holidays—School closed Saturday with literary exercises. Miss Ramsay
has been very successful as a teacher_
Mrs. Waterhouse, who has been in ill health,
is improving.
Two million Americans

suffer the torNo need to.
Burdock Blood Bitters cures. At any drug

turing pangs of dyspepsia.
store.

Impossible to foresee an accident.
impossible to be prepared*for it.

Thomas’ Eciectric Oil.

Not
Dr.

Monarch over pain.

Mrs. Subbubs—No, my husband isn’t at
home ; he’s out hunting, as usual. Mr. Mc< all—You don’t say?
After something
Mrs. Subbubs—We
don’t
care
big?
whether she’s big or little, so long as she j
can cook our meals and do plain housekeep-'
ing.—Philadelphia Press.
“Little Cold” neglected
thousands of
lives sacrificed every year.
Dr. Wood’s
Norway Pine Syrup cures little colds—
cures big colds too, down to the very verge
of consumption.
—

Ai..n

II..

..

.1_:_

c_

better tilings?
Tramp—Certain! 1 wish
you’d take back dis hash and gimme broiled
chicken 1—Judge.
Terrible plagues, those itching, pestering
diseases of the skin. Put an end to misery.
Poau’s Ointment cures. At any drug store.
First suburbanite—Is he, then, so poor?
Second Suburbanite—Poor? Why, I don’t
believe he knows where his next quinine
pill is coming from.—Philadelphia Record.
Possesses wonderful medicinal power over
the human body, removing all disorders
from your system, is what Hollister’s Rocky
Mountain Tea will do. Maki s you well,
keeps you well. 35 cents. Tea or Tablets.
R. H. Moody.
Thomas Twaddles—Pa, what is'the
ing of “financially embarrassed”?

mean-

Pa

Twaddles—“Financially embarrassed, my
son, is a long expression for a short condi-

tion.—Cleveland Leader.

The soothing spray of Ely’s Liquid
Whites.
No. 12
Cream Balm, used in an atomizer, is an unNo. 13
Croup.
speakable relief to sufferers from Catarrh.
Some of them describe it as a Godsend, and
No. 14
The Skin.
no wonder.
The thick, foul discharge is
No. 15
Rheumatism.
dislodged and the patient breathes freely,
No. 16
Malaria,
perhaps for the first time in weeks. Liquid
Cream Balm contains all the healing, puriNo. 19
Catarrh.
fying elements of the .solid form, and it
No. 20
Whooping Cough.
never fails to cure. Sold by all druggists
The Kidneys.
No. 27
for 75c., including spraying tube, or mailed
The Bladder.
No. 30
I by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
No. 77
La Grippe.
1
That’s the house the Doctor built,
The biggest house you see;
In small bottles of pellets that fit the Test
Thank
or
25c.
At
each.
goodness he don’t get our. money,
Druggists mailed,
pocket.
For we take Hollister’s Rocky Mountain
Medical Guide mailed free.
Tea.
Humphreys’ Med. Co.,Cor. William* John Streets,
Hew York.
R. H. Moody.
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The Work of Senator Hale and Representstive Burleigh. Uaine’s Future Representation in Congress.
Washington, D. C., Jan. l, 1907. The

a.

thokndike.
A Happy New Tear to the editor of The
Journaf aud all its readers.S. F. Files
and family, Richard C. Higgins and family
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Higgins passed
Christinas day with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. V. N. Higgins, and although it was
stormy and dreary outside all within was
In the afternoon a
joyous and merry.
Christmas tree was arranged for the chil-

year has started off briskly in official
Washington. It was ushered in with the
but Santa Claus remembered the older
New Year’s reception at the White House. dren
Richard Higgins, with his son
too.
ones!
That is always a distinctive function. It Maurice Hilton as his assistant, acted as
The tree looked very pretty
marks the inception of the winter’s activi- Santa Claus.
decorations aud 133 gifts
ties. Not until the new year as a rule does with its many it—Mr. and Mrs. Frank
were taken from
down
to
business.
settle
Mass., are visitiug her
Lowell,
Congress
Hubbard of
Now the senators and members are prac- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Gordon, and
in town....Richard C. Higtically all back here. Some from the West other friends
gins is attending court at Belfast this week.
did not come before the holidays. They _Willie P. lliggius.who has been passing
argued that little would be done and they a week with his parents Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
to his home in Salem,
might as well remain at home a mouth Higgins, returned
Mass., Saturday.E. L. Bartlett came
to
their
attend
and
affairs.
private
longer
from his school at Vanceboro to pass l he
The workers are also all back in the depart- holidays with his family.... Mrs. Florence
ments. Things are humming there. The Rose of Brooks was the guest of her sister,
Mrs. II. L. Wing, a few days last ween
big officials are at their desks and keeping Hall Clements is quite ill with rheumatic
good office hours. The pressure for getting sore throat. I)r. B. P. Hurd attends him.
Dec. 27th in
things done is heavy. Then the weather is ....Ross C Higgins passed
Belfast....On account of drifted roads our
as near ideal as it is at any time during the
R. F. D. man did not make his trip Christyear in Washington and the thousands upon mas day_Ralph Clements went to Lewiston Monday to accompany his son James
feel
of
more
thousands
government employes
home from tire hospital. All are glad that
President Cram. Besides these therei like working seven or eight hours daily.
Jim is coming home again.Lewis P.
were in attendance Charles W. Mullen,
The New Year’s reception was a beauti- Philbrick was at home from Oak Grove
Charles H. Bartlett, Mellen C. Pierce, ful picture. It usually is, for there is al- Seminary fertile holiday vacation—Miss
and F. W. Hill, representing timber- ways plenty of gold lace and plumes in the Coya Andrews passed Christmas with her
friend Miss Wilhemina Cunningham.
land interests along the route planned
long line of officials who call to pay their The school in the Files district, taught by
for the new branch, Fred T. Dow and
themselves
The
Miss Alfreds Ward, closed Friday.
array
diplomats
C. C. Garland of Debsconeag. Nobody respects.
No officer of a
in magnificent uniforms.
nnnpii.rpH in rpmnnsf-.rannp
nrrar»f-_
ing of the petition of the railroad com- gubernatorial staff ever had coats that 111U \.
The Ladies’ Aid Society meets Vith Mrs.
would surpass those of the European dippany.
President Cram explained the need lomats. Then the officers of the army and A. C. Myrick this week.The Good Will
of a railroad into that section of the navy are not far behind when they array Club met at the home of Walter Knight
State into which the B. & A. proposes themselves in full dress uniform for such a Wednesday, Jan. 2nd.There was a fine
to build, of the endless opportunities state occasion as that of a New Year’s re- Christmas entertainment at E. li. Gowen’s
the evening of Dec. 24th_Asa Maloon and
for the development of that country
Alien Walker were at home' from Portland
and the need of a railroad to make this j
The Maine men were all back in Wash- to spend Christmas_Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
He said the
development possible.
this week, ready for the recon- Wright spent Christmas witli their daughtimber in that section of the State is at i ington early
ter, Mrs. William Dobson, in Pittsfield.
the present time being lost to the I vening of Congress. Some of them remain- Miss Grace Terrill, who has been very ill,
State except in the direct money value ed here during the holiday recess. Senator we are glad to report is thought to be imafter a vawhich the stumpage brings
to the Hale went home to Ellsworth for a few proving.Miss Erdene Pierce,
cation at home, returned to llartland Saturowners of the timberlands.
The tim- days, but returned here before New Years.
to reopen her school this week.Mr.
day
ber is going to Canadian mills and be- He has been to the Capitol and at his com- and Mrs. Ered M. Hawes of New York
city,
ing brought into American markets in mittee room almost daily since his return. who spent last week with relatives at the
Canadian vessels or being shipped to
Centre (Fred’s early home and where with
He has also been talking things over with
old and young lie was a general favorite)
countries.
An
foreign
immense
with reference to ap- left
Sunday for Boston, where they will
amount of this lumber is being wasted heads of departments
visit friends a short time before returning
bills
that
will
under
his
come
merely because of the impracticable propriation
to New York.
It was Mrs. Hawes’ first
means of getting it to market.
Many charge within a brief time. The senior trip to Maine and she was an entire stranger
large logs are left because they cannot Maine Senator has a big job ahead of him to all, but has captivated the hearts of relabe driven down the rivers to the Cana- this winter in the appropriations room. He tives and friends. She is a most charming
dian
mills.
There are numberless is in fine condition for the tasks however, woman as all admit who have had the pleaswater-powers along the route of the and spends no time worrying about what ure of meeting her. Well done, Fred, you
are to be congratulated.Mr. and Mrs. E.
new branch, all of which will be
opened
P. Hopkins leave this week for Benton,
to development by the building of this he has to do.
where he is to open a store. Mr. Hopkins
and
Mrs.
have
Burleigh
Representative
branch, unlimited power to run saw
began trade at the Center eight years ago,
mills to manufacture the lumber, which been in Washington during the holidays
established a post office, and was a popular
now cannot be reached or taken out
Their daughter, Mrs. Martin, and grandson
and successful trader. He sold out to his
with profit to the State, and pulp mills Burleigh Martin, a bright young fellow,
brother last spring, lie has been a member
of the board of selectmen for the past thiee
to manufacture the waste of the m’lls who is a Freshman at Bowdoiu
Colleger,
years, and with his sweet, sunny-hearted
into pulp and paper.
them at the Richmond
wife will be greatly missed in tlie commuNone of the representatives .of the have been visiting
of
the
session
Congress this nity, and deep regret is felt at their departimberlaud interests present had any Hotel. As
ture.A
quiet wedding occurred at the
winter will be brief, and there is none too
obiectioil to the trra.nt.inir nf tho
home of Mr. M. W. Munroe on the afternoon
tion.
Mr. Mullen, a large holder of much time for the work that Gov. Burleigh of Dee. 25th when his youngest daughter,
timberlands in the country reached by has before him here, they decided it was Maud E., was united in marriage to Mr.
J. Mudgett of Burnham. Rev. J. C.
the new roads, said he should be
very preferable to remain in Wash ingt during George
Lamb was the officiating clergyman. About
glad to see the road built.
and
more of the holiday re- a dozen immediate friends were
the two weeks
present.
This action of the commissioners is
win
l'Huun
cumin until
Mr. Mudgett has been in the employ of the
luio.
me
uens.
merely preliminary, but necessary beCo.
for
several
American
years,
Express
fore the company can proceed with the close of the session.
butt^it present resides on the home farm.
The River and Harbor Committee has
Mrs. Mudgett is one of Troy’s most popular
surveys for the actual location of the
road. When those surveys have been been holding sessions here during the re- young ladies and is the president of the
made the location of the line will then cess. Gov. Burleigh has been urging two Ladies’ Aid Society, where she will be
greatly missed. She graduated from the
have to be approved before construcor three Maine projects before that commitMaine Central Institute in 189ti, is an action can be begun. The
unsurveys
complished teacher and superintendent of
doubtedly will be begun as soon as it is tee, one being for the further improvement schools, a position which she resigned durpracticable to carry on the work of lay- of the Kennebec river. These matters have ing the past year.
ing out the route of a railroad through to be followed first of all through the War
the woods.
How to Cure Chilblains.
Department, for the endorsement of the
Chief of Engineers, Gen. McKenzie.
‘’To enjoy freedom from chilblains,”
THE SOMERSET RAILROAD.
Representative Burleigh has set tongues writes John Kemp, East Otisfield, Me., “I
Hon. AVilliam T. Haines of AVaterBuckleu’s Arnica Salve. Have also
ville when in Bangor last week was wagging in the Census Bureau by asking apply
used it lor salt rheum with excellent reasked by a Commercial man concerning the Director, Dr. S. N. D. North, for an es- sults.”
Guaranteed to cure fever sores,
the
development of the Somerset timate of the population of the country in indolent ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost
railroad, in the ownership of which he 1910. He is a leading member of the House bites and skin diseases. 25c- at R. H.
is associated with Ex-Gov. John F.
Moody’s drug store.
Census Committee, as the House of RepreHill of Augusta, and Col. AV. M. Ayer
sentatives
has
reason to remember for
good
Builds up waste tissue, promotes appetite,
of Oakland.
digestion, induces refreshing sleep,
“AVhy there isn’t a great deal to be the way he put tile present apportionment improves
renewed strength and health. That’s
gives
law
some
four
There
through
said about the road,” said Mr. Haines. I
years ago.
what Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea does.
“AVe have petitioned the legislature, or! has been much speculation as to what Gov. 35
cents, Tea or Tablets. R. 11. Moody.
will, for a charter to extend the road to , Burleigh might want of the estimates, but
the Canada line.
This extension is he himself has explained it by stating that
only a matter of course. We already he wants to look the figures over to form
have a charter to build to the head of,
some idea about what the next apportionthe lake and there is business enough to
be had in northern Maine to warrant ment of Representatives will be.
SMOKE A
building to the boundary. It would be ! Maine lias had four members of the
a nice thing if we could get a connec- i House since 1883 and is assured of four
there with the Quebec Central. They members, already elected, in the next or
are within 20 miles of the boundary Sixtieth
Congress, in the Sixty-first Connow and are extending their road every
gress, and possibly in the Sixty-third Conyear. If we get the charter to build gress. But after that it is a serious
queswe probably will begin work just as
tion whether the State’s representation will
soon as possible.
“The extension to Birch Point is now not be reduced to three members, the smallin operation all the way to the lake, but est it has ever been since Maine was adwe are not doing much there yet but mitted to the union in 1820. The first Maine
will as soon as we have a turn-table in delegation to the National House consisted
CEO. S. HARRIS & CO.,
Km.
at Birch Point and a few other things. of seven men.
Every twenty or thirty
Eastern Distri bittors.
It may take us the month of January
years fiqce then the delegation has been reto get all those things going but we’ll
duced by one, because of the slow increase
be ready to do business in good shape
next spring.
AVe expect a good pas- of population as compared with Othersenger business over the extension, as 1 States of the union, especially the western
STATE OF MAINE.
it will be a short and picturesque route States.
to Moosehead. AA’e have a connection
As a member of the Census Committee COUNTY OF WALDO S9.
Taken this twelfth day of December, A. D.
with the Canadian Pacific near AVest Gov.
Burleigh will have a hand in framing 1906, on execution dated
the ninth day of OctoOutlet but don’t interchange any the
for taking the next ber, A. D. 1906, issued on a judgment rendered
legislation
special
traffic with that road yet, though the
the Supreme Judicial Court within and for
by
decennial census. He is in doubt whether the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, at the
C. P. stops all its trains there.
thereof begun and held at Belfast, in said
“There will be lots of business on it will be possible for him to do anything to term
County, on the third Tuesday of September A.
the Birch Point extension this winter. assure four members for Maine during the D. 1906, in favor of Charles A. Keller of SearsAVe expect to haul out about 20,000,000 ten years period following that census, but port, in said County of Waldo, against Charles O.
Fernald of said Searsport, in said County of Walfeet of logs this winter. I’ve got 15,- he proposes to leave nothing uudone to predo, aforesaid, for seventeen hundred twenty000,000 feet of iny own logs to haul out vent a further reduction. That is why he eight dollars and forty-one cents, debt or damage, and costs of suit taxed at fourteen dollars
over the road.
These logs will be land- is
gathering all the material possible so far and eighty-nine cents, and will be sold at public
ed for mills at various points along the
ahead. \\ hatever fight is made in behalf of auction at the office of Dunton & Morse, in Belriver. Besides these logs there is a lot
fast. In said County of Waldo, to the highest
of short wood, such as white birch, to Maine’s representation must be made in the bidder, on the nineteenth day of January, a. D.
1906, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, the following
as
House
Gov.
is
Maine
the
and,
Burleigh
be brought out.
Just because wye’re
described parcel of real estate and all the right,
going to petition the legislature for an member of the Census Committee, the brunt title and interest which the said Charles O. Ferhas in and to the same, or had on the twelfth
extension, and for powyer to sell, don’t of the work will fall upon his his shoulders, nald of
December, A. D. 1906, at 4 o’clock in the
day
mean that we’re going to sell.
AVe’ve although all the Maine delegation will co_ afternoon, the time when the same was seized on
said execution, to wit: A certain lot or parcel of
always had the right to sell, but we operate with him to the fullest degree.
land, with the buildings thereon, situated in
found that nobody had a right to buy
Searsport and Swanville, in said County of Walus out.
No, it’s just natural develop“Did I hear him ask you if I could not be do, bounded northerly by (ioose Pond, so-called;
ment and there’s a chance for lots of it persuaded to sing?” asked Mrs. Kreeeii. easterly by land of William J Mathews and the
in Northern Maine. A few more rail- “You did, dear; and while you were sing- town road; south by the^ounty road and land of
Warden: and westerly by land of T. D.
roads in the State wouldn’t hurt any- ing he moved the ‘not.’” “Moved the James
Nickerson.
and reserving therefrom
“Yes; he moved it in between three-fourthsExcepting
of an acre formerly deeded to Mary
body and I think would do lots of good.” ‘not?’
‘persuaded’and ‘to.’”—Philadelphia Press. II. Rosenbaum by William J Dodge; said real
estate seized on said execution being the same
conveyed to the said Charles O Fernald by Percis
A. Fernald, by her warranty deed dated June 14,
1*95, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 243, Page 428.
Dated this twelfth day of December, A. 1) 1906.
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Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Littlefield made the
Christmas in the Marr family_Harrison
Cunningham and wife and Ephraim Littlefield, wife and children, took Christmas dinner with Miss Louise Cunningham_Miss
Mary Stearns spent Christmas with Miss
McKeen....Albert Moody and wife and E.
A. Robertson and family took their New
Tear dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Christopher
Moody in Monroe— Mr. Thayer and family have moved on to the farm bought of
Ansel Ellingwood.
The neighbors enjoy
having the house lighted up again in the
evening—Carrie Curtis is sick with a bad
cold—The ponds are getting to be dangerous again.
When David Wingate was hauling logs across Thistle pond in Monroe both
horses broke through, but plenty of help
was at hand and they were got out_Mrs.
West and son Eben, and Fred Nickerson
and wifp of Monroe, visited Mrs. Real Sunday— Mrs. L. W. Clements of Monroe visited Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White Sunday_
Miss Ethetyn Moody spent Sunday with E.
A. Robertson and wife and returned to Belfast Monday....Chester Curtis is at home.
....Mrs. Webb is gaining....Mrs. Beal remains about the same.
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The Only Hope to Rheumatic Sufferers is
Uric-0 Treatment.
If rheumatism continues to spread as it lias in
the past few years, it would seem as though we
would before long become a nation of cripples.
'J he terrible destructiveness of this disease is
apparent on every side of us. Almost nine out of
ten of the cripples one meets had their affliction
brought on by Rheumatism. How many thousands more there are that are hopelessly bedridden and whom we never see. Rheumatism
from the very nature of the disease, can never
cure itself if neglected, is bound to grow worse
rather than better. If you ever have any twinges
of Rheumatism go to R. H. Moody's drug'stole,
ight here in Belfast, and get! a bottle of Uric-O,
the wonderful new Rheumatic Specific. It will
cure you and it1s the only treatment in the world
that will cure you permanently and thoroughly.
Uric-0 cures by its direct action on the muscles,
blood and kidneys. It seeks out the poisonous
Uric and Rheumatic Acid and drives it from the
system and it is only a treatment of such a nature
that will ever cure Rheumatism. I iniments and
plasters only serve to drive it from one spot to
another. They never cure Rheumatism, because
it is primarily a blood disease, and until the blood
is cleared from the poison, a cure cannot take

place.

There never was a case of Rheumatism that
Uric-o could not cure and you should not put off
taking it because it is in the end by far the cheapest method. You can test Uric-0 free of charge
if you wish. Just cut out this advertisement and
send it to the Smith Drug Co., Byracuse, N. Y..
and state that .you have never used Uric O and
would like to try it. They will send you a free
sample which you can test and try free of charge.

DR. TRUE’S ELIXIR

good for grown people as for children. For indigestion, irritah
constipation, malaria, peevishness and liver troubles it is uneqiialr-i ri7*
generations have known of th wonderful merits of Dr. Trues p--*
Kept in the home it keeps out sickness.
as

have^chii'i V-

J F* True: I can't get along without your Elixir. I
pKthat had St. \ ltas Dance, and she is so thin the Doctor caine every
dr*
Good Friday he called in t wool her doctors. They said they could not <i
.ist
her. I saw
yonr medicine advertised. I Rent out and got a bottle and never
and from the first dose she commenced to improve. She is all right n,
thin yet. She has a fine appetite.
Respectfully,
MRs,fj
Sold by all dealers, 35c,60c,$i.00. Write for free booklet, Children and Thar
[■
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TTTALDO SS.—In <
V?
fast, on the 11
Elmer G. Roberts,
late of brooks, in sai
presen ed his final a,
allowance.
Ordered, That n< :•
weeks successively, in
newspaper published
that till persons in ter*
hate Court, to be held
of January next, a».
have,win '.he said
A

j

j

j
•>

j
I

Att>

copy.

II7ALDO SS.—In C«,
Vf
fast, on the 11
T. Frank Parker, aim
Josephine E. Parker,
tv, deceased, having
account of admin i>i >
lowance.

Ordered, that notn
weekssuccessivelv.il
newspaper publishc'
that all persons inte
bate Court, to be be
of January next, an
have, why the said
lowed
G El
A true copy. Attes:
Chas.
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a Probate Court held at Pelfast,
the Conntv nf Waldo nn tlw»

true

^

Chas. P

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will ami testament of Newell Bagiev, late
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate,
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have.
I why the same should not be
proved, approx ed
and alioxved.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
;
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At

;

f flAS. I

A

within and for

j

J

ji
j

h

1

|

1

1T7ALDO SS.—In <
Vt
fast, on the II
Fred Atwood,admini
B. Lord, late of Win1ceased, having prescount of admiuistrati

rl Tnnailav nf

December, A. D. 1906.
certain instrument, purporting

to be the last
of Frederick S. Dyer, late
of Seaisport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
testament

■
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9

9
9

9

a nee.

Ordered, That not;
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in- weeks
successively
terested by causing a copy of this order to be I
newspaper
publi.-he-!
published three weeks successively in The Repub- tliat all persons
inteielican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
hate Court, to he held
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at of
annext,
January
Belfast, within and for said County, on the sec
have, why the said am
ond Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
OKU
clock before noon, and show cause if any they
A true copy—Attest
have, why the same should not be proved, ap
Chas.
proven and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
j December, A. D. 1906.
B. WALTON, guardian of Lucius A. and
Hairy B. Walton, minors of Belfast, in said
of
County
Waldo, having presented a petition
praying that slie may be licensed to exchange
certain real estate ot said minors described in
said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
Thf Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
! Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
| County, on the 8th day of January, A. D. 1907,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
| if
|
any they have, why the prayer of said petition! er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazi-ltine, Register.
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BYRON L. PIT(
in the County of Vhaving demands ag
ceased are desired n
tlenient, and all into make payment m

EMMA
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j

I

J
1
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|
j

Belfast, December 1
n

ADMINISTRATOR-

Iv hereby give r-•'
appointed administi.

I

ERAS! US W 111
in the County of V
bonds as the law din
mauds against the e>i
sired t-> present tinindebted thereto arc

j
i

I

f
|

>.

I

>

j

immediately.

I

Troy, December 11

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and 1
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of !
N< TM
December, A. D. 1906.
bj give notice
UFA C DODGE, administratrix of tbe estate pointed executor
J
Oakes A. Dodge, late ot Bt rnham, in said ment of
ANNA WOODM \
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying for a license to sell at private in the County ol M
sale and convey certain real estate of said dehaving demands agaii
ceased, described in said petitie
ed are desired to prOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice ti j and all indebted tl
!
all persons interested by causing a copy of this payment immediately
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
Searsmont, Decerni-.
a* Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Bellas!, within and for said
ADMINISTRATRIXCounty, on the 8th day of January, A. D. 1907,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
A hereby gives noth
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner pointed administratrix
should not be granted.
ALFRED A. SMA

EXECUTOR'S

|i

I

A true copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 11th day of December, 1906.
J. Stevens, administrator on the estate of
Annah J. Stevens, late of Montville, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
of January next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

WALDO
fast,
Eli

Chas. P.

YY’ALDO

A

fmblished

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tues
day of December, A. D. 1906.
certain instrument purporting to be the last
will and testament of Rebecca A. Cole, late
of Winterport, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having beeu presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the
Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if anv thev have, vhv th«
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JAMES H. DO!in the Countv of >V
having demands a-n
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Be.fast, December 1
EXECUTOR’S NO!
give notice that
Executor of the last \>
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1
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Belfast, December 1

Administratrix
hereby gives noth*
minted administrate

s >

RUFUS PENDLETON

g

n the County of Sin:
mnds as the law direc t'
nands against the esu
lesired to present tin
ill indebted thereto an
nent immediately to or
Maine, my authorized a_Al»\
Boston, Mass., Decerni'«
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j

j
f
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v
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Administrators
hereby gives

v

j

1

\

m

ippointed

j

administrate>

EMILY S.

J

GOULD

in the County of Wbonds as the law direct'
inands against the est.r
sired to present the sail
indebted thereto are re»i'“

s

-Jj

mmediately.
Winterport, Decembe'

Kennedy’s

Chas. p. Hazeltine,

i

|

in the? County of W..
bonds as the law diu
mands against the
desired to present tl-»
all indebted thereto

Hazeltine, Register.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelM
fast, on the 11th day of December. 1906,
Ulysses A. Ward, administrator on the estate of
Lydia E. Ward, late of Thorndike, in said County, deceased, having presented bis first account
of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons inteiested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th
day
of January next, and show cause, if any
they
have, why the Said account should not be allowed.
GEO. i.. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

THE CAMDEN SAVINGS BANK.
Jy W. A. Holman, its Treasurer, duly authozed.
SW61

at

pear at a Probate (
within and for said Cot
of January next, at
noon and show cause,
same should not be pr«>
GE"
A true copy. Attest

of

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Lucius H.
Jackson,
late of Waldo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, haying been presented for probate, together
with a petition prayii g that Ladonna ivi. Jackson
may be appointed administratrix of the estate of
gaid deceased, with said will annexed.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in The Repub*
ican Journal, published at Belfast, that
they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they bave,
why
the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHN80N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

»■

lished three weeks-in

Journal, published
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Warner C. Tower of Lincolnville,
in the Comity of Waldo and State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed, dated the sixteenth day of
November, a. D. 1899, and recorded i:i Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 256, Page 191.
conveyed to the undersigned, the Camden Savings Bank, a corporation duly established by
law, and located at Rockport, in the County of
Knox aud State of Maine, three-quarters of all
the lime rock on the following described premises or parcel of land lying in said Lincolnville,
snd bounded and described as follows: Beginning at an oak tree standing on the southerly
line or bank of said premises or quarry; thence
south 21° west fifteen rods and eight links to the
leuter of the ditch or drain leading from said
juarry j thence north 1° west nine rods and nineteen; thence north 14° east seventeen rods
to a pine stump; thence south 67°east thirteen
rods; thence south 89° east sixteen rods to a
bass-wood tree; thence north 79° east nine rods
to the drain leading from said quatry; thence
lorth 58° east twenty-three rods: thence south
17° east thirteen rods; thence south 69° west fifty.
Ive rods, more or less, to the place of beginning;
with all the privileges of a convenient cart road
tlong the southerly line of said premises as near
die line as can be convenient, but bars or a gate
o be
kept across said road; see deed Lincolnrille Coal and Marble Company to Warner C.
rower, dated May 5,1855, and recorded in Waldo
Itegistiy of Deeds, Book 93, Page 418; and where
is, the condition of said mortgage has been
woken, new therefore, by reason of the breach
>f the condition thereof, the undersigned, the
ttamden Savings Bank, claims a foreclosure of
906.

ri

Winterport, in sain <
ed, having been preset,
Ordered,* That notice
terested by causing a <,

F. S. HOLMES
Agent .Belfast, Me.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December, A. D. 1906.

laid mortgage.
Dated tnts twentieth day ot November, A. D.

j

<

Notice ot Foreclosure.
WHEREAS,

j
! i;

certain instrument.
will and testamen

A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of December, A. D. 1900.

|
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Any size from a few hundred feet to 175 acres
All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast to
Saturday Cove. Fine view of nay and islands. I
also have a large list of city property ar d farms
all sizes and prices. Send for bo«>k.

will and

»

At a Probate Court, h,
for the County of \\
of December, A. D.
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DR. J. F. TRUE a CO., Auburn, Me.

without JELLYCON—the Rich Pure Fruit
Dessert—JELLYCON is made in a minute.
JELLYCON needs NO Sugar NO Flavoring
requires ONLY Hot Water—one package is
enough for 6 persons—io cts. at all Grocers
It is simply Delicious!
Give it a Trial.
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The Kind You

It
■

Give the children Dr. True’s Elixir regularly and
theactive, strong and healthy. This safe vegetable torn, 4r
worms and all
impurities of the stomach and bowels i-in 4
delicate, emaciated children pure blood, heartv appetit-' he hi!°
sleep and healthful activity. It puts color in their
brightness and happiness in their eyes—making them

%ifi:

...

A NATION OF CRIPPLES.
Children.
RHEUMATISM BEYOND
Have Always Bought
CONTROL.
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this. The average
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with rooms that
verandas that are
perhaps, that are
all cost too much
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especially if it is
r. is often more
It is
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lean more easily,
it
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How to Avoid Pneumonia.

put out by chemical
Several devices of this
kind have been recommended by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters.
They cost from $15 up.
Wire rope fire escapes are sometimes
found practical. A fifty foot one costs
about $25, and when not in use it.may
be concealed in a window seat.
sometimes

can

be

You can avoid pneumonia and other serious results from a cold by taking Foley’s
Honey and Tar. It stops the cough and exthe cold from the system as it is mildy laxative. Refuse any but the genuine in
the yellow package.—R. H. Moody.

extinguishers.
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For eight days the freighter was
by a northeast gale, and her
decks were continually awash. In the
midst of this gale, on December 6th, as
Freudenberg and Wolf were attending
to their pets, the mongoose darted into
the box wherein lay the cobras and
tore open the throat of one of the
drowsy snakes. Then it turned its attention to the other.
LASCAR CREW IN TERROR.

The Lascar firemen, already terrified
the gale and the dripping of water

by

into the engine room, were sent into a
panic when they heard the cries of
Freudenberg and' Wolf for assistance.
In a narrow space over the huge engines, on a platform of iron bars and
with a sheer fall of thirty feet at their
very heels, the two under engineers
battled with the cobra and the mongoose for half an hour..
Over and over the platform went the
snake and the mongoose until the
cobra’s scaly hide was torn in several
places and the mongoose’s jaws were
dripping. Suddenly the cobra wound
itself around the lithe body of the mongoose, but the mongoose’s teeth were
in its throat before it could begin to
squeeze. Then, as the mongoose’s life
was crushed out
the' snake’s head

dropped.

It was with difficulty that the engineers disengaged the two bodies.
When they had succeeded they quickly

stuffed both and returned snake and
mongoose to the positions which they
held when they killed each other. The
battle was thus portrayed by the stuffed animals in the engineers’ room yes-

terday.

In the big freighter’s cargo there are
8,300 tons of tea, jute, gunnies, East
India goods, silks and Indian temples
and other things for collectors. Roast
chicken for Chinese settlements, joss
sticks, fire crackers and birds’ nests
also appear in her manifest.

Farming.

The Boston Advertiser quotes Mr. W.
C. Jewett, whose familiarity with farmfir houses of other ing conditions is exceptional, as predict•portion. In case a ing a great future for the New England
c
is danger of his farmer through the increased facilities
mu the outside he fordoing bis work by improved machin-

I

be

general adoption of business
and using stuc- j methods in place of the one-time, happyHis chances to
plaster board for go-lucky procedure.
roof would then make a profit out of agriculture are better
than
ever
before
in
the history of
house, and the
iuiia!. To make the industry in tlris section,and Mr. Jew
be inside and out- ! ett points out that the big farm is no long
mean an extra er considered necessary for this, even
j iu the West, where, he says, it is now
which lessen the being cut up into smaller ones. In this
not on the purse ! way they will be run more as farms are
of the owner, East, which will give our farmers a betshould be kept ter chance to compete with them.
One of the best things about this imaway rroin
condition of farming affairs
-i-il in cleaning proved
;
Pi I be burned at with us is that New England beef is in
nrrels and waste much greater supply than for years,
permitted to ac- and is selling for much more than it did
This is good for both
-.eis .should not be five years ago.
im swing against
producer and consumer, for not only do
should never be we get better beef when it is raised here,
e

Wise Counsel From the South.

“I want to give some valuable advice to
those who suffer with lame back aud kid.
ney trouble,” says J. R. Rlanketiship, of
Heck, Tenn. “I have proved to an absolute certainty that Electric Ritters will
positively cure this distressing condition.
The first bottle gav^sne great relief and
after taking a few more bottles, I was completely cured; so completely that it becomes a pleasure to recommend this great
remedy.” Sold under guarantee at R. 11.
Moody’s drug store. Price 50c.

ery and his

nearly fireproof

CROCODILE:

mongoose.

$7,500 house

erefore, would

in

tossed

INSIDIOUS DANGKK.

A New Era in

caged

The crocodile had to be beaten away,
and it died that afternoon, presumably
of a fractured skull.
The doe succumbed. at Suez, and on the passage
through the Suez Canal the. captain’s
collie fell or jumped overboard when
barking at natives.
Cold weather was encountered as
soon as the Lichtenfels poked her nose
past Gibraltar and headed for America.
One by one the parrots died, and finally two of the mongooses also expired.
That left the two cobras and a lone

found which
One of the worst features of kidney trouglitly retard a fire, ble is that it is an insidious disease and before
the victim tealizeshis danger he may
used
is
character
Is of a country have a fatal malady. Take Foley’s Kidney
Cure at the lirst sign of trouble as it^core cost would not
rects irregularities and prevents Bright’s
ii $15.
disease and diabetes.—It. 11. Moody.
..nested above will
a
house against

conflagration
extinguish it.

were

following the monkey
cage delivery, Freudenberg was caught
by the first officer’s pet crocodile and
nearly knocked down a flight of iron
steps in the engine room by its tail.
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by using metal
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crazy.

END OF THE

Simmons.
Miss Joanna Simmons returns with Fred to the Institute, where she
will pursue her studies for eleven weeks-..
The Morrill Water Co. will set up their
wind mill and pump this week. They propose pumping the water out of the well for
a month or more before letting it into the
pipes. The company will hold a meeting
here this week to organize as a corporate
body_The schools in the village closed
last Friday after a term of sixteen weeks.
The High school was taught by Mr. A. W.
Holman of Wilton, Me. He begins a college course at ltostou University next
week. Mr. llulman was very successful as
a teacher here
and leaves with the best
wishes of a host of friends. The primary
school, with 25 pupils, has been taught the
past two years by Mrs. Frank Paul of this
town. She loves the children and they all
love her_The Old Year out aud the New
Year in was observed at the church in a
watch meeting, led by Revs. E. E. Morse and
P. K. Miller_Mr. and Mrs. >1. C. Gordon
of Montviile spent last Saturday and Sunday with their daughter, Mrs. Frank Paul.
.The Morrill School Improvement
League held a box social at the Grange
hall last Friday evening. The League recently had finished a room for a library on
the second floor of the schoolhouse and
secured a library from Augusta.
They
propose to solicit contributions of books
from their friends and wrell wishers. Miss
Sadie Thomas will be the librarian-Mr.
and Mrs. Roseoe Cross entertained the Morrill High school at their pleasant home recently. The evening was passed in sociability with music and games. Apples,
candy, icecream and cake were served
A Christmas tree, heavily laden, at the
primary room last Friday afternoon made
the little folks happy. Their teacher, Mrs.
Paul, received a volume of Whittier’s poems
in burnt leather binding; also Tennyson’s
poems and a very pretty handkerchief box.
It was a complete and agreeable surprise
for their faithful teacher.

i,;-"

Mongoose

survivors were leit in Suez.

L.

a eelis advisable
ni the cellar. If
,d this will cost
And if the lath-

Time.

deck compartment forward.
When the storm disappeared the doors
were opened and they scattered over
the ship, and al^ except two leaped
into the sea from the rigging.
The
the main

Mr. Fred Simmons, a professor at Higgins’ Classical Institute, Miss Gracie Simmons, a teacher in Scituate, Mass., and Edward Simmons spent the Christmas holidays with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. X.

it

1

monkeys

MORRILL.

imprisoning

Parrot

Calcutta on October 30th Captain
Frerichs had a collie dog presented to
him by an English officer; First Officer
Waldorf had a crocodile, Second Officer
Xerger had several small parrots, the
ffiiief engineer, Roese, had a doe; the
second engineer, Kuck, had several
cobras; John Wolf and Charles Freudenberg, fifth and sixth engineers, had
three specimens of the mongoose,
deadly enemies of snakes, and members of the Lascar crew had about two
dozen
onkeys.
Within two days of Suez, on November 14th, the Lichtenfels ran into a
Red Sea sand storm, which set the

—

a

and

and Cobra Fight to the Death.
[New York Herald Dec. 24th. J
With the death of a mongoose and a
cobra in the Lichtenfels, a German
freight steamship which came into port
yesterday from the far east, there ended a remarkable chain of fatalities
among animals taken from India by
officers of the vessel. The mongoose
and the snake died almost simultaneously, locked together at the end of one
of the most exciting
battles ever
fought at sea.
When the Litchenfels sailed from

The Christmas season lias been veryp rosperous this year, especially in the cities, as
seen by the papers, ami it has even extended to the little village of Monroe, where Mr.
Fred Nickerson, the High school teacher
entirely of iron, was presented by his pupils w ith a handa ever,
to be reasome base rocker which he highly apprelire.
Indeed, the ciates. The Primary teacher, Miss Ethel
Chase, received handsome glove and hand.uni; no more than
kerchief boxes from her pupils and it gave
is abode seventy
much pleasure to note the thoughfulspending an ad- her
ness of her pupils_Mr. and Mrs. Nath’l
7 per cent of the
Mayo from Franklin Park, Mass., are visitAnd, besides, he ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Moore,
limy precautions and other relatives.... Mr. and Mrs. Wilder
ictically nothing. Parker at ended the meeting of the State
Mr. and
n safeguarding a
Grange in Augusta last week
Mrs. Frank Hailey, recently of Searsport,
r example, costs
for
a few
at
Geo
Palmer's
are
boarding
and consists of
! weeks_Miss Maude Ricker, accompanied
As
fi restops.”
from*'
came
I by her friend, Miss Madge Moon,
walls of a frame
Castine to spend the Christmas vacation
ignition, the studs, The farmer's telephone line is completed
forming veritable and ready for use. It is very convenient
for the farmers who have products to sell...
ini from the celilalf the fires in The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday, Jan. 4th,
with
Mrs. Evie Twombly.Mr. John
in some waste
Strattard is in Boston spending the holiii. and in a house
Mrs. Hattie
_1
days with his grandchildren
Robinson has a lemon tree which has dewalls, and then, veloped full-sized lemons. It is quite a
m, they shoot upsight for the people in Maine—December
il by the heat, the has been one of the coldest months, the old
residents
say, for many winters. There is
-non crumbles off,
so much snow that it is hard for the men to
aths as so much
woods.Mr. Washington
into
the
names. Such a get
Moore is quite poorly this w inter.The
ter it has started,
Odd Fellows hifve elected the following
i' use.
officers fertile ensuing year: N. G., W. B.
.-ist of brick laid F. Twombly; V. G., Ebeu West;Rec. Sec.,
a:ls, so that they Fred Putnam; Fin. Sec., Franklin Chase;
Treas., Edwin Jenkins; trustees, Allen
ie space between
Colcord, Charles Grant and Edwin Dickey.
t Ids
way the cellar The officers will be installed Jan. 7th by
from the hollow Dist.
Deputy Grand Master Geo. A. Palmer.
confined until it ....Mr. Lenus Putnam is going to Searsthe
floor.
rough
port to work w ith his team, hauling wood.
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The other day Huger e F. AVare finished reading a volume by Mark Twain.
He wrote to Mr. Clemens under date of
;
December 1st,-this letter:
!
“Dear Mr. Twain—I picked up your
I
last volume. I read -it clear through

j from cover to cover; it was like a bobtail flush—I could not lay it down.
uui- tiie
iijcieasmg saie ui it must nave
E. F. Wake.”
“Yours sincerely,
the effect to compel Western raisers ;
From 2lst Fifth avenue, New York
and dealers to ship a better article to
Eastt ru markets than they have done city, Mr. Clemens answered back under
in recent years. Farm land in New date of December
8th, as follows:
England is coming to be in greater de- i “Dear ^ir. AVare—I am an old brassand
in
farills”
“deserted
mand,
bargains

j

Years

It

was

a
Leslie’s

Popular

Monthly.
Ida M. Tar bell, who wrote Lincoln and
the famous “Story of RockefellerWilliam
Allen White, the well known Kansas editor; F. P. Dunne, creator of “Mr. Dooley;”
Ray Stanuard Baker author of “Railroads
on Trial,” and Lincoln Steffen, of "The
Shame of the Cities” fame are under the
leadership of John S. Phillips, now editing
The American Magazine.
Never before has such a brilliant group
been gathered together, and they are not
only contributing themselves, but are filling the magazine with the very best novels
and short stories and great timely articles
by other famous writers and beautiful pictures by great artists.
A Great Bargain.
The regular price for the twelve numbers
of the The American Magazine is $1.20
—little enough as it is, but for a limited
time you can get the November and December, 1906, numbers, with a full year’s subscription for 1907, for a dollar, or
14 Numbers for only #1.00.
Think of it!
Think of the quality of
reading you get for $1*00. Think of the
quantity—at least two.great novels, 98 short
stories, 20 poems, 70 timely articles, 800
beautiful pictures, and all for $1.00
How About Your Winter

A MENAGERIE AT SEA.

MONROE.

30

Beading?

Cut this offer out, write your name and
address on a slip of paper and mail it, with
$1.00. Send it now—to-day—before the
special 14 months' offer is withdrawn. Send
uueuit,

bill,

pusiai muimy

uiuei

ui

«•

the publisher’s risk, to The AmeriMagazine, HI Fifth Avenue, New

at

can

York

THE BOWDOIN CATALOGUE.

Magazine has Ghwged

The American

fires.

City.

How to Avoid

Appendicitis.

Most victims of appendicitis are those
Oriuo
who are habitually constipated.
Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic constibowels
and
liver
the
pation by stimulating
ana restores the natural action of the bowels. Oriuo Laxative Fruit Syrup does not
nauseate or gripe and is mild and pleasant
to take. Refuse substitutes.—It. H. Moody.

Legislative

Kennebec

Journal.

Every intelligent person in Maine will
want to keep a close watch upon the proceedings at Augusta this winter. Matters
of great interest to all are sure to have early
attention at the hands of tne legislators.
In fact, this session gives promise of being
the most important and interesting for many
years. The subject of taxation alone, which
it is proposed to fully consider and revise,
will be intensely interesting to every taxpayer in the State. The question of resubmission, a uniform insurance law, and
many other important matters will be at
the front the coming winter. The Kennebec Journal is the official State paper, and
consequently the only paper in Maine which
publishes the official stenographic reports
of the legislative proceedings.
These reports are continuous and complete. In addition to the stenographers—one in thp Senate and two in the House—the Journal will
have a full corps of special reporters who
will keep a sharp watch on the committees
and other matters of interest connected with
the session. All the hearings and notices
are advertised in the
Kennebec Journal,
hence if you keep a careful watch in this
paper nothing can escape your notice. The
price is exceedingly low viz:# Daily, §1.00
for the session; weekly, 25 cents. Remit
by money order or check, or in postage
stamps if more convenient. Address Kennebec Journal, Augusta, Maine.
2w52

More Students Than a Year Ago.
In the Faculty.

The Bowdoin College catalogue foi
the year 1006-1907 shows a total enroll
ment of 375 against 363 a year ago. The
increase is all in the medical depart
ment, where the number of students u
95 against 82 a year ago. In the medi
cal department there are 17 fourtl
year men, 28 third year men, 18 second
year men and 32 first year'men. In the
academical department the enrollment
this year is 288 against 289 a year ago
The loss is in the upper classes, tlu
senior being 15 and the junior 14 less
than last year. The freshman class is
the largest in the history of the ir
stitution, 97 students being registered
against 85 last year, which at that time
was a record breaker.
The students ir
the academical department are divided
as follows:
Seniors, 47; juniors, 46
sophomores, 64; freshmen, 97; special
students, 34. Eight seniors in the aca
demical department are also students

scarcer.

_

I

I

I

l

in the medical department.
The list of members of the faculty
shows several changes and promotions

Herbert Ellery Thompson has been ap

pointed assistant in biology in place of
Thomas
Alphonso C. Merryman.
Jayne Burrage has been appointed asof
sistant demonstrator
histology,
»__
»i uo

>

iv,

v*

II

piuvv,

Norman

J.

x_cn.j
iviun

iij

i_r\_

uuvu

Gehring; Charles Lang-

maid Cragin has been elected a demonstrator of anatomy. The promotions
include Roscoe James Ham to profes
sorof modern languages; Walter Eaton
Tobie to professor of anatomy; Charles
Theodore Burnett to assistant profes
sor of psychology, and Richard Bressei
Small to demonstrator of histology and
instructor in obstetrics. Two new po
sitions are created, Kenneth Charles
Morton Sills is adjunct professor ol
Latin and Gerald Gardner Wilder is assistant librarian. Mr. Wilder’s former
place in the library has been filled by

Lewis Hewitt Fox.
One new prize is announced The AlThis fund
mon Goodwin Prize Fund.
of $1,000 was established by Mrs. Maud
Wilder Goodwin in memory of her hus-

band, Almon Goodwin, of the class
The annual income is to
1862.
awarded to a Phi Beta Kappa man,
be chosen by the trustees at the end
his junior year. Several
also announced.

new

>

of
be
to
of

corurses
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FOR WOMAN SUFFRAGE.
The Maine State

Grange Will Advocate it.

HEAL

“Prominent members of the Maine
State Grange will appear before the legislative committee at Augusta and
make strenuous efforts in behalf of
woman suffrage,’’ said L. C. Bateman
of Auburn the other day. “The legislative committee of the grange is opposed

&

and the

our own

coming

»

winter will go

Tlitx nmnncofl

have to pay for these publications one year
in advance, and they are then sent from
their respective offices to our subscribers.
[)ur clubbing offers are as follows for one
rear’s subscription paid in advance:
The
The
The
The
The

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

and
and
and
and
aud

Farm & Home.$2.00
Tribune Fanner. 2.25
McCall’s Magazine... 2.10
New Idea Magazine....2.10
'l'ri-Weekly Tribune.. 2.50

to the

mouenro

ie

Headstones, Curbing.

a

CEMETERY WORK.
headquarters for

supported by people who are in earnest
and who will give their time and best
efforts to carrying it to a successful
issue.
AA'e are not criticising this or
any otj,ier Legislature, and believe that
the present members will give us a respectful hearing, and we already know

JQ^Xow

Bridge

is the time to

1

Runaway.

Rockland, Me., Dec. 26. The domesearly fall a big steer owned by
Frank Gray, who has a stock farm on tic troubles which are said to have exVerona island, got out of the pasture isted in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
uid went wild, ranging in the woods Irving G. Gray at Deer Isle, culminated
ind swamps of the island and eluding last night in the suicide of the wife.
Mrs. Gray attended a dauce in the
ill efforts at capture uutil Sunday.
Men have chased the steer for miies village. Her husband was there, and
ind tired at him scores of times, but lie also a woman who is said to have been
was as swift on foot as a buck deer and the cause of the jealousy of Mrs. Gray.
Time and again he There was no scene, but when Mrs.
much more crafty.
lad been all but cornered, when lie Gray left the dance hall alone it was

It remained, however, for two bright
toys to outwit the runaway, and Christmas appeared much brighter to Ezra and
Levi Grindle than it did before they revived a crisp five dollar note apiece for

was

condition.

breaking.
Kissing her little daughter,

she

have a

very docile and ivell-behaved animal.
They determined upon a plan of attack contemplating more strategy than
force of arms. For a number of nights
they “baited Pierpont with a tempting
free lunch of carrots, cabbage, corn and
hay. lie soon found the route and by
gradually extending the trail the boys
got him coming every night to a small
clearing with thick underbrush on every

SOLD

R.

BY

H.

f

J

(ESTABLISHED

side.

Then they took several strong ropes,
made nooses and covering these from
sight in the light snow so arranged
them that while the steer was munching the carrots lie would be quite likely
to step within the coils. The first night
was not a success. -After waiting patiently for some time the steer came,
but persisted in stepping anywhere but
in the nooses.

Elaborating upon the plan they arranged some windfalls and placed a
huge lump of salt in such a position

that the steer must stand in the snares
to get at it. That night the weather
was very cold and the boys, lying in the
underbrush, each with a hand on a rope,
were nearly frozen before Pierpont appeared. As expected, the steer stepped
exactly in the noose, and suddenly was
surprised to find one front and one hind
leg tangled in something.
With a terrible roar he made a wild

Stability,

Dr. Shoop’s
j
Restorative
CATARRH

Workers.

#

us before buying elsewhere.
Samples of Hetal;Wreaths, Vases and
Bouquet Holders, always on hand.

HARK WOOD &
Hills

SON,

Bldg., opp. Court House. Belfast,

j

HAMLIN’S

Insurance Agency,
STOCKTOIT SPRINGS, MAINE,

Writes all

governing

—

j

AVe carry the largest assortment of
finished Marble Monuments, Tablets, etc., to be found in the city.
AVe make a specialty of duplicate
work. If you’want T1ARBLE see

placed

strength. Without that the Heart must continue
to fail, and the stomach and kidneys also have
these same controlling nerves.
This clearly explains why, as a medicine, Dr.
Shoop’s Restorative has in the past done so much
for weak and ailing Hearts. Dr. Shoop first sought
the cause of all this painful, palpitating, suffocate
ing heart distress. Dr. Shoop’s Restorative—this
popular prescription—is alone directed to these
It builds;
weak and wasting nerve centers.
it strengthens; it offers real, genuine heart help.
If you would have strong Hearts, strong dire-establish
gestion, strengthen these nerves
them as needed, with

‘

1888)

Marble

Heart Strength, or HeartWeakness, means Nerve
Strength, or Nerve Weakness—nothing more. Positively. not one weak heart in a hundred is, in itself, actually diseased. It is almost always a
hidden tiny little nerve that really is all at fault.
This obscure nerve—the Cardiac, or Heart Nerve
—simply needs, and must have, more power, more
more

MOODY.

#*MARK WOOD & SON,*#

Strength
controlling,

only in paste-hoar.l Car-

--

loaded revolver in her clothes and
went back to the village. Opposite the
livery stable where her husband is em-

more

Belfast, Haine

AIIITinU Beware of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine is put up
URU • IUI1 ton with fae-simile signature on side of the bottle, thus:
Send for Circular to WILLIAMS Mt'U. CO., Sole Agents, Cleveland. Ohio.

a

Heart

stock of finished work.

It wood?1'I

capturing Pierpont. His yoke-mate was ployed she shot herself through the
named John I). Mr. Gray was one night head, dying almost immediately.
Mrs. Gray was a daughter of Captain
relating his troubles and failures in atmost promtempts to capture the steer to the crowd Jasper Haskell,ofone of the and
was exDeer Isle,
iown at the corner store and then and nent residents
there offered a reward of $10 for the tremely popular on the island. She was
23 years old.
rapture of Pierpont.
Although only 14 and 16 years old, the
Grindle hoys had hunted and trapped
every kind of wild beast that the island
While a big, !
of Verona could furnish.
wild and no doubt ugly steer was bigger
game than they had ever trailed, they
[aid plans to land Pierpont in the other
Bide of the yoke with John D., who is a

large

French Periodical Drops

In the

the last time her friends saw her alive.
Mrs. Gray went first to her home,
where she wrote a note to friends, saying that the situation had become more
than she could bear, and that her heart

as we

Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless, sure to accomplish DESIRED
RESULTS. Greatest known female remedy. Price, SI.SO per bottle.
;

would break away and not he seen
igaiu for days. He got his living by
jrowsing around barnyards in the night
ind appeared to be thriving in his wild

call,

Street,

lyon’s

CAeTOIlIA,
The Kind You Have Always Bouglrt

Bears the

TRAGEDY.

EHERALD BLACK ukAMTE.

the

THE BEST OF WORK AND THE LOWEST PRICES.

that many of them agree with us and
will be glad to give us aid.”

A DEER ISLE
Boys Captured

AND ALL KINDS OH

nmv

SNARING A STEER.
How Two Maine

Monuments,

&

friends in this matter,

State House in force and intend to be
Our Clubbing Offers. Owing to the given a fair hearing. The members of
crowded condition of our columns we have the Legislature understand the power
which the grange has in politics, and I
had to discontinue the advertisements of
have no doubt that we shall have an opand
will
clubbing offers,
present them
portunity to present our views. Sentibriefly here. They apply only to subscrip- ment in favor of woman suffrage has
tions paid in advance; and when payment is been growing for some time in this

my, is desired. It is also necessary to say
lliat none of these publications are mailed
with The Journal or from this office. We

DEALERS IN

Granite *

woman suffrage, but most of the
members are in favor of it.
The grange is so much in earnest about
this matter that those who are opposed
do not care to go on record.
“We who favor the measure have
have become very tired of being turned

to

down by

WOOD,
MANUFACTURERS ANU

prominent

bound, copper-riveted, fire-assayed PresR. H. MOODY, BELFAST,
becoming correspondingly
byterian, with 7i yaars’ experience in
unworldliness, and I don’t quite underi. H. Montgomery, Searsport.
stand your metaphor, but 1 know’ it was
Maine State Fair Association.
intended as a compliment and I make it
baredash in Levi’s direction, and Ezra
Nasal
Oakland, Me., Dec. 28. At a meeting of cordially welcome. Sincerely yours,
ly saved his brother by taking a turn
Mark.”
the trustees and directors of the Maine
around a tree, which brought Pierpont
State fair association, held here this afterAn Afterthought.
up all standing. Then he dashed madly,
noon, the treasurer’s report shows a surplus
In All its stages there
head down, tor Ezra, and just in the
of $4000 from the last fair. It was voted to
should be cleanliness.
It would have been a great joke if nick of time Levi hauled iu the slack
pay $2250 on the association’s debt, $1000
for draining the fair grounds and $500 for somebody had put a Teddy bear in the and took a turn aroubd a big hemlock.
Ely’s Cream Balm
Fakirs will be reimproving race track.
One way, then the other, dashed the
stocking of Senator Foraker.—Portcleanses, soothes and htals
moved from in front of the exhibition hall
the diseased membrane.
land Press.
steer in a wild endeavor to hurt someand the president’s house to the grounds at
their
It cures catarrh and drives
one, but the boys hung on for
the left of the secretary’s office. A separate
Announcement
the
himself
Regarding
away a cold in the he***
Special
lives. Finally the steer tripped
premium will be offered for the dairy strain
»
Law.
chance
Pare
Food
and
a
National
quickly.
Drag
and fell, which gave the boys
of shorthorns.
Cream Balm is placet* into the nostrils, spreads
We are pleased to announce that Foley’s to haul taut and belay. It took Mr.
.over the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is im"But don’t fyou think,” asked the argu- Honey and Tar for coughs, colds and lung Gray and two hired men, with rigging
mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
mentative boarder, “that the street oar ser- troubles is not affected by the National enough to fit a small schooner, finally,
no
law
as
it
contains
“That’s a Pure Food and Drug
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Drugvice ought to be improved?”
to get the steer under way for home.
we
reoor
other
harmful
and
said
the
drugs,
for
the
or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
future,”
philoso- opiates
question
The
got their money and think gists
phical boarder. “The present duty is to ommeud it as a safe remedy for obildren that boys hare
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren Street, New York.
1
it.
earned
they
and adults.—R. H. Moody.
ameliorate It."—Chicago Tribune.
are
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Changei

|Formsf of

Insurance.

.TT5 with the best|cou»panies
at the^[®tar»rtarrt rates.

ITf

SURETY BONDS for Cashiers, Contractors
and Trustees.
Telephone Connection.
—

——

I

Clifford
THE

New Custom Made
CARRIAGES.

Signman!

Warranted first class in'every respect.

Stylish, Comfortable and Dmable.
Call at

SIGNS

of all kinds,

Anything from

a

3.

examine
tfl9

ISAAC S.: TAPLES, Brooks, Me.

SEARSPORT

Healing Company.
HEATING AND PLUMBING.

GEO. V. STODDARD, DM,
DENTIST,
Masonic Temple. Belfast Me.
171-2

Repository and

a

building.

Telephone

our

them.

price

ticket to the side of
Telephone 155, King

9tf

3m46*

Sterm, Furnaces, Stoves and Stove Kepairs,
Tin Plate, and Sheet Iron Work.
STAPLES’ BLOCK, SEAKSPOKT, MAINE,
lyrsi
Kill

KIVPII

Polite, smart and active

Hf|| |l | fla 11 house to house canvassers.
IT fill I kiln Very liberal term«. Apply

Portland Flavoring Co., 288 Commercial St.,
ttu
Portland, Maine.

to the
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Republican

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JANUARY 3, 1907.
Published

Every Thursday by the

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHARLES A.

PILSBURY.

{ Bus ““sjunager.

a
Subscription Terms—In Advance. *2.wi
50 cents for three
year; $1.00 for six months;

months.

Advertising Terms—For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

With this issue The Republican Journal enters upon its 79th year and volume.
_

virtually owned up that he
candidate for the Presidency. But

Bryan

has

is a
that is not news.

The State Assessors report shows an
increase in the valuation of Waldo
county of $390,534.
The New Hampshire legislators

are

to have their railroad passes from the
B. & M. just the same, says President

Lucius Tuttle.
If the new sheriffs keep their pledges
Maine is about to experience an undrouth, and the Sturgis

precedented

not be missed.

deputies will

A new men’s club lias been organized
in Medford, Mass. It is abou£ time the

The new
men were doing something.
in evidence a long
woman has been

THE STATE PRISON.

The Waterville Sentinel has published what was intended to be a sensational statement regarding the Maine |
State prison, and despite its editorial
disclaimer there is a good deal of poli-1
tics and no little personal enmity at1
the bottom of it. One of the stories
the Sentinel quotes it is obliged to characterize as of the “dime novel” order;
but in publishing such a yarn it knows
that it will pass with some of its read-

THB B. & A- EXTENSION.

Aroostook railroad into the Maine
wilderness. One argument is that it'
will destroy the hunting in that region.
This raises the question as to whether j
the industrial development, of Maine j
should be arrested, and a large area de- j
voted to a game preserve, mainly for ,

Friend Recommended Cuticura
Uses Five Cakes Cuticura Soap
and Two Boxes of Cuticura Ointment and is

under the administration of Warden
Norton there has been a marked improvement in all directions. His first
annual report, instead of the deficit of
former years, showed a handsome balance to the credit of the prison, and
during the year all the buildings had

year.—Bath Independent.

punishing refractory

directions contribute materially to
the prosperity of the State. Whether
the returns from maintaining a game
preserve would equal or exceed the
business thus to be created may be left

present an open question.
In a letter to the Bangor Commercial
Austin Carey of Brunswick brings forward other objections to the proposed
He says that “railways are
road.
among the most prolific sources of for-

for the

streets’ says: “According to all calculations, the $75,000,000 which will be
paid in dividends and interest on next
Wednesday or thereafter is the largest
sum ever

tory

way in the his-

paid in this
country.”

of the

superintendents of schools in the
Augusta last week and
formed a permanent organization for
The

state met in

the benefit of its members and the advancement of school work. One of the
members of the new organization, on
being asked to state its object, said:
“We are getting in line to do what we
can to help the schools and incidentally

Legislature to raise the
standard required of candidates for
positions. Other States are doing this
and fixing the standard of pay also, but
we are not going to worry about that.
are to

ask the

The pay will take
standard is raised.

of itself if the
Many of us are col-

care

lege men and possess degrees conferred
by reputable institutions of learning,
but we took our examination with the
rest, and we would like to see it made
a little more severe.”
1

There has always been

more or

less

jealousy, usually more, between Halifax, X. S., and St. John, XL B., arid the
journalists of the two cities have,at
times rivaled in their utterances those
of the Eatonswill Gazette and Inde-

pendent,
rivalrv

recorded by Dickens.

This
lias recently become acute in
as

connection with

a

competition

for mail

ami passenger service to Great Britain,
in which Halifax seems to have somewhat the best of it.

Those who have

gone in and out of the two ports iu
steam or sail vessels will readily concede the superiority of Halifax harbor.
Tn St. John the tides rise and fall 30 !
feet, and the current is so strong that
vessels in the stream must be moored
The harbor is small,
stem and stern.
comparatively, and to reach it the Bay
of Fundy with its strong tidal currents
and prevalent fogs must be crossed,
and when outward bound for the other
side of the Atlantic the course is by
Cape Sable at the southern end of
Nova Scotia, the scene of many shipwrecks. At Halifax the rise and fall
of the tide is only five feet, the harbor

spacious, with ample depth of water
for the largest craft afloat, and there is
little fog. It is from 12 to 24 hours
than St.
nearer transatlantic ports
John, an item of no little importance
in the transportation of mails and passengers. Still it is not to be expected
that either port can monopolize the
shipping business of Canada, that must
steadily increase with the development
and growing prosperity of the Dominion, and of which Halifax and St. John
will no doubt each get their share.
is

invivuoing
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Little Son Had Eczema

Down Sale!

LADIES’ AND MISSES

i SUITS,

“My son when four

years of age had
limbs and sufCuticura Remedies were
fered
recommended to me and I gave the
complete treatment a trial and at the
end of the third month my son was cured.
I cannot say too much in praise of Cuticura Remedies and am always ready to
recommend them to others. Mrs. G H.
Conant. Box 811. Rockland. Mass.. Dec.
eczema on

Maine is in large measure due to the absence of railways running through it.”

vuuovuuvij

*

t

and tnac "tne practical imest tires,
munity of the wilderness of northern

c»:iu

NEW YEARS

*

{Mark

“I have had eczema for over fifteen
yearn, and have tried all sorts of remedies
to relieve me, but without avail. 1 stated
my case to one of my friends and he
recommended the Cuticura Remedies. I
bo ught them with the thought that they
Would be unsuccessful, as with the others.
But after using them for a few weeks I
noticed to my surprise that the irritation
and peeling of the skin gradually
decreased, and finally, after using five
cakes of Cuticura Soap and two boxes of
Cuticura Ointment it disappeared
entirely. I feel now like a new man, and
I would gladly recommend these remedies to all who are afflicted with skin
diseases. David Blum, Box A, Bedford
Station, N. Y., Nov. 6, 1905."

his

badly.

body and

COATS

*

♦
♦

:

*

AND

*

____

♦

14,1905."

f ALL

Helpless Infants cured of Tor*
turing, Disfiguring Humors,
Eczemas, Tetters, Rashes, Itchings and Irritations, owe more
to Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
so

pure,
effective.

♦

speedily
May be used from birth.
sweet,

so

;

!
♦

♦
♦
♦

Ilarriinan
The Current Events Club w'as entertained by Mrs. Elmer Thompson Wednesday
afternoon.

|

One large safe for the Stockton Trust Co.
rooms in the Hopkins
put

into the
was
hl/uilr laut- Sill til I’HuV

believe Maine Patrons should give this
their strongest support. The
grange stands for education in its
broadest sense. Patrons of Husbandry
should be as interested in the general
system of education as any other peo-

Mr. James Spellman returned to Cape
Jellisun last week, having spent Christmas
with his parents in liangor.

university

-

f

See uotice of the annual meeting of the
Stockton Springs Water Co. at 2 p. in.,
Jan. 15th.
Mr. Frank Spellman, who spent his
Christmas vacation in Bangor, returned
last Monday.

»««»

will

i One-third to One-half teiiaJSftLfe

Miss Mary liiehborn was in Belfast last
week for ilentis; ry.

Mrs. Avalimi Griffin is gaining slowly,
although she still suffers some.
The Young Ladies’ Guild will meet at the
j home
or Miss Evelyn A. Coleord.
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon, with Mrs. Edward N.

among whom there is a steady
increase in agricultural sentiment. We

as

♦

STOGMOfNSPRINGST

1

students,

Will be offered at such reductions
Fleet quick selling.

:

Complete External and Internal Treatment for Eveiy
Humor of Infants, Children, and Adults consists of Cuticura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin, Cuticura Ointment
(50c.) to Heal the Skin, and Cuticura Resolvent (50e.), (in
the form of Chocolate Coated Pills,.25c. per vial of 60) to
Purify ithe Blood. Sold throughout the world. Potter
Drug & Cliem. Corp., Sole Props., Boston, Mass.
Mailed Free, Treatise onXhe Skin and Blood."

I

FALL AND WINTER GOODS

♦

Ointment than to all other remedies combined. No others so

criminals,

This paragraph arrested our atten- those who have never had to do with
tion, and we had to read it a second this class have little idea of the diffitime before we realized that the Inde
culty of controlling them. The Sentipendent was not in reality to skip an nel is obliged to admit that in its eftccno
Tnr
nng
nf tl*p
nfini.pst. anrl
forts to discover evidences of graft
newsiest local papers in Maine to cease “nothing of a definite character could
publication would be a public mis be traced," but it gives currency to the
fortune.
street talk in Rockland and Thomaston
firm in
Writing of the increase in .dividend that the wholesale grocery
rates paid by both railroad and in-- which Governor Cobb is interested
dustrial corporations in the last six “supplies practically all of the promonths of the year just closed Brad- visions at the prison.” If that be true,

JAMES 1 HOWES

GLADLY RECOMMENDS
CUTICURA TO ALL

_

next

*
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Entirely Cured—Feels

Like New Man,

coasting

enlarge upon such reports. The conspicuous success of Warden Norton in
his management of the State Prison
has made him a mark for this element,
and his breaking up of the loose methods existing at the prison when he took
charge has no doubt brought upon him
the enmity of others.
The Journal has been told by officials,
by those having business relations with
the prison and by private individuals
who have visited the institution, that

^

—

the benefit of the sportsmen from out
of the State. If this is done it would
seem to be necessary for the State to
ers as gospel.
Discharged employes, buy the lands now held by individual
ex-convicts and would-be employees owners, who may wish to market their
evidently inspired many ot the state- lumber and open their lands to settlements, despite the pretence of fair- ment.
The extension of this road
ness; and every conductor of a news- means lumbering operations on a large
paper knows how easy it is to gather scale, the utilizing of water powers,
disparaging reports concerning au indi- the building of mills, the output of
vidual or an institution, and that a which will give employment to our
certain element is eager to accept and
vessels, and in this and other

That, of course, is a matter demanding
consideration, and no doubt will retime.
ceive the consideration of the promotmeet
will
The 73d Maine legislature
ers of the road, as the destruction of
today for organization, and after the been painted and put in thorough re- the forests
by fire would defeat the obadreading of Gov. Cobb’s inaugural
pair. It is said that the financial showin view. Mr. Carey says further:
jects
dress will adjourn to Monday next, ing for this year will be even better.
We dislike to see the wilderness enC 11
UUOJUCOO
\\
U1C
This much may be said as The Sentinel
tirely wiped out of existence. We disis attacking the warden personally i like to see the reserve timber supplies
begin.
him responsible for the of the State rushed on the market at
The temperance organizations gener- and holding
a railroad that
of employment of convict labor, a practice wholesale,particularly by
tlie
appointment
are
advocating
allv
has recently done more than any other
or
a
half
back
Brooks
dates
of
century
which
Bow
to open them for natural development.
Representative M. J.
com- more.
The State prison carriages, As far as we can judge with present
as chairman of the temperance
in sleighs, harnesses and brooms, which lights, a wrong way is taken to utilize
mittee, a position for which lie is
those supplies, a way detrimental to
The Sentinel characterizes as “machine- future
every way qualified.
prosperity.
made,” have long had a reputation for
This also raises an important quesBradstreets’: “With an unparalleled durability and general excellence, ai,id
tion. As we understand it the timber
volume of business for 1900, crowned dealers say that their quality lias been
to be reached by this railroad cannot
heavier
a
and
by a record holiday trade,
improved under Warden Norton, and be made available in any other way. Is
volume of future orders booked than this no doubt has brought sharper comit to be left undisturbed forever? Is
ever before, the commercial and indusBut
with private concerns.
petition
there
not a limit beyond which it is unfortrial interests of the country look
the warden cannot justly be held re- wise and
unprofitable to leave a forest
the
to
developwith
confidence
ward
sponsible for this condition. He is growth undisturbed by the woodman’s
ments of 1907.'’
simply carrying on the work establish- axe? Is it not by judicious cutting and
ed before he was born, and we do not watchful care that our forests are to be
Anyhow it is pleasant to see a quar- understand that he has
any authority
rel grow between President and Conperpetuated and made valuable? That
the prison
gress after so much subserviency.— to discontinue it or to divert
is what our forestry commissions are
Lewiston Sun.
labor to other lines. That would seem
teaching, and they ought to know.
But why rejoice over a quarrel any- to be a matter for the State to decide.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE.
way'.-' Is not this a season for “peace, Few would advocate a discontinuance
good will toward men?” Is our Lewis- of all labor in the prison or diverting it
The report of the committee on eduton contemporary suffering from a fit in
unprofitable directions.
cation
submitted at the recent meetit
that
should
of Christmas indigestion
The Sentinel charges excessive or inof the State Grange in Augusta
ing
find pleasure in a quarrel?
but
of
human nunishment
prisoners;
“We believe the University of
said:
we do not see that it makes good its
With this issue the Independent and
Maine ranks high among similar inof
some
be
must
There
way
until
charge.
Enterprise ceases publication
It has a
and stitutions in other States.
_
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WITHOUTREUEF

Some opposition has developed to the
proposed extension of the Bangor &

JAMES H. HOWES,
BELFAST, MAINE.

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK,

Rev. H. K. Rouillard announced last Sun-

Mrs. Annie Grant of Bath is with Miss
Clara Griffin, called here by the death of
her father, Mr. Edward Lafolley.

day morning that in the future Wednesday
afternoon and evening would be his and
Mrs. Rouillard’sday at home, in older that
uot miss any calls the parishioners
The two-masted schooners Harriet Kog th y might
ple. In addition, they should be inter-1 ers, Flora t ondon and Stony Brook are may make. The Uuiversalist society evia wise selection for its resident
made
dently
ested in having this system so arranged tied up for the winter at Cape Jellison.
minister, one who is making himself popuas to encourage the youth from our |
After spending Christmas week with her lar both in the pulpit and out of t. lie is
into the Sundayto take such courses as ; mother and sisters Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. putting much enthusiasm
farm
houses
no doubt the provisions are supplied as
school and in this short period his constant
Kimball returned to Boston last Saturday.
for
successful
shall lit them
scientific,
j Chester Hail is, who has been ill in Ban- presence is telling for good. the Current
cheaply as they can be obtained elseThe next attraction in
gor recently, is now at home with his father
where. In connection with its charges agriculture.”
Events Club entertainment course will be
The report on the State university j and is gaining. He was a student at the
the
Juanita Boynton Co., which will apand insinuations The Sentinel gives
Bangor Business College.
“The
University of Maine |
pear in Denslow Hall Wednesday evening,
Warden said:
this plain statement from
return
Lillian
A.
Miss
Simmons
Let all ticket holders remember
j Jan. 9th.
through its agricultural, engineering, i ed Tuesday
to her teaching in the Boston schools, ; the date, as no one will want to miss the
Norton:
and classical depart-! her Christmas vacation having been spent | rare opportunity. The great popularity of
“I want you to understand that this scientific, literary
and
I this company is shown by its crowded
a
factor in the with her mother, Mrs. Koxamia Simmons.
has
been
1
w
uients
am
book.
mighty
is
an
1
illing
open
prison
enthusiastic houses wherever it appears.
Mr. Carter of the potato him of Carter A
that it shall be examined any hour in industrial and general educational de! The company includes Miss Juanita BoynCorey has been unexpectedly called tu
Miss Ethel Johnson, soprano
the 24 and I court the most rigid invesvelopment of this State. Standing as it Texas on business am w ill soon leave foi Ii ton, reader;
for
wide
is
Miss Annie Lewis Vivian, pianist,
open
tigation. Everything
his southern trip. He expects to be absent soloist;
a part of the public school sysdoes
as
Let all
and Mr. l’allas Brown, violinist.
examination, all the books, any departsome time.
lovers of fine music and a rarely desirable
ment and any work that is being done. tem, and being the institution of the
Messrs. James Hawes and Howard Col- entertainment be present. Don’t forget the
While I am herel am going to run this State for higher education, it should
:
date, Jan. 9th!
son returned last week to Bangor to coninstitution as 1 see fit without aid from receive such
The following announcement was made
support from the State as tinue their studies at the Commercial
outsiders and when they are not satisvacathe
Christmas
Railroad
Aroostook
after
&
Co.,
spending
College
by the Bangor
fied the proper authorities can remove will enable it not only to improve and tion at home.
by leaflet, on Dec. 24th. “Mr. C. €. Brown,
me when they desire.”
General Passenger and Ticket Agent, havenlarge the equipment at Orono, but
Miss Susie A. Cousens left Monday tc
similar position
also funds sufficient to allow it to again take up her school duties iu Attle- ing resigned to accept a
another company, Mr. George M.
branch out into other educational fields, boro, Mass., after speuding the Christmas with
Houghton, who for the past two years has
The year just closed has been a pros- in the manner that other institutions of vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F, been
General Agent at the Stockton Harbor
H. Cousens.
a similiar nature are doing.”
inAll
the
local
will again assume charge of the
in
Belfast.
one
Terminal,
perous
The following resolution was unaniPassenger Department, and is hereby apAfter the blocking, blustering storm ol
dustries have flourished and there has
numerous
disap- pointed Passenger Traffic Manager.” Mr.
mously adopted:
Tuesday, which caused
the rema inde-r of the week was Houghton left Monday to enter upon his
been more money in circulation than at
“Whereas, All appropriations from pointments,
After being in our
fair.
Thursday and Fridaj new duties Jan 1st.
any time during the past twenty-five or the State toward the support of the phenominally
village for two years there is a voice of
were like beautiful spring days.
universal regret at this necessary removal
thirty years. Our three financial insti- University of Maine expire on Jan. 1
Home Christmas trees and many smal
family. They
tutions—the Belfast Savings Bank, the next, and the State grange, recognizing dinner parties furnished the entertainment: of Mr. Houghton and his friends
in town
all made many warm
the obligation and duty of the State to
The have
City National Bank and the Waldo provide, and support with State funds, for the beautiful Christmas holiday.
is more than sorry to lose
ant!
the
village
snow
with
was
itself
best
tempestuous,
the
day
them.
Trust Co.—have increased their depoe.- an institution for higher education,
They bear with them
C. W. Wt
Mr.
whirling and swirling in every direction.
WM. B. SWAN, President.
wishes of the entire community.
“RocnlveH That tfipStatp irranorA pn.
its and resources and advanced the
Treat had a severe ill turi Calkins, who succeeds Mr. Houghton, arJames
Mrs.
rates of interest paid to depositors dorse the good work which the Univerdirkctors
Christmas afternoou, I)r. Britto arriving rived in town last week from Portland,
of Maine has done in the past, and
where he has been for some time in the emin season to give relief when her con
CLARE
just
The shoe factory of Leonard & Barrows sity
THOMAS W. PITCHER.
does recommend that the legislature dilion had become serious and must soot ploy of the Boston & Maine railroad. He WM. B. SWAN,
CHAI
has kept a large crew steadily employed,
daughters, but probab- ROBERT F. DUNTON,
ELMER A. SHERMAN,
appropriate at the comingsession funds have proved fatal. She is now sufficientlj has a wife and three
ly they will not leave Portland this winter
WINFIi
and the Duplex Roller Bushing Co., a proportionate to the valuation and re- recovered to be out.
P.
HA2ELTINE,
CHARLES
as the oldest
daughter is in the High ASA A. HOWES,
and
Mr. W. G. Treat, our druggist, speul school.
comparatively new industry, has added sources of the State of Maine,
which will compare favorably with the
with his parents, Mr,
in
Christmas
Bangor
to
its
exa launch building department
Alice Young, V
appropriations for this purpose of and Mrs. William Treat. He was accomWINTEll I’OliT.
V. G.; Mrs. list.
tensive plant ana increasea its rorce, other States of similar wealth, and panied by his sister, Jliss Helen, who bad
a
Maria
Crockett, 1
Treat
delightful
Miss Elizabeth
gave
and its output in many lines. Ship- that the legislative committee of the been in town for a couple of weeks visiting
tii
at her home Christmas | 0. E. S., eleoteil
her brother.*
party
chafing-dish
influence
to
use
all
instructed
be
llie ensuii
to
an
for
since
ceased
be
im.
Lttilli
grange
building long
which was enjoyed by all present. \V. I’.; Mrs. Atitii
and Fellows, from Winter
have this measure
night,
command
to
at
their
Messrs.
Young
portant local industry, and only one
Those who were there were: Miss Eliza- Eliza Young, Sot
passed at the coming session. Also we port, recently opened a meat market in tin
Mrs. Mir
vessel, a four-masted schooner, was urge upon our members that they avail building on east Main street formerly oc
beth
Fernald, Miss Jessie Baker, Miss Har- Treas.;
auothei
Asbuilt here the past year. But there are themselves, more generally, of the cupied by the post office. With Masonic
Miss Annie Hill,
I’hilbrook,
Marion
Miss
riet
Moody,
of
the
basket ball at i
market in the basement
the
State, biock and two carts running regularly, al
excellent facilities for repairing, includ- great privileges which
Marie Wardwell, Miss Mildred Haley, 11. ing, Dec. U7tii, i>
this institution, so generously
tean
ought to be well served.
ing a marine railway, and it is no long- through
F. Lougee and Joshua Treat—Miss Jessie tlie Islesboro
provides.”
to 14 in favor of
to
elseBaker spent Christmas at home from Port- Nickerson returned
er necessary for steamers
go
Wednesday evening, Dec. 20th, Miss Haze
E. llouglitou entertained a four table whisl
land with his parents, Hr. and Mrs. J. II. after a brief visit
Ice Harvesting at Randolph.
where for repairs to boilers and maparty most delightfully. Miss Harriet D
Baker_Miss Harriet Moody left Saturday Mrs. E. C. Nickers
this
is
of
kind
all
work
on
tin
as
the
honors
llichborn carried off
chinery,
ton lias resigned l
Gardiner, Me., Deo. 28. Twelve-inch ladies’ side, while Peirce D. Lancaster woi
for Caribou, where she has a position in the for tlie
Winterport
promptly and efficiently done by the cakes of ice of excellent quality are being on
ElizaDelicious re
side.
town....Miss
that
the
of
gentlemen’s
schools
public
coin Farnsworth "
at Randolph, where the first exDuplex Roller Bushing Co. The cloth- harvested
freshments were served.
beth Fernald, a teacher in the public schools few months-Mi
tensive operations on the Kennebec river
is spend
ing business has been active, and the were begun yesterday noon. The fields at
Dr. 0. E. Britto reached home early las
of Medford, Mass., is spending the holidays Winterport
and Mrs. Howaid
other Kennebec houses are not in readi- week from Boston, his patient, Mrs. Maria
granite and marble workers have been the
with her parents, Capt. and Mrs. A. E. Fer- Staples of Belfast ia
seven
ness.
F. Blanchard, having undergone
kept busy on monument and other cemeuald_The ball given by the Foresters, Mrs. Almeda Shaw
surgical operation at the Emerson Hospital
in U. s
We understand she
at Forest Hills, Mass.
Fire in Rockport.
tery work. There has been a considerWednesday evening, Dec. 26th, was well at- bandmaster
of his mother,
foi
out
of
considered
not
be
danger
will
orchestra furnished the guest
Leva’s
able increase in population, which has
tended.
Mrs. A. K. Fellows
The cooper eighteen days from the day of operating
Rockport, Me., Dec. 31.
music which was much enjoyed—The a few of her friendmade itself felt in the retail trade, and
thus far are consider
shop of the Rockland & Rockport Lime but the daily reports
Mrs. Almeda Page ret'
which
block
the
Thayer
work of repairing
many dealers report the largest holiday Company was burned tonight with a loss of ed favorable.
day where she has emi
Insured.
was recently damaged by fire is progressing
The following vessels arrived at the Capi
trade for several years. Belfast and $5,000.
Estes, a student at i
M
rapidly....Capt. John Philbrook arrived
Jellison pier last week: the three-mastei
Mrs. days with Mr. and
last week
Waldo County are sharing in the gener- CENTER MONTVILLE.
Conn.,
New
Haven,
Anis
from
Annie
and
Parker
Abel
W.
schooners
A. R. Fellows entertained pleasantly a few
Cora A. Goodwin arrived home last Fri- lie, to load lumber, and the Alcyone to dis
al prosperity of the country.
PROSPECT PER lit
friends at her home Saturday afternoon
day from a two weeks’ stay with old friends charge a cargo of phosphate, in bags; am
Miss Mary Cook left last week for New
ana neighbors in Palermo—Charles B.
G. B. Brown is in Be
steamers Massasoit and Dover to load pots
for
Magnolia
York and sailed Saturday
Thompson of Mapledale farm sold his toes. The vessels and steamers to sail fror
ARE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
rethe
will
she
where
I
to
the
her
calf
Mr.
last
Fla.,
were
schooner
and
Catarrh Cannot be Cored
week
cow
! Springs,
spend
Libby
large
Cape Jellison last
! mainder of the winter—William R. Hill
gor Saturday on bn
Saturday for the Brighton market for $60. Bradford C. French and Abel W. Parke r
i has been in Rockland a few days, the guest lies in this vicinity
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot He has bought one since of Mr. Boulter, and steamers Mohawk and Massasoit, th
1
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a blood
! of his uncle, William Hill.Friends of _Almost even
trading his double runner pung for her— last named sailing Saturday night.
or constitutional disease, and in order to cure it
of this town will be afflicted with bad >
E.
her
father
last
visited
Arthur
Moody
Oxton
Pearl
week,
II
Catarrh
I
_t
you must take internal remtdies. Hall’s
last Saturday—Charles
pleased to hear that he has successfully ed by Drs. G. N. so
Wednesday evening, Dec. 26th, Mr. Ed
Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the returning home
passed the examination for chief electrioian J. A. pierce of
All who have used them will corblood ana mucous surfaces Hall’s Catarrh Cure A. Atkinson died of pneumonia at the home ward Lafolley, one of our oldest and muc 1
the
Mr. respected citizens, passed to the higher lift
U. S. N. He is on the U. S. S. Chattanooga much sickness
is not a quack medicine. It was prescribed by of his son, C. L. Atkinson, Deo. 30th.
roborate this statement. We have
1
was closed last .Von
one of the best physicians In this country for
whioh is stationed at Chefoo, China
Atkinsou was a hard working man as long from an apoplectic shock. He had been i [
Percival andIt
years and is a regular prescription. It Is com- as his strength would permit, and was al- a number of weeks and succumbed to tw
a large assortment of 1906 pack.
i
Richard Tal liter, bandmaster on U S. S. time
with
combined
of
best
tonics
the
Annie
known,
Mrs.
posed
turned to Norwood.
a valued member of the community...
shocks following each other in about 2 ‘
Ohio, is visiting his mother,
tfl
RIGHT.
PRICES
the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the ways
two
of
Mrs.
Simeon E
and
nearly
Saturda
absence
took
after
funeral
Christmas
exThe
ap
place
i Tainter,
hours.
Not many people stirring
day
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the
I years_Miss Priscilla Parker has been m Mr. and Mrs. L.
on Church Si
two ingredients Is what produces such wonderful cepting those who broke the roads....Mrs. afternoon at his late residence
a
few
days...... week....Mr. and Mrresults in curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials Hulda Ramsay had a family Christmas Rev. H. E. Rouillard attending and speat
i town from Portland for
free.
Rebekah Lodge has elected the fol- Bucksport visited M
tree the evening of Deo. 26th....Mr. and ing words of comfort. An obituary will b
Mizpah
F. J. CHENEY ft CO., Props., Toledo. O.
,
officers for the ensuing year: Mrs. several days last weeks
Mrs. M. C. Gordon visited their daughter, given next week. The sympathy of all I
lml
'. Sold by druggists, price TSc.
j lowing
the
strleken
in
Dee.
30th.
to
family.
Paul
Frank
Morrill,
extended
Mrs.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
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Scoff’s Emuls/on, which is Cod
Laver Oil and Hypophosphites in easily digested form, is the greatest strength-builder
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easily digested that it sinks into
die system, making new blood and new fat,
and strengthening nerves and muscles.
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fust schools begin
for the winter term,
ate
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Monday,

1

of k’4 cents per mile went
the Maine Central and its

ihar is carrying the mails be-t dice and the trains, in plate
;j

It is

j

1st.

in.

hamberlain, resigned,
lachine, drawn by six horses,
.t Thursday to level the big

for the election of officers
mi of business will be held in
7th.
ad commissioners report says
fast branch of the Maine Ceukept up to its usual excellent
1 well maintained,
reived a handsome New Year’s
and Mrs. G. C. Evans, New
Mi a Happy New Year to The
staff.

d its

tv Commissioners organized
th the choice of William A.
colville for chairman. Edward
Mo is the uew member.

'Maine, its attractions and ad:he titleof a finely printed and
ustrated little pamphlet com-

j
j
I

mrtiiuiUK,

1

;

owicwuj
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line

of Trade.

meet with
1
Howes on Cedar street this,
A
iter noon at 2.30 o’clock.
am will be given; quotations

|
j

League

ng

j
I

will

Crowning.

!

j
:

of the Children’s Protective
d in this city Dec. 27th it was
up the affairs of the associa.turned, and probably liual,
held Feb. 5th.

I.,

ville, Mass., Journal copied
K t<>n Springs correspondence
tuning 11. G. Appliu’s new
Advertising—in
,.<• Jellison.

Journal—pays,

in

is clearing up what is left
stock after the lire and the
nig the building has begun.
:u have a plate glass front,
1 hardwood floor.
Fremont and Stockton were
Gilchrest’s marine railway
l lie Tremont is hauled up
Until at the railroad wharf,
ktou is at the Shales’ wharf,
ill receive her boiler and en.-t ready for service,
calendar for 1907 received at
flice thus far comes from that
uprising financial institution,
It gives a
it National Hank,
the bank’s resources, advises
uf deposits and paying bills
ml says; “We welcome the

I

-itor.”

.eating of Seaside Chautauqua
with Mrs. E. P. Frost, No. 42
Monday afternoon, January
-son will be from chapter flf“F.nglish Government” and
1

V of “Korneo

uitations from
and Juliet.
in

KiNuness

ui

and Juliet.”

Shakespeare’s
air.

unu

mis.

number of the young
■<: mi afternoon’s sleigh ride
afternoon in the iielfast
puny’s big sleigh drawn by
Candy, peanuts and popre a part of the fun, and a
was passed, thanks to the
host and hostess of the oe-

bury

a

1 'oak entertained a number of
at dinner last Friday evenon! Violet, the two German
lted especially for the occau ted
largely to the success
After dinner hearts were
Klizabeth A. Quimby taking
-, while Miss Alice P. Poor reunsolation. A most enjoyable
-pent by the guests.
a “Peeping Tom,” who is beknown in one section of the
other bold, too, for last Sun'hen it was so light that his
very conspicuous against the
■ J
snow, he spied about two
fbe post office and paid little
-ers by.
He did not cease operand lights were out, when those
s movements saw him
depart,
therly course. It is thought to
fellow who followed and fright,
mug ladies a few’ weeks ago.

ig

school

girls

were

given

a

treat in connection with
ir lesson last
Saturday afterb
was
much enjoyed.
The
b is under the auspices of the
m
'V. C. T. A. and which is
Mrs. Freeman Cook, is doing rend work. The average atteuen 20, and the ages of the pupils
o 14.
Someof the little girls
remarkably proficient with
and all show a marked imSeveral visitors were present
i.iy’s session.
Anas

of John T. Owens, who died
Dee. 17th, was held at
Poe. filth in St. Francis Catholic
d

Monday,

1
"

Herman Ilarmaker, whoproeulogy, which was very impres-

music of tlie mass was under the
Miss Elizabeth Llayesof

Hangup

presided at the organ. Miss Ella
llangor was the soloist. After
he friends were given an oppor>ew the remains before the easrne from the church.
The body
I in the tomb at Grove
cemetery,
iterment will take place later,
1

■
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iiarrison Lee of Melbourne, AusJ *«rld8
W. C. T. U. missionary,
1,is
traveled extensively in many
^
1 the
world but is now visiting
1 for ^e
first time, will speak at the
v, /
church at 7.30o’clock this, Thurs"ing In her own laud Mrs. Lee is
1
queen of temperance orators. Of
V *
T- u- meeting in Portlaud
tl,
t.ing Express of that city said:
,v
hee’s address was of thrilling Inter*
t,,
graphically described temperait
r!i in
Australia, giving illustrations
a" Australian could
give. She
h,', "■ "u,y
* are
gift of lifting her hearers and
I
^-aviir' tt then toherhigher and holier enring
remarks she was frequem 1
All are invited to eome
Sll,l hearTiPilauded.”
ar this
talented speaker.
L
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Prisoners

to

Work.

The

board of

prison and jail inspectors propose that hereafter tramps and other jail inmat s shall be
made to work. E. 1’. Mayo of Fairfield,
who returned home last week from a tour
of inspection with other members of the
board, said:
“We are going to start out Jan. 1st and
visit the county jails where the prisoners
are not employed at some kind of labor.
The inspectors will issue an ultimatum to
the county commissioners of the counties,
where there are a large number of prisoners lying idle, to work the prisoners, or we
This is not any one’s pet
shall do so.
theory. It is the unanimous opinion of the
board. The inspectors have lull authority
in the matter. They can remove prisoners
from any jail where they are not being
properly eared for and order them placed
in any other jail of the State, w here they
will receive proper care. We'do not consider that prisoners are being properly
cared for when a large jail is filled with
men in idleness.”

'Ihe Journal’s annual review of local
events will appear in our next issue, Jan.
10th.

E.

There will be a basket-ball game in the
Belfast Opera House Friday evening,
January 4th, between the Belfast High
school second team, and the Rockland
Intermediates. The game will be called at
8 o’clock, and a dance will follow the game.
cents.

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the week ending Dee.
20th: Ladies—Mrs. Nettie Kimball, Mrs
Katie Williams, Mrs. Lucina Wentworth.
Gentlemen—Belfast Carding Mill, George
Delano, F. Bickford llornbiooke, George
Jones, Mr. J. A. Knights, Mr. M. 1. Kuowlton, G. M. l’earson.
Sheriff’s

J.

K.’s

Christmas

Tree.

The

Christmas celebration of the J. K. Club
took the form of a Christmas tree this year,
and needless to say it was a success. The
tree was secured and erected through the
kindness of two of the members’ fathers,
and was a beauty in itself. Miss Helen
Bird was the hostess of the occasion and
the tree was decorated by her, with the
assistance of several club members and
the valuable aid of Miss Bertha L Bird.
Wednesday evening, Dee. 26th, was the
date set, and after all the members had ar■rived and had been relieved of their various
mysterious, looking bundles the company
was ushered from the parlor to the sitting
room, where the tree, brightly lighted by
candles, and with almost every available
place hung with prettily wrapped and
brightly tied bundles, which were most
tempting in appearance, was placed. The
word had gone forth that nothing was to
be touched until the candles burned down,
and so a rapidly moving circle of not-exactly-silent admirers revolved about the center
of interest until the candy bags were distributed and quiet restored in a measure.
By and by even the candy lost its interest,
and the candles received quite a bit of asMiss Bertha Bird
sistance in going out.
acted the part of Santa Claus to the impatient girls and distributed tbe gifts,
which were opened amid oh’s! and ah’s of
admiration and peals of laughter. As the
ten cent limit had been strictly set, none of
the gifts were elaborate, though many were

Amos

Appointments.

F.

most

dainty and attractive, and otners were
happy hits on the recipients. The poetry
which accompanied many of them was no
small part of their charm, and everybody
enjoyed her neighbor’s presents equally
The timid member now
with her own.
need have no fear, as she is amply supplied
with a lantern, plenty of masculine protection and even a coupe; the proud mother
had plenty of reminders of the small boy at
home; several musical members have new
instruments to pratice on ; the school teachers are supplied with “rods”and rulers; the
proud owner of “the nicest kitten in town”
now has several rivals for her first feline
love; the girl who is always thirsty was
amply supplied with tin dippers and tumblers,and the domestic girl was so overloaded
with tin ware that spoons and strainers
were at a decided discount.
Among the
cleverest gifts were vegetable dolls, which
labeled with appropriate mottoes.such
“May you always beet,” etc. Everyone
had her share, and, as the bridge fiend who
got the tiny pack of cards might say, "Honors were even.” After the tree was stripped
of everything (including some of the popcorn) the party adjourned tg (he parlor,
each one richer by nearly a dozen articles,
where a general
'fessing up” ensued bewere

as

fore the delicious ice cream and wafers
were served.
Flashlights were the next
thing on the program and several “cheerful
groups” were taken in ihe bay-window before the final breaking up. The evening
was owe of the most enjoyable in the club’s
history, and the passengers on the Miller
street oar voted to have a tree at every club
meeting through the winter.

Ruth Macomber.
Song of the Mill-wheel,
Phillip
Marie Slides.
Little Reaper’s Song,
Schumann
Hazel Coombs.
The Gipsy Girl,
Oehmler
Harry Bowker.
Dale
(duet).
Lilly
Rudolph Wiggin, Miss Stoddard.
The Clowns,
Streabog
Miss Clara Furbish.

Lanciani
Stephen Clement.
Tannhauser March,
W'agtier, Richards
Serenade,

Doris Roberts.

Berceuse from

“Jocelyn,”

Godard Iileiupaul
M iss Marjorie Shaw.

Duet,

Streabog

Misses Velma Mitchell and Sadie Preston.
Soldier’s March,
Schumann
Santa Claus,

Margaret Craig.

Schumann
Mabel Craig.

Class Reception March,
Miss Velma Mitchell.
Mandolin Serenade,
Miss Gladys Richards.

Fairy Fingers Waltz,

SALE!

*

Lindsay
Bobm

Kenney

Misses Alice Parker and Marjorie Shaw.
W'illiams
Miss Florence Shaw.

Barcarolle,

Shipping Items. The bay coasters are
still busy carrying hay to the island ports
anu kiin wuuu auu oarrms 10 rvocttianu.

wo

schooners loaded kiln wood at the railroad
wharf last week for C. E. liieknell, Rockland—Sch. S. J. Lindsey discharged a
cargo of phosphate from Weymouth last
week at Lewis’ wharf for Fred S. Jackson.
....Capt. Alfred 0. Small, who died Dec_
25th at his home in Yarmouth, Me., aged 80
years commanded at various times a large
number of vessels built exclusively by
Soule Brothers of Freeport, some of which
were the Georgia, Occident, Cosmopolite,
Tam O’Shanter, Suliole, C. II. Soule and
the Lafayette, which was built especially
for him. Me sailed around the world four
times—A big wrecking crew is at work on
the seh. Helen B. Crosby, on the Inner Bay
Ledges and it is expected to float her. She
has been tilled with kerosene barrels to prevent her sinking when pulled off, and if
saved she will be repaired and fitted for
sea....Sch. J. S. Lamphrey has chaitered
to load potatoes at Stockton Springs fo
Richmond, Va., at $1100, lump sum_
Capt. Bert Murphy of schooner Watchman,
who recently experienced much hardship
on a trip to Boston, is now at his home in
Seal Cove. Capt. Murphy received injuries
and also suffered from exposure and will be
obliged to stay at home for a time. The vessel is being repaired in Boston.The
barge Pine Forest was towed from Port
Point to Mack’s point, Sunday, taking the
place of the barge Rutherford, discharged.
..The Rockland & Rockport Lime Co. have

purchased the small Baltimore ferry boat
Robert Garrett and will have her converted
into a barge....The tug Valley Forge, towing the barge Pine Forest for Searsport, arrived at Fort Point from Philadelphia Friday night. The barge Eagle Hill was docked at Mack’s point_The revenue steamer
Woodbury was in the bayj Friday—A
schooner is daily expected here to go in
Gilchrest’s marine railway for quite extensive repairs_Sch. E. S. Wilson has
loaded a cargo of hardwood at the railroad
wharf from the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.
for Deer Isle.

SPRING GOODS,

our

and

on

MARK

shop-worn articles, but

all other goods

on

Girl wanted at

Northport

at the Girls’ Home,
do general housework.

once

avenue, to

There will he a “Poverty Party” at the
North church vestry Monday evening, Jan.
7th, at 7.30 o’clock. “Tickets inter the vestry 3 cents or 3 ole rubbers.” The young
people of the parish and their friends are

cordially invited.
North Belfast. Rev. W. H. Randolph,
Auburn Seminary, ’07, New York, arrived
Christmas morning to spend his vacation.
He returned to New York Friday.Adelbert Merrill, Tufts Medical School, ’08, arrived Dec. 22nd to spend his vacation with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. VV. W. Merrill.
He relumed Monday—George U. Hatch,
who is teaching in Fort Fairfield, spent a
few' days last week with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. G. Hatch, returning to Fort
Fairfield Monday_Miss Adella Staples,
who has been visiting for several W'eeks in
Monroe and Wiuterport, arrived home last
Friday_Miss Nina Mason was united in
marriage with Mr. Randolph Stevens of
Sabattus, at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ned Mason, Thursday evening,
Dec. 27th, Rev. J. W. Vaughan officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Stevens took the train Monday morning for Sabattus, where they will
reside.
Recital in Odd Fellows Hall. The
arid

musical

society

win

a recital at

give

Fellows

Hall, Wednesday evening,
January 9th, to which the public is cordially invited. The concert will begin at 8
o'clock. Admission 25 cents. Following is
Odd

the program:
Overture, Midsummer Night’s Dream,Duet,
Mendelssohn.
Miss Gladys Pitcher, Miss Ethola Frost.
Mrs. Clarence E. Read.
Song, selected,
Chorus, The Vision, Polka.
Mozart.
Concerto in G,
Miss Helen Duntou,2nd piano, Miss Faunce.
Miss Marian Wells.
Song, selected,
Piano solo, Gavotte,
Kein Drink
Miss Louise Dennett.
Mrs. C. W. Wescott.
Song, selected,
Mr. Crockett,
Cornet solo,
Double quartette,
The Magic of Spring, Waltz,
Weinzierl.
Mrs. Frost, Miss Wells, Soprano.
Mrs. Pitcher, Miss Skay, Alto.
Mr. Morse, Mr. Lord, Tenor.
Mr. Pitcher, Mr. Parker, Bass.
Mr. Pitcher.
Song, selected,
An Old
Year and New Year’s
The
Dance.
dancing-school ball in
Memorial Hall Monday evening, December
31st, was a great success. The hall was
prettily decorated with evergreens and red,
while the little anteroom was arranged as
old fashioned
•an
room, with
quaint
In this room
furniture and ornaments.
Miss Grace E. Burgess, Miss Grace A.
Lord, MissMelvina Parker and Mr. George
A. Quirnby, arrayed in old-fashioned costumes, constituted a reception committee.
Here, also, refreshments of cider, doughnuts, popcorn, apples, “gooseberries” and
peppenuent drops were served. At midnight the lights in the hall went out, ai d
some tiny electric bulbs arranged in tbe
form of the figures “1907” on a green background at the rear of the stage, gave a very
The music was
novel and pretty effect.
fine, and the order a combination of old and
new dances.
A large number was in at-

tendance, and tbe affair was a
pretty and novel one.

particularly

New Advertisements. J. W. Fergu& Co., 20 Main street, announce an annual discount sale to lower their stock before getting in spring goods. It is a genuine
mark down on everything in the store. The
discount on wool dress goods and dress
trimmings will be 20 per cent and on all

son

other goods 10 per cent—Carle & Jones
began Jan. 1st to do a strictly cash business
in both of their two stores. Positively no
charges made. Jan. 4th they begin a general clearance and cost price sale in their
dry goods department. Many of the goods
will be sold at less than cost, as the stock
_l

_i»

i...

ii

ti--

n.i

i5.,i

all to

rooms, city
water, connected with sewer and fitted for two families, is
offered for sale. Apply to Mrs. Annie Harris on the premises—See cut of prison
sleigh in E. R. Conner’s advt... .There are
bargains at The Fashion you cannot afford
to overlook_Eben F. Littlefield of Brooks
has applied for admission to the bar_
New wall papers, about 1,000 rolls, 1907, at
Carle & Jones....Whitten Bro’s. grocers,
have a large assortment of theSuperba canned goods, pack of 1906. Prices right—
Townsend’s postals the best direct photo
graphs.Dog found by C. W. Howard,
10

a

Pi of. Hugh R. Hatch of Colby Co)lr8<
will occupy the Baptist pulpit next Sunday
morning and evening, the other services
will be as usual.

shall give 20 % Discount.

we

share in this BONA FIDE mark down.

Bargains There is a

There will be services at the Unitarian
church next Sunday with preaehing by the
pastor, Rev. Adolph Rossbach, at 10.45 a.
in.; Sunday school at 12 o’clock.

Difference
Big
•^AFFORD

YOU CAN’T

The meetings at the Union Rescue Mission will coutinue in the future every
Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday evening
at 7.30, and Sunday afternoons at 2 o’clock.

....IS....

Pianos.

Christian Science services are held at J.
F. Feruald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every Sunday morning at 11 o’clock and Wednesday
evening at 7.30, to which all are cordially
welcome.

In Ladies'Shirt Waists

There will be services in the chapel at
East Northport Sunday, Jan. Otli, at 10.30 a.
in., with a sermon by the pastor. Rev. G. G.
Winslow.
Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.
Services in the Woods schoolhouse at
2.00 p. m.

It is easy enough for a salesman to
his lingers over the keys and say:

run

$1.25 Waists

The three mission study classes at the
North Congregational church are to begin
work this week, two of them taking up the
new text book “The Christian Conquest of
India” and one studying home missions
from the immigration standpoint, with the
book “Aliens or Americans” for a basi s.

“

2.25

“That’s a fine tone.” But how is it
after a year or so? That’s when the
tone of a piano shows—if there is any

$ .98

TONE in it.

.1.75

Large assortment

to

HENRY F.

select from.

HUGHES 8

Ladies’

BLANKtTS,

Underwear,

Whether you buy the best,

Hosiery, Outings, Lace Cur.
tains, Framed Pictures, Dolls,
Toys, Stationery, Etc. Millinery at greatly reduced prices at

Pitchef sMusic Store.
Undertaking

MAINE.

BELFAST,

The North Congregational Sunday school
held its annual election of officers Sunday,
Dec. 30tli, with the following result: Superintendent, H. M. Prentiss: Assistant Superintendent, A. J Knowlton; Secretary and
Treasurer, Miss Maud K. Russell; Librarian, Miss Nellie Hopkins; Executive com
mittee. Rev. I). L. Wilson, Mr. 11. M. Prentiss, Miss Nellie Hopkins, ex-officio, Mr.
Edward Sibley, Mrs. C. M. Craig; Library
committee. Rev. D. L. Wilson, Miss Hopkins, ex-offico, Miss Maud K. Russell; Supply committee, 11. 51. Prentiss, .Miss Avis
M. Morisot), Miss Caroline W. Field;chorister, Rev. D. L. Wilson; organist, Miss Amy
E. Stoddard; Superintendent of Home Department, .Miss Elizabeth 51. Pond.

-AND-

Catarrh

^LICENSED EMBALMING*-

Cured or your money returned.
The treatment so easy and mild
any child cair use it. If you
have this trouble call at

R. H. COOMBS & SON,

Caskets, Robes and Burial Goods

CITY DRUG STORE,
BELFAST,

Calls answered promptly either day
Telephone at house and office,
Ambulance for moving the sick.

Townsend’s Postals

a

PULL LIN i: of

and do developing, printing, etc., at lowest prices.
Films for any size or make of cameras. A dark
room free to all.

The Longer You Know Them the Fetter
You Like Them.

72 31 AIN SI'RKKT, BELFAST.

NOTICE.

Kidney Pills never fail you.
people know this.

FOUND

case.

they stood the test

For six years.
Mrs. William H. Keene of 81 Cedar

Street, Belfast, Me., says: “My kidney complaint started
with just a slight backache, then I noticed that
there was some irregularity of the kidney secretions and 1 was caused much annoyance on this
account. The trouble grew worse and my father,
who had used roan’s Kidney Pills with the best
of ^results, advisedme to use this remedy, and I
got a box at the City Drug Store. I am pleased
to state that Doan’s Kidney Pills was just the
remedy 1 needed. I noticed a marked improvement in a very short time and 1 was so encouraged that 1 kept on with the medicine and I was

Notice is hereby given that EBEN F. LITTLEFIELD of Brooks, Maine, has made application
to the State Board of Bar Examiners tor examination for admission to the Bar at the next session of the Board to be held at Bangor on the first
Tuesday of February. 1907.
JOHN B. MADIGAN,
3\vl
Secretary of the Board.

About two weeks ago on my premises in Sears*
port, a female hound about six months old. Owner can have t ie same by calling on (and paying
C. W. HOWARD.
charges)

Searsport, January 1,1907.—2wl*

|

-’-

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
()HGANI/l<:i) ISOS.

It i9 several years since I first used
it, and since they have never failed to bring satresults
when used. Mj husband lias
isfactory
soon

cured.

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President.

also used them lor backache and he thinks there
We both endorse
is nothing to equal them.

Kidney Pills

as a

ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
the United states.
Remember
other.

t lie

HERBERT T.

remedy which everyone

should know about.”
For sale by all dealers.

name—Doan’s—and take no

WILMER J.

FIELD,

DORMAN, Treasurer.

Assistant Treasurer.

DEPOSITS, DECEMBER 1, 1906,

Price 50 cents. Fos
N. Y., sole agents for

SURPLUS,

$1,345,519.07
187.703.64

.....

j

>*>»•«»«

Si.*** .*•

Dividend No. 1, December 7, 1868,
Dividend No. 77, December 3,1906,

New
Wall

at the rate of

$867.76

3 |-2 %,

$22,195.83

TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO

DEPOSITORS TO DATE,

$1,214,779.68

-4***444444**4444-

This Bank is paying its 77th semi-annual dividend at the rate of

Papers
i

(

night.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES

ARE THE BEST

Head how

or

MAINE.
£3P*We also carry

Read this Belfast

the

CASH OR PAYMENTS.

nnion service elsewhere announced. Morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. meeting at 6.30
p. m.; subject, beginning with God and
continuing with Ilim. Gen. 1; 1; John 1;
1-14; 15; 4-7. (Consecration meeting.) Evening worship at 7.30 p. m.

Belfast

or

next best, we owe you satisfaction, and
we are as anxious as you can be to see
that you get it.

The services for the week at the North

Doan’s

SCN,

JACOB BROS.,
STODART.

Congregational church will he as follows:
Junior C. E. meeting Thursday at 3.00 p.
m.
The usual Thursday evening prayer
meeting will be omitted ou account Jof the

About 1000 Rolls 1907

)

per annum, and we

dividend interest is

confidently expect to
immediately credited

3 |“2 %

maintain this rate in the future.

All

depositors, and
principal sum.

to the accounts of the

if uncalled for at the time will draw interest the

same as

the

The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
a continuation of the patronage of its present

Trustees, who respectfully ask

depositors, and will be pleased to open
positors within

THE CHURCHES.

or

new

accounts with any

prospective de-

without the State.

Deposits received and placed

Morning worship in the Methodist
church next Sunday with sermon by the
pastor at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at noon;
evening service at 7.30 p. m. Seats are free
and the pnblic invited.

MILLER,
POOLE,

Sizes 32 to 44.

Bishop Charles Cardwell McCabe of the
Methodist Episcopal church is dead, lie
rendered distinguished service to his country in the civil war. He had given his great
lecture on The Sunny Side of Life in Libby
Prison more than eleven hundred times, lie
has been one of the most conspicuous and
inspiring leaders in his church for forty
years.

Searsport.

The regular services will be held at the
Universalist church next Sunday. The subject of the morning sermon will be Intellectual Integrity in Religion.

On

store.

our

:

Sale begins today, January 3, and continues 30 days.

—

street,

in

EVERYTHING

in and get

come

CASH ONLY.

Doan’s

lows block, has berun a mark down New
Year’s sale of ladies’ and misses’ suits,
coats and furs. All fall and winter goods
at one-third to one-half less than the regular price..*..You can buy pianos for cash or
payments at Pitcher’s music store and have
The
many different maxes to select from
New Year’s sale of pipes is now on at D.
F. Stephenson’s, next door to the Windsor
Hotel.
Mr. S. is agent for the llangor
Daily News, Waterviile Sentinel and Pennsylvania Grit—The house, No. 10 High

DOWN

&

10 PER CENT.

cordially invite
These prices are for
We

have decided to give

we

a

Wool Dress Goods and Dress Trimmings

Burgess counted the beans, and there
1,422. The guesses were 1,420.

25

public

few

on a

were

Admission,

stock before getting in

the benefit of

^GENUINE

Mrs. W. A. Coombs and Miss Flazel McT iggart were the fortunate guessers in the
bean contest for the chocolates at L. S.
Shim’s. M. L. Mitchell, G. F. Black and E.

Carleton, who entered upon his second
term as sheriff of Waldo county Jan. 1st,has
appointed the following deputies for the ensuing tear: Patrick J. Cuddy, deputy and
Belfast; Charles S. Adams, SearsMathews Bros’. Busy. A Journal rep- turnkey,
mont; Silas E. Bowler, Palermo; Charles
resentative called at the Mathews Bros.’
F. Drake, Frankfort; Elisha W. Ellis, Belwoodworking plant last week and learned
fast; Fred L. Emmons, Brooks; Joseph 11.
that it was never so busy at this season as
Farwell, Unity; Uiluiot L. Gray, Troy;
now and that the business of the month of
Phineas G. Hurd, Northport; F’rauk 1.
December bids fair to exceed that of any
J. W. Nickerson,
December in the history of the firm. Mortlaud, Searsport;
M. Webber, Monroe.
The business wras established in 187?. Swanville; Sidney
Mr. Webber succeeds Jerry Bowen of MonThe
new
the
warehouse, completed
roe, deceased, and Messrs. Adams and
the
not
past season,
only permits
Nickerson are additional men. The others
work to go on
regardless of weather are
reappointments.
conditions, but so facilitates the handling
Liquor Cases. Sheriff Carleton and Depof material, the receipt of stock and the
mutt
attu
jlius
matte siiituishipment of orders as to largely increase uues until,
the capacity of the establishment. Mr. 0. taneous raids last Friday ou three places
E. Frost, the manager, said that the orders where it was suspected liquor was being
At R. H. Moody’s drug store they
sold.
now on hand would keep them busy until
the middle of February. Among the orders fouud a quart bottle partially filled with
whiskey, and at the place of Jesse Staples
are the hardwood fiuish, hardwood floors,
doors, windows and veranda finish for the on Main street they secured a pint of hard
Elks Club at llouiton; finish, doors, and stuff. A protracted search at the Commonflooring for the Mansur building in Houl- wealth hotel revealed nothing contraband.
tou; everything, including windows and Moody and Staples were before the police
court Saturday, and their cases took the
frames, for the 4-story Haines building in
usual course. Sunday Sheriff Carlcton and
course of erection in Waterville, all the finish to be hardwood ; the windows, w indow Deputies Drake and Hurd seized a large
frames and all exterior fiuish for the Fierce quantity of bottled whiskey and rum iu the
The Hillside House, Frankfort.
house in North Leominster, Mass.
Monday the
last of five car loads of sash for Darlington proprietor was arraigned iu the Belfast poand Centerdale, R. I., was shipped last lice court, found guilty, and held to answer
week.
This is in addition to the large iu the S. J. Court.
amount of regular work for the Boston
Piano Recital. A New Year’s recital
market. For many years much of the pine
was given by some of the pupils of Miss
used in this factory was brought trout Mich- Amy K. Stoddard at her home Tuesday
igan and now they are receiving pine from afternoon, with the following program :
California.
Watson
Happy New Year,
Tiie

the

our

/

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

is a Democrat, the others Republicans.
Tileston Wadlin, clerk of courts; and Geo.
D. JIcCrillis, register of deeds, succeed
themselves by relection.

STREET, BELFAST,

DISCOUNT

*

Y

ALL DRUOOI8T81 60c. AND 61.00.

son

order to lower

X
X not

tovalusblo tor Coughs mod Colds.

The new county officers who entered
upon their duties Jan. 1st are Freeman M.
P.
William
county treasurer;
Wood,
Thompson, county attorney, and Edward
Evans, county commissioner. Mr. Thomp-

MAIN

20

CO.,

X

j

meeting of the Eastern Hay

,1

6

so

Influenza.

each side of Main street.

on

W. FERGUSON &

J.

JK

%

at

on interest

the first of each

month.
JUST RECEIVED.

Deposits in this Bank

are

exempt from taxation.
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CARLEJi JONES,

ROBERT F. DUNTON,

JAMBS II. HOWES,

CROCKERY DEPARTMENT.

ARTHUR I. BROWN,

BEN D. FIELD.

TRUSTEES:
FRED G. WHITE,

A

How He Piloted
Christmas Into Port
^

_

The pilot swung himself heavily on
board, shedding part of the Atlantic
ocean out of the iron like creases of his
oilskins.
Deep below in the sucking
sea at the base of the forty-foot steel
precipice, his little boat slid away on
the toboggan incline of a rolling grayback.
“Pretty far out, aren’t you?” asked
the captain of the liner.
I misdoubted but what we
“Yes.
mightn’t be able to pick you up closer
There’s fog making fast in the
in.
west. I wish you had come a couple
of hours sooner.”
“Whew!” said the captain through
his white teeth. “I knew we were cutting it tine—bad trouble with the starboard engines all the way across. But
I did hope that we’d get her in before

anyway.”
Imperia was a Christmas shipsnapped away from England at the last
possible hour, minute and second to deliver the last possible belated passenger
and parcel in time for an American
Christmas. Every item on her mani-

noon

a

If the man in the crow’s nest had
been consulted he might have reported
that the fog bad just achieved a triumphant degree of thickness, for he could
not see the lookout at the bow below
him any more, whereas before that he
could see a shaping down there that
looked dimly like something. But the
man in the crow’s nest was not consulted.
Thus it happened that presently tbe
indignant and sulky passengers heard
the chain come complaining home and
the awful siren beginning to whoop, and
then the propellers shook the ship again,
and into the thickness and the unseen
noises she walked at eight knots an
hour—just-four times as fast as a fat
man would dare to walk along a dark
country road where nothing could be
fall him except a stumble into a mud

fests

puddle.

for

the star-

board bow he should have been able to
see the thin white and black spindle of
the Eire Island light sticking up above

A»lir

*

d

rlailitu

PTPSt

white.

Five knots more and the sea ahead
shrouded, though her ports still
shot sparkles back to the morning sun.
Five knots more and the sun passed
from her bows, suddenly.
When the twin screws had turned
again the passengers on deck looked up
in unison. It was as if a cloud had
passed overhead. But the shadow stayed.
Before they realized that this was uo
passing cloud the world shook to a
It
heart-broken wail high overhead.
mourned across the sea, hopeless, the
her
weird
through
great ship dreeing,
was

the mouth of the fog siren.
A clear bell tinkled deep below.
Astern two propellers began to thrash.
The Imperia, gliding no more, pounded
up and down, swashing. She had slowed to half speed.
To port something lamented like her,
with agonized sounds forced from overstrained lungs. To starboard something

Wheie

angry and quick.*
the land should have been something
and anxious.
harsh
screamed,
cui

me

iiuuirtu

me

tuc

From cabins and cafes
and smoking rooms and steerage cellars it poured upward. Fog! Fog! With
port almost in sight and Christmas waiting in town!

ship stirred.

j

gretfully.
impressed by

Tin-. DREADFUL FOG.

I

1

swung up for a moment and washed
away into nothing, rolling with rattle
and a deluge spilling from the rudder.
And then there came something
more startling than all the noises.
The
ship ceased to tremble, the
steady song from the engine rooms
hushed, the churning aft sighed and exSilence, the most startling
pired.
thing that can happen suddenly aboard
a liner, bad fallen. The Christmas ship

ninety-nine

EVERY MAN TO HIS I'OST.

of a mau-o’-war, the
snip s people sougnt men posts—uie
carpenter with his men at the chain,
ready to kiiock away and let her run
out should something drive down blindly on them from ahead; the chief en- i
gineer at the engines, ready to back or I
drive to avoid impending collision;
officers at the bow, on the forecastle, 1
along her rail and astern, trying to I
look holes through the fog, and the
crew

j

beard.'

bridge

chewing his j
!
than he !

He was better off there
would have been on the promenade
deck. Below him the ship was racketing like a sorely hit stock exchange
after an unexpected bear raid. Everything that wore a uniform, from the
deck stewards up, was beset by cross,
First cabin,
deeply injured people.
second cabin and steerage, millionaires
of all the queen and empire cities of
America, heiresses of all the trusts, and
immigrants from the hungry plains of
the Don and the Volga wanted to know
why the ship was anchored.
They knew well enough. The fog
patted them wetly and sent shivers
But
down their backs to tell them.
they wanted to know from their fellow men and to reproach them when
were told.
The pilot, shining with fog-damp like

they

a

splendid yellow Mandarin, came down
to get a bite to eat and at once was the
center of the crowd as if he were a

bulletin board on election night. Questions in all the ten thousand dialects of
the world and all the ten bad tempera
were shot at him.
He looked around

TOWN.

Mrs. So-and-So really simply had to
get to town. She gave the pilot all the

Her anchor chain went smashing
through the hawse holes and her great
bell began to ring, going desperately,
then stopping lor a minute, then going
desperately again.

the
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health ofNarrows,
surprised
ficer at quarantine by booming out their
almost
at
his
front door.
signal
“Great Scott!” said he. “Don’t tell
me that a liner has come up!”
And “smoking Jehosophat1” said the

nnrm

anv

anima.1

niit.il it liar!

been owned in the State three years.
The record shows that ttiis law has put
a check upon diseased animals being
shipped into the State for breeding purposes, and in the opinion of the commissioners it has made a decided improvement in this line.
“The records also show that before
the new.law was passed the commissioners’ work was confined practically
to great herds where only about six per
cent were found diseased, practically
leaving the pure blood cattle uninvestigated, where 20 per cent have been
found diseased by enforcing the new
law. Now it would not be fair to claim
that the new law is responsible for the
total number of 186 cattle condemned
since the enactment, because very probably there would have been some found
had it not been for the new law. Just
how many we cannot tell but it would
be a fair estimate to claim that it has
caused the condemning of at least 130.
These cattle cost the State nearly $50
each, which will account for $6,500 and
the estimated extra expense will be at
least $2,500, making a total of $9,000,
and this will account for so much of the
extra amount expended by the commissioners this last year.
“The other law providing that all pure
blood cattle shall be tested has worked
well, there having been 885 pure blood
cattle tested, out of which 156 have

reasons that don’t count
L
of the revenue cutter Iroquois,
and the one that does.
He was deeply captain
lying at the lower end of New York, as
concerned, especially as the lady began he
read the despatch from quarantine.
to make elaborate preparations "for cry“What do you think? The Imperia has
ing. But he shook his head and she be- come
up through this!”
been found diseased.
thought herself and did not cry, but
“Darn it!” said the men in the little
flounced off, crushing him with a look
“Many have the idea that the comship news office at the Battery. “Darn missioners believe that the tuberculine
that really sank in.
what
the
devil
did
she
want
to
come test is infallible.
This is a wrong imBefore the pilot got through with that it,
fourth slice of ham he had in audience up for? Why couldn’t she lay off the pression. We do not believe that, yet
bar
like
the
rest of ’em? Now there’ll it is best in a
before him as if he were a king, half the
diagnosis of the case. This
be a lot of stuff to write and our little is used in smaller countries where tuberlittle and great mightiness of that floatscheme for a Christmas dinner is knock- culosis exists. The commissioners
say
ing engined city. He began to get a con- ed to
pot.”
that the tuberculine test does not injure
fused impression that there couldn’t
And so they wrote their accounts and the animal.”
possibly beany Christmas ashore unless
said a good deal about the good
the cargo of important persons got they
| In the same bulletin, F. L. Russell,
seamanship and the good pilotage that I veterinary of the Maine Agricultural
there to permit it. So he bolted.
But he wras caught again. At the had brought the big ship home through ! Experiment station, has an article on
the worst fog of twenty years in time Rovine
Tuberculosis, in which he says
very foot of the ladder leading to the for Christmas
day ashore. But nobody ! it is the most serious disease that our
bridge he was not only stopped, but
because
the
best
nobody knew,
! Maine farmer has to contend.
held, by a girl. The pilot was a married wrote,
part of the story.
man of perfect morals; but he had to
said
the
after
had
he
“But,”
pilot,
look at that girl twice.
The second
DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION.
told it, “the next girl with Irish gray
look was so entirely satisfactory that
The person who disturbed the congregacan cry them out for all of me. If
eyes
he didn’t even try to disengage her little
tion last Sunday by continually coughing is
K
,4 a--___
*
any more Christmas ships come my way ! requested to buy a bottle of Foley’s lloney
in me iog meyn stay mere tin next
: and Tar.—R. H. Moody.
She tried to speak, but, instead, her
if necessary, and don't you
extremely red mouth formed itself into Christmas,
it.”
a most melancholy bow and she com- forget
>
menced to cry—real tears, not Newport
The National for January is a “snapsociety ones.
a
was
“Affairs
at
nbmber.
Washington,”
“Now,” said the pilot, “my dear.” (he py”
by its editor, Joe Mitchell Chappie, is
was
and the

Great

1

titty
eighteen), “what

girl truly

was

only

is the matter?”
There was a great deal the matter—a
most shockingly great deal. The girl
was engaged to a young man. That was
not so bad. But the young man was a
soldier. And he had been in the Philippines for a whole long, round year, and
lie had come home unexpectedly ten
days before and he had to go back again
on the morning after Christmas, and he
had cabled to her, and she had caught
the Imperia with her maid, and now—

and now—
And if she didn’t' get up she could
only see him for just a minute tomorrow morning, even if she could get the
transport at all before it sailed. And
the pilot felt as if he would willingly
eat all the fog and have it on his digestion all the rest of his life if he could
get that ship up.
Then he soothed her, or rather, he
failed most utterly to soothe her, and

exceptionally strong in character; and
several additional pages

added to
this department, giving to the reader
an insight into the affairs at the National Capital such as can be obtained from
are

no other publication.
The number is
filled with the very best of fiction,
among which might be especially noted,
the story “Reversing an Engineer,” bv

C. C. Johnson; “The Poor Man’s Cow,”
by Mirian Sheffy; “A Comedy in tht
Air,” by Charles Mcllvaine; “His
Client,” by F. Binney de Forest; as
well as other fascinating fiction. The
National’s recent cover designs are ex
celled this month by one of Manning’s
Typical American Girls, which is tin
best thing that he has yet done.

Sufferer from

that threefrom poor
digestion, inactive liver and bowels. A
35c. bottle of “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine will cure all these troubles and preent serious sickness.
Eminent

physicians

quarters of all diseases

say

come
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will cure it. If you doubt same
ask any of your friends, or try a
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Driving Horse Wanted.
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Waterville. 7 15
Bangor. 7 15

lot of Glenwoods

new

Boston,

Portland..
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Any party having a desirable driving Benton.
f7 51
horse, with or without harness, sleigh, Clinton. t7 30 H
Burnham, depart. 8 50
wagon, or robes, that they desire to sell at Unity.
9 08
a bargain, can find a purchaser for the
Thorndike. 9 17 li
Knox. 19 25 I
horse or whole outfit for cash, by address9 40
Brooks.
Waldo. t9 50 H
ing Box 986, Belfast, Maine. Give full and City
Point. H0 00 Mi'
truthful description and quote lowest price Belfast, arrive
10 05
station.
first time. Will purchase one or two second tFlag
Limited tickets for Boston ar«
hand fur robes of large size, and in good $5.00 from Belfast and all stations
Through tickets to all points W»
at a bargain price. Don’t bother un- west, via all routes, for sale
order,
1>\ I.kwi
Etc.
Agent, Belfast.
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Assignees

Gen’l Pass,

anti
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The real and personal property of FRENCH j
BROS. COMPANY, a corporation at Sandy- !
point, Stockton Springs, Maine, will he sold at
public auction on the premises at Sandypoint, ;
Saturday, January 12, 11)07, at 10 o’clock, i
The property consists of..

PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE

Five acres—more or less—of land
One dwelling bouse.
One incubator house.
Two brooder houses.
Six or eight long duck houses, together with
several summer sheds.
PULLMAN SKlt \ 1( I
Ice house.
Power house.
Parlor car on train leaving No.
23 Monarch Incubators-coo hen egg capacity.
! 2.53 p. in. aud leaving Caribou ar~
•2 Cyphers
—300
DEPARTURES
2 star
—300
1 Prairie State
—300
Lea.vk Searsport 5 50 a. in., S!.»'ki.
2 Monarch
—125
l^r and arriving at North Bangor :
1 Coal Boiler—Farmers—40 gal.
gor (via North Bangor) 7.0> a. in s
1 Horse Power.
8.08 a. m, Dover and Foxcroft 9. i:>
1 Shredding Machine.
viile 10.50 a. m., Kinen l oo i>. in., m,
2 Hot Water Heaters and Piping.
Millinocket 10.12 a. in., Ashland l.i
Lot of wire netting.
Kent 3.40 p, in., Houlton 12 30 p. in., »
Feed Troughs and Tools.
2.43 p. m., Presque Isle2.22 p. in., <
The buildings, except the dwelling house, will
Leave—Northern Maine Junction
be sold separately, as personal property, to be
for and arriving at No. Bangor at
moved within 10 days.
(North Bangor) 3.40 p. in.."'
Bangor
Terms, cash at time of sale.
3.40 p. ill., Miio 4.11 p. in., Millinork
For further particulars apply to assignee,
Houlton 7.40
in.. Fort Fairti< !
J. ALBERT BRACKETT, Assignee,
Presque Isle 9.22 p. in., Caribou 9.50 p
603 Barristers* Hall,
Leave—Searsport 3.25 p. in., Stockt
for and arriving at No. Bangor 4.50 p
•3W52
Boston, Mass.
(via North Bangor) 5.20 p. in., So. 1
p. in Milo 0.05 p. in., Dover 0.25 p. in
7 55 p. ill.

In tffect

Monday, October 8. 906,
••

Pea Coal!
We have just received a cargo of belt quality PEA COAL, which you' can buy, as long
as it lasts, for,

$5.50 per ton

THE SWAN & SIBLEY CO.
33, 35, 37

Front St.,

Belfast, Maine

TELEPHONE 8-2.

NOTICE OF F0 <ECL0SURE.

Oscar E. Perry of Burnham, in the
County ot Waldo and state of Maine,by his
mortgage deed dated Jan. 9, A. I). 1897, recorded
in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 247, Page 304,
conveyed to Charles E. Mierman of said Burnham, a certain parcel of land with the buildings
thereon, situated in said Burnham, bounded and
described as follows, viz: it being the Hunter
farm, situated on the county road leading from
Clinton to Burnham, and bounded on the east by
the Sebasticook River; on the south by land formerly owned by Charles Reed and land of Mrs.
Hunt and
on the west by the center
of the so-called trout brook; on the north by land
owned
Capt. A. D. Willett and the said E2. W.
Crawford; containing forty acres, more or less;
and whereas, the said Charles E. Sherman, by
his deed of assignment dated the twentieth day
of December, A. 1). 1906, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds Book 278, Page 499, did assign,
transfer and convey the notes, debt and claim
thereby secured and all his right, title and interest by virtue of sai<f mortgage in and to the real
estate therein described to the undersigned, C. F.
Mitchell of said Burnham; and whereas, the con
dition of said mortgage has been broken.
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said

WHEREAS.

LymanWinn;

by

LIVE
STOCK
Farmers and dealers can save the specula
tors’ profit by sending live stock on commission. Will start a Live Stock car from
Belfast every Monday morning and load
stock at all stations on Belfast Branch. Cars
of live stock leave Burnham Junction every
Monday noon. Cattle can be tested for
Tuberculosis by the Tuberculin Test at
home with little trouble and expense. Write
for information.

F. L. LIBBY,

Burnham, Maine.

Telephone, llurnhani

1-3.

WE

YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION
To

THE

mortgage.

Dated at Burnham, in the County of Waldo and
State of Maine, this twenty-sixth day of December, A D. 1906.
3wl
C. F. MITCHELL,

OF

REPUBLICAN

JOURNAL.

We

want you to take advantage of ourcombination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S
MAGAZINE. We have already announced

together for $2.10.
Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at this

that we offer the two

office.

x

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
Belfast, Maine.

HaiDS Central Railroai Go.
Owing to the large amount of tariff work, both
freight and passenger, made necessary by the recent amendment to the Interstate Commerce
Law, it has been impossible to prepare and file
the necessary tariffs making effective on January
first the reductions authorized by tbe Boards of
Directors of the Maine Central and Washington
County railroads at their meetings last November.
These reductions will be made effective as soon
as the necessary tariffs can be prepared and
lw52
legal notice given.

At less than one-half value, a No. 7 U. 8. Cream
Separator, used on< year, guaranteed in good
condition ; also one portable G h. p. steam engine;
also 10 or 12 useful horses
W. E GRIN NELL,
Tel. 7-11, Belfast.
Phoenix House Stable
Tel. 3-13, Searsport.
50

TO WINDSOR HOTEL.

The New Years’Sale
—OF—

tai Jfc

_Men

or

women, ioca

Vf Mil I KmJ
representatives for
high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East Washngtop bquare. New York, N. Y.

j
g

|
)
j

ARRIVALS:)
\

f

j
i
i

Arrive—Stockton 8.25 p. m.. Seam:
m. Leaving Caribou 11.45 a. in., Presq
i). ni., Fort Fairfield 11.45 a. ni., HoultFort Kent 10.55 a. in., Ashland 12.55 1
nocket 4.25 p. in., Milo 5.45 p. in., Gn
m.. Dov r & Foxcroft 5.15 p. in., S«
б. 25 p. in., Bangor (via North Bangoi
No. Bangor 7.07 p. in.
W. M. BROWN,
C. C.
Gen’l Superintendent,
Gen’ll

\

|

Bt

S.

REDUCED R;
Belfast to Boston^ $:

WINTER

5.

EFFECTIVE TO MARCH 31, I

>

Commencing Monday,

ers

PIPES
Now on. Also agent for the Bangor Dally News,
Watervllle Sentinel and Pennsylvania Grit.

D. F. STEPHENSON.

I

December 10,1
leave Belfast for Boston via Camden

\

land, Mondays and Thursdays at a j>. u
For Searsport, Bucksport and Wjntri
nesdays and Saturdays at 7 45 a.m.,

,

rival of steamer from Boston.

RETURNING
From Boston Tuesdays and FridayFrom Rockland, via Camden, Meui
Saturdays at about 5.30 a. m.
From w interport at to a. m., Bucks).
Mondays and Thursdays, via way lam
All cargo, except live stock, via tin
of this company, is insured against in
line risk
FRED YV.
A. II.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
1 hereby give notice that George F Heath of
Camden, in the County of Knox and state of
Maine, by his deed « f mortgage dated November
17, A. D. 1905, and recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Rook 279, Page 124. conveyed to George
W. Prescott one undivided half of a certain parcel of land, situated in Thorndike, County of
Waldo and State of Ms hie, bounded and described as follows, to wit: On the northeasterly side
by the county road; on the northwesterly side by
land formerly of Samuel S. and Marshall T. Higgins; on the southerly side by land now or formerly of J. G. Cilley and 8. S. Higgins, Jr., and
It being the
an the easterly side by the stream.
same land conveyed to Joseph F. Heath by Levi
B. Thompson, by deed dated January 6, A. 1).
1869, which mortgage wras duly assigned to Ma rk
8. Stiles, March 22, A. D. 1906, and the conditions
have been and are now being broken, wherefore
I claim a foreclosure of the same and give this
notice for that purpose.
MARKS. STILES.
Jackson. Me., December 22, 1906.—3w52

DOOft

\

BELFAST.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
City National Hank for the choice of directors
ami the transaction of any other business that
may legally come before them, w.ll be held at
their banking rooms on Tuesday, January 8,
1907, at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
Belfast, Dec. 8,1906.
5w50

NEXT

i

Arrive—Stockton 10.15 a. in., Sea mi
in.
Leaving Milo 7.30 a. in., Green vi
Dover & Foxcroft 7.05 a in., So. Lagi
m., Bangor (via North Bangor) 8.00
Bangor 8.55 a. ni.
Arrive—Northern Maine Junctn
m.
Leaving Caribou 7.00 a. in., Preа. m., Fort 1*airfield 7.05 a. in.. Moult<
Ashland 7.55 a. m., Millinocket 11.;
12.35 p. m., So. Lagrange 1.05 p. in..
North Bangor) 12.50 p. 111., No. Bang

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK

I WILL SELL

WANT

SICK HEADACHE
Dear Sirs:_So. Penobscot, Me., Feb. 13, 1906.
I used your “L. F.” Bitters for sick
headache from which I was a great sufferer. I never found anything like it. We
also used it for JAUNDICE in our family.
It made a quick cure.
Yours truly, Mrs. Vinton C. Gray.

On and after Dec. 9, 1906, Iran
Burnham and Waterville with tl
for and from Bangor, Waterville.

at

Belfast, depart
7 15
City Point.t7 20

|

....

Wj
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CO., Ltd.

FROM

j

| nraisa.1

WHY

ru

than the commissioners expended in
two years previous, which brought the
appropriation to $30,000 for 4905 and
1900.
first year the law was enforced
j “The
we condemned '23 cattle and the last
! year seven that were brought into the
State for breeding purposes. The cattle
were destroyed without an appraisal,
being a total loss to the owners on account of the law prohibiting an ap-

--1

p

Dorchester, Mass.

COUGH WHEN

Stove

rJW

Like Record.

a

•WALTER BAKER &
Established 1780

for many things, but did not
responsibility of expending a
dollar over the appropriations until they

|

REALLY HAD TO GET TO

stopped

on

Has held the market with constantly increasing sales
years, and has won 47 highest awards in
Europe and America.

take the

the immense importance
of the affairs thus held up.
He took it up ii mighty muddy sea, but the seven
on himself to apologize for the fog and ; white-faced men aboard lived to send
for the rude ways of the sea generally. ! enthusiastic curses from trembling lips
The millionaire person, misled by tlie at the Imperia.
“By the Lord Harry,” said the pilot
vicarious apology, made his mistake. !
He fumbled in the breast pocket of his ! to himself, “d—n that girl. I'guess that
I’ll
take my wife a Christmas present
coat and drew out a noble pocketbook.
“If 1 can make it worth your while,” of a revoked license if I don’t look
sharp.”
he began.
Just Why oversized scows and barges
The pilot got up, very slowly. He
looked the big, red-faced man up and hauled by underpowered tugs always
choose the foggiest day to grope their
down.
“I’m the pilot of this ship,” said he. way down the lower harbor of the busi“She goes up when the fog lifts and not est port in the world no one knows;
before. Do you think that you under- least of all the deep-sea pilots, who have
been puzzling over the matter for two
stand, or would you like a diagram?”
The pilot had barely reached the generations. On this Christmas day
point where his eve roved to the fourth every barge and other perfectly helpslice ot liam when a great lady swished less variety of craft that was ever built
in, so appallingly elegant that all that in the Americas was in the main ship
one could gain without staring rudely channel, and every tug that was hauling
was a
vague idea of overpowering them did so at the end of the longest
gowns and still more overpowering possible hawser, and while the tug
manners, both of the latest and most blundered slowly to pick up the channel
refined style. She was one of the New- marks the tow, drifting on the slack
port crowd who have achieved that hawser, cheerfully laid itself across the
high pinnacle where their husbands, channel.
who work as bank presidents or railMANY NARROW ESCAPES.
road presidents or soap boilers or things
So many narrow' escapes did they
somewhere are never referred to as ‘have that the
pilot did not care to count
themselves, but always as Mrs. So-and- them. Still less did he care to think of
So’s Husband.
This particular Mrs. how
many had passed unseen. L’nseen
So-and-So had achieved the tip top
they passed the harbor lighthouses, unpinnacle,in that people not only refered seen they passed Swinburne and Hoffto her help-mate as Mrs. So-and-So’s man
Islands, unseen they passed the
Husband, but also added the surname,
and
the

Something coughed and splashed hard
a! ead.
A patch of funnel ghosted by,
high up, tearing the gray fog raggedly.
Then came the vague phantom of a
mast, or, rather, sections of it, lieeting
past. Then a round red iron stern Poor Devil.

captain

sharp

tliio

I

for 126

sponsible

|

that pressed so close
on the sea that the old trick of lowering
a man over the bow to look underneath
it for an open lane was quite in vain;
fog so tall that the lookout on the
Clow’s nest of iier forward mast could
see no farther ahead than could the
men on her decks.
Fog that made the
forecastle a shadow with outlines, that
blurred the figures of captain and pilot
on the bridge like a wet sponge drawn
over a slate; fog that set masts and
stays to drip with runnels of water
everywhere and wetted down the decks
till they glistened.
Ten knots, pound, pound, pound,
swash! Five knots more, rolling and
mourning, mourning, mourning. Two
knots more, one knot more, and then—
It was as it Uie hidden sea had spewed up its secret nightmare creatures to
cry to each other under the veil of the
white darkness.
There
was
longdrawn lamentation, low on the sea.
to
and
There was roaring
there
port
was lowing to starboard.
Unseen proA
bell
pellers poised.
rang, quick and
high, at intervals regular as a clock.

Fog, indeed—fog

Like the

the

fnr

||

BAKER S COCOA

1

■

liisiciuuy

against

nose on,
water oi me impena.
there on the

tiwl

and Delicious Flavor

Quality

have expended a large amount of
money the last two years—nearly $25,000 more than the legislature appropri-

1

awOTwIvIje rep^ationf^rHiy

Has

they

had consulted the Governor and Council, and while they are servants of the
high bridge nobody State, if they have performed their
Up
A miss is as good a:
even saw the tug.
; duties faithfully and in accordance
stolidly, shifted his cigar aud waved a a
and
the
mile,
captain of the liarbo with the law, treating all parties fairly,
golden arm in a generous world-sweep- i boat
was left to curse and swear in soli
without fear or favor, then the coming circle.
tude. In the brightly lighted social lial missioners are clear and the
“Thicker than pea soup,” said he.
responsi1
the
sat
witl
of
the
big
passengers
ship
bility falls upon the people, simply be“Yes, ma’am, I’m afraid that it’s go- !
loosed
good
suddenly
fellowship.
Every
;
cause the people have demanded every
ing to stay for the day. No, sir, no
was talking to everybody else. Thi
dollar’s worth of work that has been
chance of getting up till late, if at all ; body
even talked to other: 1
millionaire
persons
done by them, and it will make no difNot at all today, I think myself. Cerwhom they suspected darkly of not be
ference whether there is a cattle comtainly not now. Couldn’t take a tug ;:
millionaires at all. Nobody lookec 1 missioner or not, or whether the State
through this crowded place, ma’am, let ing
alone thelmperia. Yes, sir, I’m sorry, | through the windows at the black fog
provides money to pay for testing anibut you’d better settle down to grin Itwas too tiresome and very boring.
mals or not, the producers of dairy farm
ANXIOUS TIME FOR THE PILOT.
and bear it.”
products will find in the future that it
^
The ship’s bell hammered out a I
On the bridge there was no boredom will be to their iinaucial benefit to the
monotonous punctuation for his re- Every minute was crowded. Guided by
consumers of their products that they
marks.
Things bellowed and barked the same sense that enables a person t( are produced from healthy herds, and
and hooted all around, near and far, in find his way about a familiar room it those who do not look after this end of
indorsement.
The gray specter of a an utter darkness, the pilot picked uj the business will be obliged to accept a
low price for their product.
tug screamed by, after uttering a snort- the channel, picked up the southwes
“The custom previous to 1904 in reing screech as if she said hurriedly, spit buoys, picked up red buoy and blacl
The pilot saw his buoy, turning buoy and range
“Excuse me.”
buoy lation to pure food blood cattle being
chance and escaped.
though they bobbed out of the hlack brought into the State for breeding purnesfe only for the thousandth parts 01 ; poses was for the commissioners to
ANOTHER IMPORTANT QUESTION.
grant permits upon the test made by
Enter to him presently as he tackled breathless seconds and vanished again
He nearly picked up a Portland school) the veterinary in the State where the
the third sliceot ham, a millionaire percattle were born. The commissioners
er, too, blundering around with all can
son of that three hundred square miles
have destroyed several large herds, for
of jumble known as Greater New York. vas set foi a place to anchor. The look
the disease was traced back to some
He had, not one one-thousand-dollar out in the crow’s nest mechanically 1
that had been brought in from
animal
ducked his head to save it from herpafi
stateroom, but a suite of them, and he
i another State and used in the herd for
felt properly aggrieved.
He was not as she swept by, so close to port thal
i breeding purposes.
she was almost'aboard.
pretty and he had no charm of manner;
This condition of things was reported
Once for a frightful three breaths a j
but he had his name in the papers
scow
almost
unde:
by the commissioners to the agriculturlay
every day and the pilot listened polite- huge square
propellers reversed ai committee two years ago and they
ly. He had a tremendous financial foot, The Imperia’s
thought it advisable to pass a law whereup a small Niagara and sucking
operation to close before night. The kicking
the pure blood cattle brought into
fate of more than nations depended on the mud from the bottom of the chan j by
! Maine should be tested by,order of the
it, that is, the operation would net him j nel in the giant attempt to check tin ! Maine commissioners within
30 days
headway of her 15,000 tons. But the
a million more if he could only get to
I after arrival, and also all pure blood
town. And besides, he had promised Christmas ship would have made port
the
should
be
cat
tle
sold
in
State
tested
to spend Christmas somewhere. Now with blood on her prow for all that had
The commissioners
before delivery.
what he wanted to know, was what the scow’s tug not happened by blind
luck to tauten her hawser that very had no way of knowing what the ex
could be done about it.
! pense of this law would be, but the
Nothing, thought the pilot, very re- instant.
The scow rumbled and bumped along legislature appropriated $3,000 more
Even his free sea-soul was

smoked above the line of sea and sky,
But the Imperia’s manganese-bronze
tails were flirting her along at seventeen knots an hour, despite the occasional coughing fits of the starboard
engine, and before a quarter of that
time had gone the roaring double-funneled castle was driving toward blank

bellowed,

self,

or KNOWN COMPOSITION.

Instead a blur was there, as if one were
looking into thick glass.
That was the brew of the sea—beauti
ful, filmy, pure, white fog. It was sc
4-1, ..E

a

Don’t accept a substitute of unknown
composition fn- this non-secret medicine

the dip of the broadly undulating Atlantic, sharp as a target on the Bisley
range in an English July afternoon.

-4'....

“Christmas!” yelled the helmsman ol
fishing smack, shoving his helm hare
down and jnst scraping away from tin
high bow that loomed suddenly out ol
the white wall. Ouly he didn’t mear
Christmas. He meant something else
Within ten minutes the captain of l
tug said something else, and out loud
too, as he backed his little boat so mad
ly that he threw her on her stern jusl
as a suddenly checked horse falls bad
on its haunches.
It was as well for the little boat
Otherwise she would have rammed her

at one time and yet point to torpid liver or
biliousness and weak stomach. Avoid all
hot bread and biscuits, griddle cakes and
"
other Indigestible food and take the Golden
Medical Discovery regularly and stick to its
*’
use until you are vigorous and strong.
The "Discovery" is non-secret, non-alcoholic. is a glyceric extract of native medicinal roots with a full list of Its ingredients
printed on each bottle-wrapper and attested
Its Ingredients are endorsed
under oath.
and extolled by the most eminent medical
writers of the age and are recommended to
cure the diseases for which it is advised.

THE MARK WAS NOT VISIBLE.
so sure within
But he wasn’t

himself,

In the December bulletin of the State
agricultural department the cattle commissioners, F. O. Beal of Bangor, John
M. Deering of Saco and Frank F. Adams
of Bowdoin, treat to some length'tuberculosis in Maine qpttle. They give the
summary of the business of the last
two years as follows:
1905, cattle condemned, 634; horses
condemned, 73. Cost per animal, including expanses, $35.25. Cost to condemn each animal, including expenses,
$12.07.
1906, cattle condemned, 844; horses
condemned, 37. Cost per animal, including expenses, $35. Cost to condemn each animal, including expenses,
$9.25.
The number of cattle tested in the
Portland investigation was 5,000 number condemned, 310; per cent diseased,
six.
1905 6, number of pure blood cattle
tested, 885; number condemned in
Maine herds, 156. Foreign pure blood
condemned, 80; percent, diseased, 20.1906, number of sheep condemned, 40.
Total number of cattle and horses
condemned, 1905 and 1906, 1588. Total
expenses for the two years, $56,380.79.
The appropriation for the two years was
$50,000. The extra work done by the
law cost nearly $9,000, and the extra
work done through the Portland investigation cost $10,200.
“The commissioners are aware that

And tbe captain looked at the pilot
unwinkingly and answered: “Just what
was
I
going to say myself.”

bundle

really
three points off

What the Commissioners Say of Tuberculosis in Haine Cattle.

THE FOG HAD THICKENED.

The

from the tiniest brown paper
m the lowest hold to each of
the 500 cabin passengers, 1,200 steerage
and 400 crew, was aboard with one idea
—Christmas in New York.
‘And now all the cunning that made
ship and machinery, all the nerve that
controlled bridge and engine room, were
to be mocked by a little cloud from the
wet pipe of the sea fog man, were they?
Well, not if he knew it! So muttered
the captain.

THE CATTLE COMMISSION.

be climbed up to tbe bridge, very angry
at tbe fog.
Now the girl had gray I|rish eyes and
the pilot was Irish himself, and long
ago when the first Irishman was made
it was ordered that never an Irishman
should look at a pretty girl coldly.
So the pilot lit a great black cigar on
the bridge and said to the captain:
“It seems to me it’s letting up a good
bit.”

Lazy Liver

tired liver, or a starved
liver. It would be a stupid as well as
savage thing to beat a weary or starved
man because he lagged in his work. So
ill treating thy lagging, torpid liver it is
a great mistake to lash it with strong
drastic drugs. A torpid liver is but an
indication of an ill-nourished, enfeebled
bod’- whoso organs are weary with over
won* Start wilh the stomach and allied
organs of digestion and nutrition. Put
them in working order and see how
quickly your liver will become active.
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery
has made many marvelous cures of "liver
trouble by its wonderful control of the
organs of digestion and nutrition. It restores the normal activity of the stomach,
increases the secretions of the blood-making glands, cleanses the system from poisonous accumulations, and so relieves the
liver of the burdens imposed upon it by
the defection of other organs.
If you hare bitter or bad taste In the morn*

May be only

\

)
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j

ROTE, Agent, Belfast. M
UANSCOM, G. 1*. & T. A

WANTED
Women between is and 30 years of a
attendants in the Medfiefd Insane
Medtield Junction, Mass., JO miles frm
Wages increase with length of serve
tunity to become a trained nurse Addi
I)R. EDWARD FR1
Medtield
lyr38

as

L

Second hand hack, top surry, open surry.
*
open buggies and harnesses for sale at
I
bargain by the
BELFAST LIVERY COMPANY

SEARSPORT RATIONAL BANK
1

The stockholders of this bank are herein
fled that their annual meeting for the elect:
directors for the ensuing year and for the
saction of such othei business as ma>
r1;,
come before them, will be held at their
rooms, Searsport, on Tuesday, January 8. t *"•
two o’clock p. m.
4w50
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier
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relief from Dr. Shoop’s

OUT A LOBSTERINti

Remember it’s made
.'>s-and it works with oer-

r:! ',< iiuient.
a:

ts":

ll

Itching, painful, How These Shell Fish are
Trapped 08 the
disappear like
,.r blind piles
see! Sold by
it
and
Maine Coast.
V. a<es. Try
u-.m‘iery,Swrsport, K. H. Moody,
Although from early childhood accustomed to seeing the lobster traps
Mr. Oidbeau says I’ve grown
pulled up for repairs near the fish
pretty as mamma was in her houses at Wells Beach, I had never
I
considwas magnificent.
seen a trap hauled, and in fact had
tribute. Mrs. Malaprop— never been out in a boat from that
nothing;!f not tributary.
beach. Last week I began to be rather
phi a Press.
ashamed of the fact, and my curiosity
i w ith “Preventics” is safer as to how the fish were taken being
nil and cure it afterwards.
aroused, I persuaded one of the fisher.neeze stage” Preventics will men to take me “a
lobstering” with
and Grippe, and perhaps
him some liue morning. Six o’clock was
Pneumonia or Bronchitis.
,,,
our
departure, and
ttie toothsome candy cold the time he set for
hour for me to arise,
selling in 5 cent and 25 cent that meant an early
,i e
chilly, if you begin to as I had about a mile and a half to ride
before reaching the little cove where the
i eventide. They will surely
and please you. Sold by J. start was to be made. For two mornR.
11.
Moody, ings it was fOggy and there was a heavy
Searsport,

.attraction.

..

t V ;

■

sea, rather too heavy for a novice to
to veuture out, but the third day
From my
dawned bright and clear.
window I saw the golden ball peep up
from the ocean, as if to look before
venturing, then with one bound it
cleared the water’s edge. A pathway
of light led straight across the ocean’s
breadth to the sun itself, as if inviting

-aid the man who felt that
been questioned, “I would
mm 1 that 1 am a self-made
nil right,” replied the other,
hr about it and no one will
waukee Sentinel.

care

readers about a
For years
mught against the use of
arm, or other unsafe ingredifound in Cough remedies,
enis, has welcomed the Pure
for
m Law recently enacted,
i along similar lines many
L>r.
20
Shoop’s
years
early
..mainers have had a warning
III against Opium and other
lie has thus made it pogto tell
ke l>r.

e

11

our

Shoop’s.

..

in

us

come.

Anyone who has

been near the
what a difference

ever

salt marshes know
the tides make in the landscape. This
morning it was just high water, and
the river as it wound in aud out over
the wide marsh, with scarcely a ripple
on it, recalled to my mind the words of
James Bussell Lowell in “The Suminef

nrnteet. their children

Storm.”

having Dr. Shoop s
'..id by J. 11. Montgomery,
Moody, Belfast.

-ting

to

on

“On the wide marshes the purple blossomed grasses
Soak up the sunshine ; sleeps the brimming

Id gent (on depot platform
:unite)—What is your pur-

A
A CABO.
made, splash into the
This is to certify that all druggists are
trap would go, then we were
money if Foley s
ready for another, the process being re- Authorised to refund your
your oough or
Honey and Tar fails to cureheals
peated.
the lungs
oold. It stops the cough,
By the time the fourth or .fifth trap &nd
from a cold.
prevents serious results
was being pulled, I began to feel that
Cures la grippe coughs and prevents pneuI wasn’t quite the seaman I had fondly monia and
eonsumpsion. contains no opihoped to be. A strange drawing toward ates. The genuine is In a yellow package.
the boat rail was too strong to be re- Refuse substitutes.—R. H. Moody.
sisted. My breakfast went overboard
for the fishes. The same thing happenA WHALE'S BROKEN HEARr.
ed several times when we stopped, the
too
much
motion
for
rolling
proving
A Sea Captain’s Story of Experience off
me.
However, my pleasure in the trip
Maine Coast.
was in no way spoiled, as between the
volcanic upheavals, calm and comfort
They were talking about whales, and
reigned, and I didn’t cross any bridge that one in particular sighted by the
in advance.
Angler last Sunday.
It was a sail"of about four miles to
“Well, I’ve saw fish’d as d beat that
the traps farthest away, four miles thar girl all hollow. Why, she wouldn’t
along the shore, in some places half or oil a boot ’long side that lass we prodthree-quarters of a mile out to sea. The ded off Frenchman’s Bay— an’ it was
traps were set in groups. I believe there winter, at that"’ It was Captain Ben
was
who
were twenty in one place, each within a Franklin
talking.
Jones
Landmarks Captain Jones is a salt who has weathfew rods of the other.
showed the vicinity of each group. ered many a gale, but who now finds
Two of the traps contained large cod supreme comfort in watching a quiet
fishes, beauties they were, too. It hard- game not far from the Battery.
“It was dead winter,” he went on,
ly seemed possible that such large fishes

repairs

Suburbanite—It depends Save wheu the wedge-shaped wake in silence passes
I'm going or coming. It’s
Of some slow water rat, whose sinuous
t; the morning, and the 0.12
glide
Wavers the loug green sedges shade from
-itively be stopped in 20
side to side.”
to
sicken
i. miting—nothing
It was a beautiful morning for a ride,
A sweet, pleasant,
t! child.
ien jusi
called Dr. Shoop’s Croup anu
giau 10 oe auve.
work and does it quickly,
When we arrived at the cove our fishis
for
Cure
alone,
Croup
.up
erman was not
there, “baiu’t come
:..es not claim to cure a dozdown yet,” we were told. Hut I enfor Croup, that’s all. Sold
the
others launch their
emery, Searsport, K. H. joyed watching
little boats, row out to their dories
which were anchored in the cove, then
airway 1 a. m.)—Jane,does proceed on their way to their lobster
know what time it is?
for the early morning is when
nt 1 y)—Well, if he did I traps,
the greater part of this w’orfc is done.
affection!—Judge.

ntgomery,

Searsport^K.

writer, has had

a

story

ae-

He
"Possible?” “Yes.
..'clock last night with an
his wife believed it,”—Mil-

l winds dry and crack the
live can save much discomsalve look for the name on
.1 any imitations, and he sure
g:mil DeWitt’s Witch Hazel
I!. 11. Moody.

oij
:

j

orminH

u

i-.

It was a real pleasure to be
the ocean at the morning hour,
i The launch was a sturdy one, and
would hold comfortably as many as
i eight people, provided there were no
With the
lobster traps to be pulled in.
lobsters and all necessary equipI bait,
i ment aboard, there wasn’t room foi
many passengers. I sat on a box in
| one end, with my back against the rail
when 1 felt so inclined—a picture ot
comfort it must have been.
As soon as the machinery was in operation, and we were well on our way
Mr. II— was ready to talk, to tell me ot
his boat, which early in the summer he
purchased at Swan’s Island, how he
\ came home from there in a day and a
half, it would have been less than a day
! if the machinery hadn’t bothered, etc.
j His father, an old-time fisherman, who
: doesn’t believe in new tangled ideas,
can’t quite approve of the boat, rowing
I and sailing being good enough for him.
! When anything goes wrong his “I told
j you so,” is sure to come. The old man
a sail in the
| hasn't yet deigned to take and
in fact
boat.
Other old-timers,
some ot the younger fishermen, look
with disapproval, perhaps jealousy,
upon his launch, and are wont tc
rather criticize its owner. No doubt ir
time they will go and do likewise, foi
it’s certainly easier to sit still and react
one’s destination, than it is to row 01
wait for an auspicious wind in order tc
so near

keep everybody at
‘Naturally; everybody is a
now.
Philadelphia Press.

tn want to

,s

digest'? Because the stomach
:
uf the essentiial digestants
mines are not properly baltoo, it is this undigested food
unless and painful iudigesi■:
Indigestion should be
-f.
Kodol is a solution of
>.
It di;ests what you eat,
die deficiencies of the digesijfciims to the National Pure
i.;
Law. Sold here by R. II.
—

should be able to select as
se who can do him the most
answered Senator Sorghum,
inlly important to select as
those who can do you the
Washington Star.
of back-aelie should not be
untended. Rheumatism and
'lungs follow. A box of Deand Bladder Pills will bring
They drive the poison from
mi the liver as well as the
?5 cent box bolds a week’s
d by II. H. Moody.

i

j

office ever seek the man?”
.answered Senator Sorwhen it does you will usually
salary attached to it is only
Washington Sar.
1 everything for my baby, unrecommended C’ascasweet. 1
say it is the best medicine I
r babies.
My little baby was a
ui
from stomach trouble—so
did not notice anything, but is
w ell, and we can almost see
Nannie L. Taylor, Bedford, Va.
,-t. is sold by R. II. Moody.

chief patriarch of Jepbtha

j

j

sail.
On account of the fog and storms
Mr. H— had not visited his traps far
thest away for several days, and the
haul that morning was a good one. He
.i-u
has fifty-three traps set, and we visited
In some we would fine
thirty-nine.
".tie tile centres of population?”
five or six lobsters, others contained
uie bargain counter, my son.”—
only two or three, and I believe he
pulled two empty ones. It was excitmj
ho give their children Ken- to watch for the first glimpse of tin
dive Cough Syrup invariably trap,
wondering how many lobsters il
hildren like it because the would contain.
asant.
contains lioney and
These traps are made of laths or hardthe Origihal Laxative Cough
unrivaled for the relief of wood pieces, something like a chicken
Vi's the cold out
through the coop, excepting the top, which is round
informs to the National Pure and the bottom, which is lathed over.
vug Law. Sold by R. II. Moody. Some have three openings for the lob
sters to go into, some have two, but the
unk an automobile would be
have only one, that in the
for an explorer to use in try- majority
end. The latter has an inner opening
th Pule.”
“Yes,” answered
and
once
the
lobster gets into that, ht
afraid of his motor car; “the

isi

I
1

j
|
;

'"S

t

an

automobile has at the

:oud excuse for not reaching
ui."—Washington Star.
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ti of Lung Trouble.
-leven years since I had a nar11<mi consumption,” writes C.
-.tiling business man of Ker1 liad run down in weight to
i coughing was constant,
■ nd
by night. Finally I began
King’s New Discovery, and conabont six months, when my
nng trouble were entirely gone
-stored to my normal weight,
Thousands of persons are
y year. Guaranteed at It. H.
trug store. 50c and $1.00. Trial

j,"
; "“Ku free
iiu,

■

ast

is sure to stay unless there happens tc
be a broken slat.
These traps art
weighted with five or six bricks and
this weight makes them sink to tin
bottom. The rope attached to each is
long and two or three buoys fastened
to the rope keep an end on top of tin
water so the traps may be pulled easily
One of the buoys of each trap must
according to law, bear the name of tin

owner.

Before beginning to work Mr. II—
put on a rubber apron and mittens
The oil suit which lay on a seat neai
by he said he used only in rough
weather when the spray flew. Sailing

of the buoys the boat was
up
stopped and a hook with a long handle
used to catch hold of the rope, or if we
near one

~"hy weren’t you at the stag
night? Meeker—I was stormliieeker—Storm-bound?
Why,

were near enough Mr. H— reached foi
the rope with his hand instead of using
the hook. Then bracing his feet he
hauled and hauled until the trap came
The Right Name.
j
in sight.;Reaching over he would draw
i,i I Al*uust Sherpe, the popular overseer it in, letting one end rest on the seal
l“"ir, at Fort Madison, la., says: while the other was on the boat’s
edge.
New Life Pills are rightly
n.m'r I jy’* act
On one side are two doors. These he
more agreeably, do more
g.ji.l
would
each
open, grasp
“wiggler” by
make one fee! better than any
Then he
dive.” Guaranteed to cure bilious- the back and take it out.
'"‘stipation. 25c at R. H. Moody’s pulled out the long strands of seaweed
|
which had floated into the trap.
II
«ty
was then ready for the fish bait. If this
; inj.i ,’J1 kl‘”P a cook, of course, madam?”
puiite agent, who was trying to happened to be a piece of a big fish it
Kitchen utensil. “No, I don’t,” was sewed on with a spike, if small fish
iiiuu,
'’le woman. “The best I can do is
like cunners he tucked them into a net
ti,1
|
"m
employment.”—Cleveland Press. bag and hung it up in the center of the
Vicar’s Wife—Pm sorry trap. Provided no slats were broken,
this ,iou re nut paying into our coal club and the rope didn’t seem worn, the
Qoodenough— trap was ready to be pushed back into
''hi J~ar’ Giiudeuough.
I live ,u"l’J 0U see—well, it’s like this ’ere. the water.
Owing to the recent storm
riK’lit be’ind the coal yard now.—
we found many traps in need of a nail
hi„.f,
or a patch here and there.
As soon as

j a||

“hi.

wasn’t any storm. Meeker—That's
know about it. My wife got wind
dag party.—Chicago Daily News.
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For Over

Sixty Years.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teethiug,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures
wind colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. is pleasant to the taste. Sold by
druggists in every part of the world.
Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Williams’ Kidney

Fills.

Have you neglect'll your kidneys? Have
you overworked your nervous system and
caused trouble with your kidneys and bladder? Have you pains in loins, side, backgroins and bladder? Have you a flabby
appearance of the face, especially under the
eyes? Too frequent a desire to pass nrine?
If so, Williams' Kidney Pills will cure you.
i Sample free.
By mail, 60c.
1
Williams’ Mfg. Co., Props., Cleveland, 0.
Sold by R. H. Moody.
Im52

! Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Mgooto what you oats
*

“Sloan's Book

<

Horses

on

Cattle, Hogs 6 Poultry

V*

^

Address Dr. Earl $. Sloan
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THE

OUR
KINEO
lias a line

baking oven which is
praised by its many users: a drawont Dock Ash Grate and is low in

price.

JOHN B. STICKNEY, Agent,

OASTOHIa.

,1llle Kind You Have Always Bough)

Bears the

BELFAST,
'

A Christmas Gift From

|

President Chase of Bates College has received a cheek for §50,000 from Andrew
Carnegie in payment of his subscription to
that instituti n. The cheek is dated Dee.
25th. About one year ago Mr. Carnegie offered to give the college $75,000 if the
friends of the college would subscribe
$100,000, the entire fund to be used for the
The conditions have
endowment fund.
been more than met, the total amount subscribed by friends being $111,000. Of this
amount $50,000 was given by the late Bartlett Doe of San Francisco and the estate
will pay it in May, 1907.

MAIN

:.

NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO.,

Carnegie.

room

in the

house if you
a

23, 25,

29 Centra! St.,

Bmgor,

Me
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Hutchins Bros.,
loniimentiil Workers in Granite
a

Belfast,

large

F. s. HUTCHINS.

Always Rsmemher

own

PERFECTION Oil

PERFECTION
(Equipped

Quinine

Cures a Cold in One Bay, Grip In Two.
tO.

Oil Heater

with Smokeless

the Full Name

1 jucative Uromo

Heater. This is an oil
heater that gives satisfaction
wherever used. Produces intense
heat without smoke or smell because it is
equipped with smokeless device—no trouble,
no danger. Easily carried around from room
to room. You cannot turn the wick too high
As easy and simple to care for
or too low.
as a lamp. The

oa

Bor.

25c.

3,000 Money-making
F&ITYIS For 33.16

“Strout’s List No. 17” describes hundreds in
to i,ooo acres, S6oo to >20,000
; many
have stock, tools and crops included ; it is the most
complete book of real farm
bargains ever issued, with cuts of buildings and traveling instructions to reach property.
Send to-day for free copy to nearest office.

Device.)

It is made in two finishes—nickel
an ornament to the home.
Holds
Brass oil fount beautifully embossed.
and japan.
Every heater warranted.
4 quarts of oil and burns-*9 hours.
Do not be satisfied with anything but a PERFECTION Oil Heater.
If you cannot get Heater or information from your dealer write
to nearest agency for descriptive circular.
is

*

*

detailj one

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY, “Largest in the World,”
150 Nassau Street, New York.
335 Water Street, Augusta, Maine

makes the home
Is the safest
nC„
.amO bright.
and best lamp for
X
all-round household use. Gives a clear, steady light. Fitted
with latest improved burner. Made of brass throughout and
nickel plated. Every lamp warranted. Suitable for library,
dining room or. parlor. If not at your dealer’s write to nearest
TVi*
1

88

Broad Street, Boston

FRED ATW OOD,

Princess Anne, Maryland

Insurance and R

.1 Estate

_

Lender the caption “Should Our Legislature Condemn the Prohibitory Policy?” and “The Real Meaning of Resubmission” the Rev. C. E. Owen of Waterville, field secretary of the Christian
Civic League of Maine, is sending a

|

Price 25c 50o 6 *1.00

/^*'

There
need not
be a cold

League of Maine Will Appeal to Legislature.

among other things, he says:
possible that there are members-elect of the next legislature, as
well as thousands of citizens, who suppose that the proposition to resubmit
the prohibitory amendment is a plain
proposition to submit again the original
question to the people for approval or
rejection, but a careful consideration
of the facts will show that such is not
the case.
Such action cannot be taken without the help of the dominant political
party, the party that has stood for prohibitiou as a cardinal principle for half
a century, and never stronger in its deduration of faith in that principle than
in its last convention platform. That
party stood against the adoption of a
resubmission plank .in the same platform, by a vote of 25 to 1, in a convention of 1301 delegates. That party welcorned to its ranks in the following election in September all friends of resubmission and won by their votes.
Is it
reasonable to expect that Republican
members of the legislature and the influential leaders of theRepublican party,
after taking this square and fair position
for a definite policy, will now turn upon
themselves and against their friends to
Such a
propose the opposite policy?
course could not be pursued by any
without
its
party
justly forfeiting all
claim to trustworthiness and honor and
subjecting it to the triple charge of fickleness, cowardice and treachery.”

Neuralgia

jtm

specimens.

liristian Civic

“It is

/’

A. E. HUTCHINS.

a

which,

Neck^i

Rheumatism and

stock of FINISHED MARBLE and OR
VXITE
including the CHAMPION BLACK and EMERALD BLACK
GRANITE. All orders tilled promptly and good work
guaranteed.
Please call before placing your orders and see

OPPOSE RESUbMISSION.

in

i

ligation.

Encamp-

circular broadcast throughout the State,

Ffor Cough, Cold, Croup, >'/$/?
Sore Throat, Stiff
IBLJl

We carry

member of Quantabacook
Lodge, F. and A. M., Searsmont, Cushnoc Chapter, R. A. M., Alpha Council,
and Trinity Comanndery of Augusta.
He is a' member of the Augusta
I
Board of Trade and the Augusta Yacht
Club and has always had a most loyal
in the affairs of the order, his
, interest
city and the State.—Kennebec Journal.

v
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Front Street,

charge.

He is

4mi

sio&jvs

anil Marble,

had been lieutenant colonel of the 2d
Regiment Patriarchs Militant of Maine,
since 1903.
He is also a past commander of Seth
Williams Post, No. 13, G. A. R., of this
city, having served three years in the
Civil War as a member of the 19th
i Maine Infantry. He was taken prison| er by the Confederates and passed 10
months in the prison pen at AndersonAt the dedication of the Maine
! ville.
; monument at Andersonville in 1904 lie
was a member of the commission in
i

the Blind.

j

Canton Augusta, No. 0, of this city and

ui/iug

first came into the tiresome.
.m.ughs
J,,.
nnitti GAniahlo
hut

whiP.h is RP.t.

IV!. 1’oor of Augusta as Departmeut Commander.
The many Iriends of Lieut. Col. Levi
M. Poor, both in Odd Fellow circles
and outside, will be pleased to learn
that be lias been chosen department
commander of the Patriarchs Militant
of Maine, with rank of brigadier general, announcement of which, was made
Friday, be having beeti elected over the
other candidate for the ollice, Col. J. L.
Merrick of Canton Halifax of lVaterville. Col. Poor is too well known to
require much to be said in reference to
him. He was born in Belmont, Nov.
■4, 1844, and lias been a member of the
Odd Fellows since 1887. He is a past
grand of Asylum Lodge, No. 70, past

j

i.ttu,

trail

Elect Col. Levi

■

ucaici

Uior

PATRIARCHS

errand—Yes or no—Pater—
for service.
you have interviewed your ready
-if? Did you make the old i My pilot, a fisherman all his his life,
I
dad.
1
murk?
Son—'Yes,
though rather more progressive than
-Boston Transcript,
I the others, a well educated man, who
tile complexion, cleanse the has not yet reached what some are
the system. You can best do pleased to call “the prime of life,” owns
-h or "two
of DeWitt’s Little ! a naphtha launch, and it was in this
We
Mife, reliable little pills with I that we made the expedition.
The pills that everyone didn’t get started at (3 a. m., it was
j
impended by K. U. Moody.
uut uic
twin; tt no
ie*i
|

t Iwa

cove, and sailed into
Here the as we supposed. jOur boat trembled
the little harbor at noon.
lobsters were put into the big covered like a maid when she’s made love to
boxes whose tops just iloated on the the first time. She wanted to careen,
water. It is from these that the lob- like a sailor as has had too much on
sters are taken as needed. As I watch- board.
ed Mr. II-— dropping those ugly black
‘Wal, dum my eyes, if thar ain’t a
things into the boxes I couldn’t Help blower’, our cap’u yelled to us.
“V can bet all y’r loose change we
wondering how they first came to be
The sea
eaten. Some one must have been very forgot Scotch that minute.
hungry to have been willing to experi- wuz tlireacherous, an’ running dead
ment on those hideous, wiggling, claw- agin a blower was rnor’n bigger ships
ing monsters. It hardly seems possible could stand. But thar she wuz; we
that these repulsive things can be con- could see nothing of her but her big
sidered such a delicacy, but who doesn't humped back stickiu’ above the water,
like lobsters?—S. M. <?’., in the Lewiston and she ablowin’ off steam like a man
o’ war when she’s hurt. Our ship struck
Sun.
agin’ her, an’ she rocked like she wuz
To Cure a Cold in tine 1 Jayin pain. Then the blower hlowed like
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tab- it was judgment day; then she stopped.
lets. Druggists refund money if it fails to The crew got on the lower deck and
cure.
E. \Y. GROVE’S signature is on each prodded her right on the shoulders.
box. 25c.
She never moved. We got out of her
way, then made straight for the landin'.
MILITANT
MAINE
“The next day we put out again to

-j

;

at it no

just outside the

If one has never before been where
the fishing business is carried on, it is a
novel sight. At Wells Beach there is a
row of four or five little weather-beaten sheds from whose doors come odors
not exactly conducive to strengthening the appetite. All around these
houses are spread old and new fish nets,
lobster traps, boats past usage, anchors,
and in fact nearly everything used by
fishermen. It is in front of these fish,
houses that the ocean forms a little
cove, and dancing on the waters may
be seen twenty-five or thirty boats

H.

looking

On the way back we stopped several
times to pull more traps, then steered

stomach, heart, or kidneys
drinking, try Health Cof-..me. nourishing, and satistering.
veil for the youngest child,
...

that in

the

would guess that the lobster had

departed.

Most of these men have spent all their
lives by the water, “fishin’ off an’ on”
just as they happen to feel. In the
summer especially there is a great demand for lobsters among the cottagers
and hotel keepers at the beach, and
often these fish are engaged days and
weeks in advance. It is then that the
fishermen devote the most time to lobs-

.-agree with you? Probably
Dr. Shoop’s Health Cvfifee” is a clever combi naNot a
ff ceieals and nuts.
offee, remember, in Dr.
and
flavor
its
oifee, yet
...-ely old Java and Mocha

sliell

was
one

Appeal for

The Maine Association for the blind
is an organization which has been in
existence for about three years, the object of its formation being to promote
the general interests of the blind of
this State. The society realized that
direct financial ail could only assist for
a brief time at the most those to whom
it was given, and hence, after mature
consideration, it was decided to follow
the lead of one of the members, Mr. W.
J. Ryan, who had previously been agitating the establishing of au industrial school for the blind of Maine.
Actual experience had taught Mr.
Ryan that lack of sight alone need not
debar anyone from earning a livhooelid
if given the necessary training. It was
for this reason that he gave his attention to the object above mentioned,
and the society wisely followed his example. But the ultimate success of
“as star’d us on the how—I mean our
face; we were doin’ a bit in the pirate this movement rests very largely with
business then, an’ we didn’t care a the citizens of Maine and it is to them
snuff who she wuz, so as th’ witnmin that the
blind, through the association,
folks and the small kids didn’t suffer.
for aid and support. The peoappeal
a
thar
wasn’t
it
dull
was
a
Wal,
day,
thing doin’, as you shore fellows’d say. ple of Maine cannot justly ignore this
We said to the cap’n: ‘Cap’n, let’s appeal; they cannot justly deprive a
heave to. It’s dum late, dum cold, an’ large number of their fellow-citizens of
there ain’t anything in sight.’
a practical education which will make
“We wuz a mile off the bay then, an’
The cap’n them self-supporting. The blind ask to
we wuz facin’ northeast.
We be given an opportunity to make their
swung the bow dead to north.
wuz all warmed with Scotch, we’d haulown way in
life, only this, and no
ed off the last boat and we wuz singing
more.
Is not such a request just? Is
somethin’ like this:
it not worthy of the support of every
There was a jolly good cap’ll
Of a jolly pirate ship;
fair-minded person in Maine? It is a
He lov’d to swear and chaw and drink
duty which ought not to be shirked
And make the fhoremeu rip.
“We wuz turnin’ off the channel into and those who are interested in the
the bay, the bow facin’ dead to the welfare of the adult, the citizens of
landin’, when we run dead agin a rock, this State will not fail to fulfil this ob-

could get into such little holes. One of
the traps contained the shell of a lobster entirely whole, not a break in it
A cotthat I could see, but no lobster.
tager who rowed from Lord’s Beach to
the boat to get some lobsters, seeing
the shell, and being told that it was
minus the lobster, exclaimed, “How’n
the dickens did he get out?” One might
well ask that question. How could the
lobster get out and leave no trace of his
departure? Mr. H-showed me a
small opening at the throat, where the
lobster pulled himself out attired in his
new; shell, but the opening was so small
So perfect
as to be scarcely noticed.

tide,

An

were

water the

agency.

REPRESEN I INti OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASt-ETS.
Hre, Life, Accident, Plate Cilass, Tornado Insurance, Steam ttoiler

standard OIL COMPANY OF NEW YOWC

Security

,

t

if we could find that whale, and, so
me, thar she lay, her back still
stickin’ up. We got help and pulled
her ashore—as pretty a girl as you ever
clapped your lights on. Why, she war
ninety feet to the tail end, with jaws
that’d make a man-o’-war shake. But
she warn’t dangerous, for she was a
deader. Yep, she was dead. And say,
what’d ye suppose killed that thar girl?
Why, she broke her heart, that thar
see

help

A LIQUID GOLD CURE

“Then I happened to lift one of her
big flappers, and say, boys, what d’ye
think? Thar lay a little girl of a whale,
her nose rammed right into the old gal’s
sides, an’ she was a sighin’ as a kid
that’s after milk, an’ she stuck to the
old gal tight!

“Then we know'd what did it. The
old girl was teachin’ the little girl to
paddle her own canoe when she rammed agin’ our bow. Wal, that vexed
her. Then the little girl was a yellin’
like a kid, and then we prodded her on
a soft spot.
She wuz to weak to fight,
an’ the blow sort o’ careened her, an’—
wal, she lay thar with her little girl and
just broke her heart on account of leav-

in’ her. Whales ain’t got many friends
in the deep, an’ the old girl knowed it
an’ that broke her heart.”—N. Y. Tribune.

LAXATIVE COUGH SYRUP

A Great Outside

Remedy.

Most pains are of local origin—a “crick”
in the back, a twinge of rheumatism, a soreness all over arising from a cold—are all
cured by outside applications. The quickest, safest and most certain method is Allcocbis Plaster, known the world over as a
universal remedy for pain.
They never
fall, they act promptly, they are olean and
cheap. You can go right ahead with your
work while the healing process goes on.
Sixty years’ use has given them a great

reputation.
Blind,

Notice of roreuosure.

i

REPAIRING.
MAGAZINES BOUND.
| Books loose in the

covers

.‘„Se.,jVS:
replaced, iroin 10

;ents up.

JOHN S. FERNALD,
The Red Clover Blossom and the Honey Bee on
Every Bottle.
“A Cold or a Cough nearly always produces constipation—the water all runs to the
eyes, nose and throat instead of passing out
of the system through the liver and kidneys.
For the want of moisture the bowels become
dry and hard.” Nearly all other cough cures
are constipating, especially those containing
Opiates. Kennedy's Laxative Honey and
Tar moves the bowels, contains no Opiates.

KENNEDY’S
LAXATIVE
CONTAINING

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets
A Busy Medioine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor,

A specific.for Cnusti]»ation, Indigestion. Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Blood. Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tab- I
let form, 85 cents a box.
Genuine made by j
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wis.

j

it.

Relieves Colds bv working them out
the system through a copious action of
the bowels.
Relieves Coughs by cleansing and
strengthening the mucous membranes of
the throat,chest, lungs and bronchial tube..

OF

CURE

FOR

Bleeding,

PILES.

Protruding

Piles. Druggists are authorised to refrnd
money if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
tf
in 6 to 14 days. 50e.

d- h a nd
goods of every de
scription. FurniSe

For circular?

apply to

Principals, MISS CRI8FIELD,
MISS LOWELL.

co n

ture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture

specialty*. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Sts.. Relfast.
a

postal

2in62

Eye, Ear

Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
wiil be in Belfast every Monday. Office hours 10
p. m. to 6p. in.,and 7 to9 p. m.
Refers to Drs. C. B. Holt, Liberty; Adelbert
Millett. Searsmont; D. P. Flanders, Elmer Small
33tf
md S. W. Johnson Belfast.

Put up in 25c. 60c and 41.00 bottie. at tha Laboratory of E. O. DeWItt IX Gp.,Chicago, J.8.A.

BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL
FOR GIRLS.
65 State Street, Portland, Maine.

HAKGOK,

Specialist in Diseases of the
Nose and Throat,

Whooping Cough, La Grippe,
Influenza, Bronchitis, and all Cough.,
Colds, Lung and Bronchial affactiona no
remedy ia equal to Kennedy’s Laxative
Honey an£ Tar. Children like it.

WaynMe School.

3W51

By Mayo

lyr6

FOR SALE
The house at 3B High street—10 rooms
ulty water, connected with sewer, and fitted
for two famine*. For particulars, apply to
MRS. ANNIE HARRIS.
On the premises.
4W1»

and

RUTH N. 1)1 LEA WAY.
Sn am:. her attorneys.

FORECLOSURE NOTICE,

H. MODIFY

Dr. E. £. BROWN

4

of Waldo and State
county
deed dated the ninth

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE I

_

HONEY-TAR

Sylvia E. ft rant of Wiuterport, in the
of Maine, by her mortgage
day of December, 1901,
and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Vol.
260. Page 307, conveyed to me, the undersigned a
certain parcel of real estate situate in said Win
ter port and described as follows:
Beginning on Main street in Winlerport village
on the westerly sale at the center of ttie lot deeded by Benj. Thompson and others to Sally Holt,
by deed dated Nov. 25, 1816; thence southerly by
road sixty-seven feet, four and one half inches,
more or less, to land formerly of William Thompson; thence westerly by said William Thompson
land and land formerly of Beni Thompson and
the grave yard and land formerly of .losiah Fernald, about one hundred and four rods to .losiah
Kernaid land; thence northerly bv <aid Fernald
land sixty-seven feet, four and one-half inches,
more or less, to center of said Sally Holt lot;
thence easterly b> land by John Holt'deeded to
Julia Holt, to tlie road: with the buildings thereon.
Excepting a lot deeded by John and Tobias
Holt to William Thompson, twenty feet on road
and extending back sixteen rods same width.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now. therefore, by reason of
tlu* breach of the condition thereof" 1 claim a
foreclosure of said moitgagc.
Dated this nth day of December, 1906
Whereas.

Vi

For Croup.

Itching,

Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees,
orrespondence solicited, lieai estate bought and sold.

hear somethin’ blow-

in’?’
“An’ we all listened, and say, we
heard something blowing—sort o’ like
a kid when it’s hungry.
Wal, durn me
if I didn’t go over and pat that dead
girl on the back and say, ‘Wal, little
girl, what’s up, anyhow?’

GUARANTEED

inspection.

Bonds for

Book Binding

-AND-

whale didl
“How do I know? Why, say, boys,
when we stretched that thar girl out
on shore the wind wuz blowin’ fit to
break the weather machine. We built
a fire and wuz warmin' ourselves when
a mate said:

‘Listen; d’ye

and

insurance

117HKKEAS, Will ,1. Magee of Unity, in the
V|
County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
liis mortgage deed, by him signed, under the
W. J. Magee, dated the fifth day of
name ol
September, A D. 1893. and recorded in Waldo
Bounty Registry of Deeds, Book 235. Page 325,
conveyed to Crosby Fowler of said Unity, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in said Unity,
ind bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the northeast corner of buid formerly owned by Joseph small ; thence westerly

mi

the north line of said Small’s land

to

land for-

merly in possession of Robert Blanchard; thence
northerly to the southwest corner of land formerly owned by .Moses W. Farweli; thence easterly about one hundred rods to a stake ami
stones; thence southerly to the place of beginning, containing twenty acres more or less; being tlie farm on which said Will J. Magee was
then living; and whereas tlie said Crosby Fowler,
by his assignment, dated November 4. A. I). 1901,
recorded in Hook 284, Page 276, of said Waldo
Bounty Registry of Deeds, assigned said mortto Dutton T. Fowler of said Unity, then
vmg but now deceased; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, 1, Charles C Fowler, administrator of the estate of said Dutton T. Fowler, deceased, in my said capacity, claim a foreclosure
Df said mortgage.
Dated this twelfth day of December, A.D. 1906.
3W51
CH A REES C. FOWLER,

Sage

Administrator of the estate of Dutton T. Fowler.

TO LET
Upper story of wooden building on High street,
next south of Memorial building. A good location for upholsterer, carpenter or paint shop.
WALDO TRUST CO.,
Apply to
tf >«
Belfast, Maine.

—

„---

Monday evening at
Sargent-Abbott.
he bride’s sister, Mrs. J. H. Burnham, 79
Jxford street. Dr. Sidney B. Sargent of
West Newton, Mass., and Miss Annie B.
kbbott of Bridgton were united in marriage
See card of thanks of L. M. Kneeland.. \
The
>y Rev. Charles Ilarbutt of this city.
Miss Masguerite Butman left Monday to
louse was prettily decorated for the occavisit friends in Boston.
sion, the prevailing colors being white and
The bridesmaids were
hristmas green.
Miss Jessie L. Morrison left Monday for Miss Gertrude Pratt df Lewiston and Miss
Boston to visit relatives.
Lena Reed of this city, while the best man
nas Dr. Irving E. Pendleton of Lewiston,
Seh. Henry W. Cramp finished discharg
rhe ceremony was performed in the presPoint
Friday.
ing coal at Mack’s
ence of only the immediate relatives and
Sch. Nile arrived Monday from Portland
friends ot the parties, the single ring serwith flour and grain to Pike Bros.
The ushers were Elmer
vice being used.
and Austin KimMrs. Lillias L. Nichols left Monday for Abbott, Charles Knight in
charge of Miss
ball. The guest book was
Boston, where she will spend the winter.
Mabel York.
Among the out of town
Miss Ethelyn Havener, who spent her va- zuests in attendance were Dr. and Mrs. G.
cation in town, returned to Boston Thurs- C. Knight of Rockland, Mass., and Austin
Evans of Washington, D. C. After a brief
day.
wedding trip. Dr. and Mrs. Sargent are to
Pike Bros, are hauling a large amount of be at home to their friends after Feb. 1 at
stove wood to their mill yard in Mechanic’s West
Newton, Mass.—Portland Press Deo.
Hollow.
25th.
Miss Ethel M. Nichols left Tuesday for
An Important Business Deal. Dec.
Gorham, where she is attending the Nor- 31st the entire plant, including land, tanmal school.
nery and privilege, formerly owned and ocMilliken & Field and located on
Misses Ethel and Eva Wood and Alfonso cupied by
Kenduskeag stream, was taken over by the
on
Wood were in town Saturday calling
W. N. Field Company, a corporation recentMiss Ethel M. Nichols.
ly organized for the purpose of handling
Miss Katherine Kneeland, who spent foreign and domestic sheepskins, also doing
Christmas with her parents, returned to a general commission woo! and sheep business.
Already extensive preparations have
Chelsea, Mass., Friday.
been made for the enlargement of the plant,
Miss Elizabeth Nickels is at home from including the addition of an abbatoir. The
Northtield Academy and is with her pa- new company will begin operations the
rents, Mr. and Mrs. David Nickels.
first of the year and will employ 40 to 60
of this city is president
Dr. Irving Pendleton, who has been visit- men. W. N. Field
and geueral manager of the company, and
I.
Pening his parents, Cant, and Mrs. F.
as the former superwell
known
is
already
to
Lewiston
Friday.
dleton, returned
intendent and treasurer of the S. A. MaxThe many friends of Dr. Sumner C. Pat- field Company, having been connected with
He severed his
tee were pleased to have him resume his that company 14 years.
connection with that concern last July, and
practice here after his severe illness.
& Field, which
of
Milliken
the
firm
formed
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Kneeland, who
continued until August, at
have been visiting relatives in town, re- partnership
which time Mr. Field purchased the entire
turned to tbeir home in Malden, Mass., last
property known as the Milliken tannery,
week.
which business he continued until the enof
tons
with
tire plant was turned over to the W. N.
1,507
Tbe barge Rutherford
coal was discharged Saturday at Mack’s Field company.—Bangor Daily News.
William N. Field is a former Searsport
Point, to be followed by tbe barges Eagle
llili and Pine Ridge.
boy, the sou of the late Capt. Joseph C.
Elnora P. Field, and his many friends
and
Dr. and Mrs. Sidney B. Sargent, who in Searsport. wish him success in his new
have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. K. A. business enterprise.
Snrorpnt
returned Friday to their home in
Following is a list of cargoes of coal which
West Newton, Mass.
arrived at Searsport during the year 1906
John White ox Bangor was in town last and were discharged at the Mack's Point
week and bought team-horses to work in coal dock:
Tons
the woods oi E. A. Sargent, W. E. Grinnell
1765
Feb. 2, schr. Mt. Hope.
and Geo. W. Partridge.
2278
View.
Feb. 18, stmr. Bay
2278
George A. Bowen has sold his half inter- Mar. 5, stmr. Bay View.
est in the Searsport House livery stable to Mar. 8, schr. W. L. Douglass. 5800
his partner, Capt. William R. Gilkey, who Mar. 13, schr. Van Allens Houghton. 3680
2490
Mar 26, schr. Addison E. Bullard.
is now sole proprieter.
April 4, schr. William C. Carnegie. 4400
Prof. Frederick R. Sweetser, who spent a pril 12, schr. Henry O. Barrett. 2800
Christmas with his mother, Mrs. Susan L. April 16, schr. Helen J. Seitz. 4375
24, schr. Van Allens Houghton. 3G80
Sweetser, returned to his home in New April
April 29, schr. Addison E. Bullard. 2490
Loudon, Ct., last week.
May 4, schr. Alice E. Clark. 2725
ll, schr. James W. Paul, Jr. 2900
Capt. Daniel S. Goodell, who is suffering May
May 28, schr. Van Allens Houghton. 3680
with an attack of rheumatic fever, was June 3, stmr. Bay Port. 2121
taken to the Waldo County Hospital at Bel- June 8, schr. Helen P. Crosby. 3015
fast Dee. 26th, for treatment.
Juno 8, sclir. Gov. Powers. 2900
4495
June 12, schr. Helen J. Seitz.
1556
James E. and Leander M. Sargent, Jr., June 21, barge Oak Hill.
who have cattle ranches in Daniels, Wy- June 25, barge Berkeley. 1600
Helen W. Martin. 3910
oming, arrived last week to visit their par- June 26, schr.
July 2, schr. Cora F. Cressey. 4$0°
ents, Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Sargent.
July 2, sclir. Lucinda Sutton. 2009
2636
July 14, schr. Edward H.Cole..
Rupert P. Colcord and Charles C. Havener,
in
vacation
July 19, schr. M. D. Cressey. 3400
who have been spending their
3015
schr. Helen P. Crosby.
27,
July
Kent’s
to
Hill,
returned
Tuesday
town,
2009
Aug. 8, schr. Lucinda Sutton.
where they are attending school.
1400
Aug. 13, schr. Emma F. Angel.
3900
F.
schr.
Cora
13,
Aug.
Cressey.
visitMiss Ethel M. Dodge, who has been
5268
Palmer.
schr.
Elizabeth
Aug. 21,
ing her mother, Mrs. Mary V. Dodge, left Aug. 24,barge Black Diamond.... 1462
2700
Saturday fur Stratford, N. 11., where she is Aug 29, schr. Jacob M. Haskell.
school.
of
Sept. 1. sclir. M. D. Cressey. 3400
engaged to teach the winter term
3516
schr. Dorothy Barrett.
Sept.
2,
3900
Miss Irene M. Sullivan, who has been Sept. 6, sclir. Helen W. Martin.
Sept. 24, schr. Cora F. Cressey. 3900
spending her vacation with her mother,
to
2636
schr.
Edward
H.
Cole..
Sept. 26,
Mrs. R. F. Sullivan, returned Monday
3509
Sept. 29, schr. Martha P. Small.
Bridgewater, Mass., where she is attending Oct.
9, schr. Helen W. Martin. 3900
school.
3900
Oct. 12, schr. Cora F. Cressey.
3400
Takers of water of the Searsport Water Oct. 13, schr. M. D. Cressey.
Nov. 3, schr. Helen W. Martin.
3900
\\
on
J.
call
to
are
requested
Company
Nov. 14, schr. Cora F. Cressey.
3900
Black, president of the company, at lus Nov. 27, schr. Martha P. Small
3400
Jan.
Dec. 7, barge Knickerbocker.
1600
office, and settle for the quarter ending
Dec. 11, barge Shawmont.
1550
1, 1907.
Dec. 13, baree Marion.
1505
Henry Pierce and family have moved into Dec. 15, barge Robensonia. 1510
the basement of the George W. Partridge Dec. 15, sclir. M. D Cressey. 3349
if07
house on Steamboat avenue, and Gordon C. Dec. 23, barge Buck Ridge.
Dec.
barge Rutherford. 1507
Ausplund and family have moved into tlie Dec. 23,
1507
Hill...
28,
barge
Eagle
upper tenement.
Dec. 31*, barge Pine Ridge.
1507
Miss Lillian G. Runnells, who has been
Total.155,569
T. Runnel Is, left Tuesday for Melrose Highlands, Mass., where she is a teacher in one
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
of the public schools.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
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fech. Henry \V. Cramp, Capt. McKown,
sailed Monday for a coal port via Rockland,
where she will take on some new spars to
replace some lost on the passage from Newport News to Searsport.

The Pomona meeting with Harvest Moon
last Friday passed off very pleasantly.
The installation of officers of Northern

Light Grange, IVinterport, will take place
Capt. B. F. Colcord, representative-elect at their hall Thursday evening, Jan. 3rd, to
of the class composed of Searsport, Stockbe followed by a harvest feast.
ton, Swauville, Waldo and Islesboro, left
liro. McLain, master of Lincoln County
Tuesday for Augusta to be present at the
opening of the legislature.
Pomona, was to install the officers of
Miss Grace Whittum, who has been the Megunticook Grange, Camden, last evening.
guest ot her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. M. The installation was to be followed by an
Whittum, returned to Newport Saturday,
where she is employed as operator in the entertainment and supper.
Western Union Telegraph office.
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, will
At the annual meeting of the Congregainstall its officers January 12, 1907.
Edtional church society, held Dec. 29th, the waid Evans of Waldo will be the installing
elected
for
the
officers
were
ensufollowing
officer and an all-day session will be held.
ing yeai : A. J. Nickerson, C. E. Adams, B.
F. Colcord, parish committee; C. A. Adams,
Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo, has

clerk and treasurer.

One of the largest coal trains ever hauled
cut of the Mack’s Point coal dock went out
Friday. It consisted of 45 cars, each car
containing 18 tons for the Great Northern
Paper Co. at Millinocket. The train was
hauled by two large locomotives.

Eastport, laden with
2,200.bushelsof corn for Pike Bro’s., tilled at
The cargo
the wharf Wednesday night.
The
was quickly sold out at 30e a bushel.
boiler for the Searsport Electric Light Com< n
was
was
landdeck,
safely
pany, which
ed without damage.
Sch. Twilight

of

The insurance has been rerated in SearsThe rate on dwelling houses is one
per cent, for four years. This went into
effect Dec. 15th. The rate on commercial
houses has been reduced from 10 to 30 per
This went
cent, according to the business.
into effect Dec. 28lh. Insurance men were
in town some time ago and made an inspection of the hydrant system and fire apparatus which caused a relating.

port.

The first of a series of card parties to be
for the benefit of the order of the
Eastern Star, was held at the home of Mr.
and i-lrs. John Frame, Monday evening,
Dec. 31st. Unfortunately the rain prevented many from attending, although a goodly
number of about thirty, not willing to sacrifice a good time, were present and felt more
than well paid for their efforts. The hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Frame deserve special mention. About five dollars was netted
for the order.

given
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.......
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of-towu guests registered at tile Searsport
House last week ; G. II. Davis, lielfast; A.
M. Wilber, Stockton; Fred Smith, East
Bradford; George A. Andrews, Kockland;
C. II. Staples, E. F. Pendleton, Stockton;
D. W. Brown, John White, Bangor; Fred
A. Tibbetts, Belfast; G. E. Garay, Rockland; K, T. Davis, Bangor; Charles It.
Stevens, Houlton; Dana Brown, Bangor;
11. A. Babbage, Dark Harbor; F. L. Holmes,
Belfast; F. \V. Coombs, Bangor; A. R.
Hardwick, Portland; H. Perrie, 11. II. Stetson, Samuel T. White, Bangor; F. M. Staples, D. A. Fultz, Charles Card, Belfast; W.
S. Foss, Belmont; L. J). Cnndage, B. Berry,
Bangor; Dr. C. E. Britto, Stockton; M. 11.
Willey, Portland; E S. McKown, Boston;
J. F. Paul, Camden ; John Carr, Portland.
Obituary. Mary A., wife of Lindley
M. Kneeland, died at her home Sunday,
Dec. 23, 1906. She was born in Searsport,
March 18, 1852, the daughter of the late
Hiram and Nancy (Staples) Eaton, and was
married to L. M. Kneeland Dec. 11, 1875.
Her husband and two daughters, Harriet
M. Kneeland of New York and Eugenie L.
Kneeland of Searsport, survive her. She
also leaves two brothers, James S. and Lester C. Eaton, of this town, and two sisters,
Mrs. Harriet Ellis of New York and Mrs.
Wilson Dow of North Searsport. Her illness was long and very paiuful, but she
bore all her sufferings with great courage,
never complaining but always putting the
the best side out, and kept bright and cheery
through it all. Although very hopeful that
she might get better and stay a while longer
with her family yet we know she was well
fitted for the better land to which she has
gone. The funeral services were held Tuesday afternoon, Dec. 25th, conducted J)y
Rev. T. P. Williams of the First Congregational church. The interment was in the
family lot in Bowditch cemetery. The
Sewell Lancaster,
bearers were Capt.
Horace G. Peasley, John C. Blanchard and
William C. Pendleton.

elected the following officers:
M., G. 0.
Levanseller; O., J. G. Harding; L., Esther
Ellis; S., W. I. Neal; A. S., Sidney Evans;

Chaplain, Ruse Sprague; Treasurer, Dora
Clary ; Secretary, C. A. Levanseller; G. K.,
Forest Braley; Ceres, Mrs. G. C. Levanseller; Pomona, Mrs. J. G. Harding; Flora,
Mrs. L. N.Simmons; L. A.S., Esther Evans.
Installation Jan. 5th. Installing officer, Edward Evans.
the regular meeting of Morning Light
Grange, Monroe, Saturday evening, Dec.
29tli, a class of seven candidates was instructed in the third and fourth degrees.
At

The work was followed by a program, consisting of music, recitations and stories.
The weather and other conditions weie
favorable and the attendance was large and
a pleasant evening was enjoyed by all. The
officers will be installed Saturday evening,
Jan. 5th, by P. M. Parker.

Honesty Grange, Morrill, at their regular
meeting Wednesday evening, Dec. 26th,
elected the following officers for the ensuing year and will install them at an all-day
session to be held Monday, Jan. 14, 1907:
M., D. 0. Bowen; 0., R. B. Smith; L., Annie Simmons ; S., Clarence Paul; A. S., Roy
Paul; Chap., Samuel Phinuey; Sec’y, EriltJSt

Duwcu,

ucao.,

ouiiuH

uisnujc,

J. B. Clement; Chaplain, Helen Foss; Treasurer, Fred L. Batohilder; Secretary, Addle Elms; Gate Keeper,
Lewis Bryant; Pomona, Etta Batcbelder;
Flora, Marianna Farrar; Ceres, Gertrude

Cobb; Asst. Steward,

1011.

Rising Sun Grange, No. 55, of Knox held
regular meeting Saturday afternoon,
Dec. 22. The meeting was called to order
ay the worthy master and the following
ifficers were elected for the ensuing year:
Worthy Master,JW. J. Sheehan; Overseer,
J. E. Dolloff; Lecturer, Gertrude L. Ryan;
steward, Henry Hawkins; Asst. Steward,
II. L. Payson; Chaplain, Rena Dolloff;
Vreasurer, YV. D. Elliot f Secretary, Mrs.
II. L. Payson; Gate Keeper, T. R. Reymlds; Ceres, Mrs. Melissa Reynolds;
Pomona, Mrs. Grace A. Smith; Flora, Mrs.
Will Stevens; Lady Asst. Stewrard, Mrs.
ts

It was voted that the
Ksther Sheehan.
ifficers should be installed the first Saturlay afternoon in January and that Deputy
A. J. Webb be invited as installing officer.

The following resolutions of respect were
tent us for publication, but without the
lame of the grange:
Whereas the Divine Master has taken
mother link from our chain, and left us to
nourn for our beloved sister, Abbie Dolor! ; therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the death of Sister
Dolloff the grange has lost a good member;
ler parents a loving and dutiful daughter.
Resolved, That we extend our sincere
lympathy to the bereaved relatives in their
rorrow, aud feel that they will remember
;hat ‘He doeth all things well.’
Resolved, That a copy of these resoluiions be placed on our records, a copy be
rent to the family and to the Bangor Comnercial and The Republican Journal for
rublication, and that our charter be draped
n mourning for SO days iu memory of the
one.

Bertha Shibles, ) Committee
on
>
Mart Clark,
Gbaok Shibles. ) Resolutions.

BOKM.
—
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Glover. In Charlotte, N. C., December 18, to
Md. and Mrs. Fred Glover, a son.
Knowles. In Eastman, Mass., December 24,
to Mr, and Mrs. Wm. F. Knowles, a son.
Kelley. In St. Anthony Park, December 25,
to Mr. and Mrs. Walter B. Kelley, a daughter,
Katherine.
\
Kowk. in North Palermo, December 12, to 1
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C. Rowe, a.daughter, Ruthella G.
|
Webber. In Bluehill, December 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred E. Webber, a daughter.
_

CARLE & JONES’

_

General Clearance and Cost Price Sale

MARRIED.

Donnell; L. A. Steward, Arveda Clements;
Carey-Hubbard. In East Bucksport, Decern
C horister, Fred A. Marriner; Organist, her 23, Henry G Carey and Miss Blanche E. HubLottie Armstrong. They were installed hard, both of East Bucksport.
Carter-Stkvens. In Brooks, December 24,
Thursday evening, Jan. 3d, by the retiring by Rev. D. Brackett, Roscoe L. Carter and Miss
G. Stevens, both of Jackson.
An
installation
Evelyn
Brewster.
Edward
master,
Flye- Bbssey. In Belfast, December 27th, by
su pper will be served.
Rev. A. A. smith, Charles H. Flye of Unity and
Lela P. Hesaey of Freedom.
Tranquility Grange, Lincolnville Center,
Collins-Piercb. In Brooklin, December 24,
held an all-day session Deo. 22nd, at which by Rev. a. W. Hailey, John 8. Collins of Belfast
and Miss Ethel M. pierce of Brooklin.
on
candidates,
were
conferred
eight
degrees
Colby-Watkrman. In Morrill, December 22,
and the officers elected for the year as fol- by Rev. B. E. Morse. Harry E. Colby and Mrs.
Alberta Weteiman, both of Belfast.
lows : Worthy master, Sylvester Phinney;
Griffin-Tripp. In Belfast, December 26th,
overseer, Austin Marriner; lecturer, Bessie by Rev. Ashley A. Smith, Clareuce B. Griffin and
Miss
Etta Garland Tripp, both of Northport.
Wentworth; steward, Oliver Knight; asJewell- woods. In this city, December 25th.
sistant steward, V. A. Woodbridge; chap- by Rev. William Vaughan, James Files Jewell
and Olive Cook Woods.
lain, Etta Fernald; treasurer, R. W. Hardy;
Kitchen-Eastman. In Bucksport, December
secretary, Ella Moody ; gate keeper, W. H. 26, George H. Kitchen of Waltham and Miss
K nigbt; Ceres, Josephine Phinney: Pomo- Jessie N. Eastman of Bucksport.
Lindsay-Merchant. In Winter Harbor, Dena, Abbie Kolerson; Flora, Ethel Heal;
cember 22, Charles L. Lindsay and Miss Dora M.
lady assistant steward, Georgia Wood- Merchant,
both of Winter Harbor.
A.
L.
Young; organist,
bridge ; choris ter,
Lord-Wilson. In Ellsworth, December 24,
Abbie Rolerson.
They will be installed Pearl H. Lord and Miss Alice J. Wilson, both of
Jan. 5, by Past Master Nash of Megunti- Ellsworth.
Leach-Ward well. In Penobscot, December
cook Grange, Camden, on which occasion a
baked bean supper will be served. Tran- 25, Harris W Leach and Miss Evelyn E. Wardboth of Penobscot.
quility Grange has reduced the debt on its well,
Lkadbettkr-Monaghan. In Clark Island,
hall from $3,000 to f 150.
St.
Decern ber|24, Maurice W. Lead better
George,

Suicide in Castine.
John Colson, an old
soldier of Civil war fame, shot and killed
himself in his bed Saturday night, Dec.
30th, at 11.30 o’clock. He had been sick for
some days and ill health and despondency
He
are thought to have been the cause.
leaves a family.

Castine, Jan. 2.

SHIP

INEWS._

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Dec. 27. Ar, sch. Thelma,
Washington, D. C.; 31, ar, schs. Normandy,
Stockton; Irene E. Meservey, Bangor; lzetta, do; Hattie E. King, do via Boston; Fannie & Fay, Stonington, Me.; Florence Leland, do; Abbie Bowker, Bluehill; Ella F.
Crowell, Round Pond; John B. Carrington,
Bangor; William Douglass, Port Arthur;
Clifford N. Carver, Mobile; Jan. 1, ar, schs.
Mary Curtis, Bangor; F. G. French, Jonesboro; Anne Lord, Stockton; Win. D. Marvel, Vinalhaven; Carrie E. Look, New
Haven for Norfolk ; Arthur V. S. Woodruff,

Baracoa; Norombega,-.
Boston, Dec. 26. Sid, schs. J. C. Strawbridge, Charleston; S. G. Haskell, Southern
port; 27, ar, schs. Wellfleet, Apalachicola;
Win. C. Carnegie, Baltimore.

Philadelphia,

Dec. 27. Ar, schs. Jacob M.

Haskell, Portland; Young Brothers, New
York; 28, old, sch. Humarock, Savannah
via Lewes, Del.; Jan. 1, ar, tug Carlisle,
towing barge Robesonia, from Searsport.
Baltimore, Dec. 29. Cld, sch. Winfield S.
Schuster, Galveston.
Brunswick, Dec. 26. Ar, sch. Georgia
j
Gilkey, New York; 31, ar, sch. Pendleton
Brothers, Knights Key; cld, sch. Edward
1
T. Stotesbury, New York.
Jacksonville, Dec. 26. Ar, sch. Sallie
1’Ou, Philadelphia via Norfolk.
New Bedford, Mass., Dec. 26. Ar, sch.
Helen G. Moseley, Belfast, Ga.
Perth Amboy, N. J., Dec. 26. Ar, schs.
Gladys, Fernandiua; Augustus, Welt, Savannah.

Charleston, S. C., Dec. 26. Ar, barb Addie Morrill, Philadelphia.
Perth Amboy, N. J., Dec. 27. Ar, sch.
Annie B. Mitchell, New York.
Norfolk, Dec. 27. Ar, bark Josephine,
Baltimore.
Port Royal, S. C., Dec. 27. Ar, sch. Melissa A. Willey, New York.
Portland, Me., Dec. 27. Ar, schs. Lyman
M. Law, Newport News; Henry F. Kreger,
Haiti."ore for Cape Porpoise.
Bueksport, Dec. 27. Ar, sch. Metinic,

of stonington and
Island.

Atkinson. Iu Montville, December£0, Charle
A. Atkinson, aged 87 .'ears, 11 months. 19 dr js.s
Bridges In Bucksport, December 0, Ruel P.
Bi idges, aged 66 years.
Black.
In West Brooksville, December 23,
Van Buren Black, aged 65 yeats and 5 months.
Buck. In Chelsea, Mass., December 25, Mrs.
Mary L. Buc^, aged 93 years.
Davis.
In Montville, December 30, Alfred
Davis, aged about 75 years.
Gould. In Lincolnviile, December 22, Captain
Joseph Gould, aged 72 years.
Hopkins. In Viralhaven, December 25, Maria
C wi e of Hiram Hopkins.
Libby. In West Med lord, Mass., December 25,
Hon. John F. Libby, a native of Richmond, formerly of Rockland, aged 43 years, lo months and
22 days.
Lafollfy in Stockton Springs. December 26,
Edward Lafolley.
Meservey. In Seattle, Washington, Novembers, Mrs. Melvina Meservey, formerly of Appleton, Maine, widow of the late c. A. Meservey.
Pendleton. In Lincolnviile, December 23.
Mrs. James Pendleton.
Penney. In Freedom. Dec<mber30, Benjamin
Riley Penney, aged about 76 years.;
Quinn. In Frankfort, December 3C, Miss Mary
Quinn, aged 90 years.
In Bucksport, December 18,
Richardson.
Mrs. Nancv E. Ricbaidsou, aged 51 years.
Small. In Dockland, December 24, Benjamin
Small of Stcninglon, aged 78 years, i. months and
2 days.

On the above date we shall commence to clean up our DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT
Every piece of merchandise will go as low as cost, and many of the goods will be sold
less than cost. Do not confound this with an ordinary clearance sale. We mean business and the stock must be sold.

SACRIFICE NO. 1.

|

OUR STOCK CF DRE$S TRIMMINGS. Over $500 worth will be one of our
large sacrifices. Beautiful Appliques, band trimmings in white and ecru. Persian trimmings, fancy braids, all-overs in ecru and white lace, Swiss embroidery and Baptise
These are the finest goods ever kept in the city and it gives you a rare opportunity t0
buy fine goods at a moderate price.

;

SACRIFICE NO. 2.
SILK WAISTS. We have eight Black Silk Waists, what there is left from a
pp
lot.' Prices $4.50 to $8.00—these are from $1.50 to $L00 less than the manufacturers'
■

prices.

SACRIFICE NO. 3.
DRESS SKIRTS. All of the new. up-to-date skirts will be sold at cost. All ot
old skirts will be sold for $1.78. A few suits left (old style), price $2.98, former pi I
from $12.00 to $20.00.
A FEW NICE CAPES—Fine kersey, embroidered, some of them lined throng
out with satin. Regular price $10 00 to $15.00
They go at $5.00.

1

]

SACRIFICE NO. 4

!

I

Notwithstanding

that all DRESS GOODS

are advancing, we shall put every yard
;t
great saving to any one wanting any kina of a woo!
gown—Panamas, Mohairs, Baoadcloths, Veilings, etc.

the cost prices, this must

=

mean a

SACRIFICE NO. 5.

—

^

I

This is the HAriBURG season. We have them.
will be sold you at the wholesale price.

I

j

Pnr~
Ul 9*

1

? Neck Pieces, 5 Muffs, 5 Children’s
ancj
f|1e priceSi

Sets,

1 Fur lined

CldtbrJ, C. Ayer Co., Lowell,
Also manufacturers of

f

Germantowns 9c., Saxony 8c., Shetland Floss 9c., Scotch in whik
You will readily see that these prices are lower than the wholesale prices
make the sale interesting we have bought a few cases of goods just to give you a k
I CASE WHITE INDIA LINONS.
These will go at prices unequaled k.
previous sale prices.
1 case American Prints at 4Jc. per yard.
1 case Outings (best) at 8r. per yak.
case

Hamburgs

9c. per

If

we

yard.

possible

I

,

I

Put your thinking cap on and make a memorandum of what you need for y<
What you need for vour children and what you need tor the house. If you are nui
ing come in and look around. You can tell your neighbors what you have seen.
*©“A11 the McCall Patterns all the time.
>^-Mail orders if sent in promptly will be filled as well as possible.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

CPILLS1IPT
(CHERRY PECTORAL.

OUlTemtibe

Commencing January I, 1907,

stock
We shall

-OF-

do

a

CHARGES MADE.

Guns

;

CASH BUSINESS
We have

only

figured

in

BOTH OUR TWO STORES.

it out“bad

debts,

cost of

Stockton Springs Vater Company
annual meeting of tbe stockholders of tbe
Stockton Springs Water Company will be held at
tbe office of the secretary. A. A. Beaton, in Hopkins’ Block, Stockton Springs, ou Tuesday, the
fifteenth day of January, A. D. 1907, at two
o'clork in the afternoon, to bear the reports of
tbe officeis and act upon tbe same, to elect a
board of seven directors for tbe ensuing year and
to transact any other business tbat wiif properly
Per order,
come befoi e said meeting.
A. A. BEATON, Secretary.
Stockton Springs, Me., January 1,1907.
The

I

POSITIVE! A

vi

postage, bookkeeper*

lost in talking about book accounts, and all the rest that goes with charge sales and
know that we can serve our customers better and sell them goods at a lower price by ad<
iug the above CASH SYSTEM.
As Phonographs are sold on the lease plan, they are not termed charged account*
will be sold the same as before.
Yours truly,

fADI P fr
lx

IfkMPS

,1V71N

2

<

STORES, MAIN STREET,

LJ,

BELFAST. MAIM

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I

Start the

POSTOFFICE SQUARE'

CURRENT.

ANNUAL meeting

i

>

F. A. FOLLETT & SON

Retail Market.

I

shall have a case of beautiful WHITE GOODS, suitable for
and
These we do not promise
waists.
gowns
PETTICOATS. A few odd Petticoats at 98c. each. Nice Heatherbloom, regular
at $1.98. Bear in mind, we have nice goods and goods of medium quality, all of v
will be sold low enough to satisfy everxbody.
R. & G. CORSETS, $1.00 quality 90c $1.50 quality $1.30. Odd lot Corsei

Maas.

^J ^

Retail Price.

th

at

YARNS.

SARSAPARILLA.

Will

l.06@1.15
Beef, corned, ® lb, 8@10 Lime ® bbl.,
4
Butter Salt, 14 tb, 18320 Oat Meal ® lb,
62 Onions ® lb,
Com ® bu.,
3J
Cracked Corn, ® bu, 69 011 Kerosene; gal.,13a 14
521 Pollock *' "b,
6
Corn Meal, ® bu.,
11
Cheese. ® lb,
17®18 Pork ® ib.
1.13
Cotton Seed, ® cwt., 1.70 Plaster ® bbl.,
Codfish dry, ® lb,
3
8@9 Rye Meal ® lb,
12 Shorts ® cwt.,
I.35
Cranberries, ® qt.,
16 Sugar ® #>,
Clover Seed,
°
B
Flour, ® bbl., 4.76a6.60 Salt, T. I., ® bu.,
*
1.80 Sweet Potatoes,
H. 6. Seed ® bu.,
12
Wheat
Meal.
Lard, ® lb.
3@4

Look

The beBt kind of a testimonial—
“Sold tor over sixty years.”

Spoken. Ship Dirigo, Goodwin, from Baltimore for San Francisco, Dec. 3, lat. 20 S,
Ion. 37 W. Bark Mabel I. Meyers, from
Rosario for New York, Dec. 29, lat. 32 10,
ion. 71 30; all well.
be Closed out REGARDLESS of
Viueyard Haven, Mass., Dec. 28. Sch.
Normandy, Harvey, from Stockton Springs
COST.
for New York, while lying at anchor here
last night was run into by Standard Oil
Co’s barge No. 6, from New York for Bos- We can save you money. Here Is an idea of our
A finely finished single gun, lgga., Engton, in tow of lug No. 2 The Normandy ish walnut
stock, checkered fore-end and grip.
had part of headgear carried away and re- fdices:
mm mm
shooting gun acs w|
Strongest
ceived damage to bow. The barge had cabin made, liegular
M
price K
mm M M
Now
damaged. The barge left this morning for *10.50.
^
Boston. The Normandy will make temporSch. Sarah L.
ary repairs and proceed.
Davis, from Bangor for Greenwich, in enLow Prices for a Limited Time only.
tering this harbor last night, fouled sch.
Florence Leland, at anchor. The Leland
had part of headgear carried away. The
Davis had mainsail torn badly; will repair
and proceed.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Prices Paid Producer
PfiMuce Market.
50a75i Hay ® ton, I2.nvgl4.00
Apples E> bu.,
7 Hides® lb,
8a81
dried, ® lb,
2.0<ta2.25!l.anib ® lb,
lu
Beans, pea,
go
yel’eyes,2.00a2.26 Lamb Skins,
23*26 Mutton ® tb,
8
Butter® lb,
5A al Oats ® bu., 32 lb,
40
Beef, sides, ® tb,
50
Beef fore quarters, 4}a5} Potatoes ® bu.,
60!Round Hog,
7i®8
Bailey ®bu.,8.00
12Straw® ton,
Jlieese®lb.
I4al6 Turkey ® lb,
thicken ® 1b,
-.0^28
3
Cajf Skins, per lb.
14|Tallow ® lb,
Sad
[fuck® lb,
2o|Veal ® tb,
3O1 Wool, unwashed,
26
Eggs®doz.,
12 Wood, hard,
Fowl ® tb,
4.00®4.60
20 Wood, soft,
3.00
[ieese ® lb,

Coat.

red, 27c.

Extra Long

hair-bulbs.
You save what
hair you have, and get more,
too.
And it keeps the scalp
clean and healthy.

j

SACRIFICE NO. 7.

n

Feed your hair; nourish it;
give it something to live on.
Then it will stop falling, and
will grow long and heavy.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is the only
genuine hair-food you can
buy. It gives new life to the

You need not look further.

SACRIFICE NO. 6.

My Hair is

MARINE MISCELLANY.

BELFAST PRICE

1907.

DIED.

FOREIGN PORTS.

llong Kong, Dec. 21. Ar, ship E. B. Sutton, Haiphong (to load for Baltimore and
(or) New York).
Digby, N. S., Dec. 14. Sld, sch. Lois V.
Cliaples, for Bear River for New York.
San Juan, P. R., Dec. 18. In port, schs.
Fred W. Ayer, from Mobile; Augustus H.
Babcock, for Port Tampa.
Demerara, Dec. 7. In port, sch. Ella M.
Willey, from New York, arrived Nov.26 for
Aruba and New Orleans.
Sierra Leone, Dec. 27. Ar, bark Antioch,
Boston.
Bahia, Nov. 21. Sld, bark Mannie Swan,
Pernambuco.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 4,

Maggie Monaghan of Clark

Larsen-Davis. In Belfast, December 24tli, by
Rev. a. a. Smith, Charles C. Larsen of Bangor
and Ethel E. Davis of Belfast.
mudgktt-Munroe. In Unity, December 25,
Joel Mudgettof South Pittsfield and Miss Maud
Munroe of Unity.
Murphy-Rilky. In Monroe, December 27, by
Rev. H. Small, Ralph Murphy of Swanville and
Miss Louise Riley of Monroe.
Nash-Lkighr. In Belfast, December 24th. by
Rev. A. A. Smith, Leslie F. Nash and Mabel B.
Lelghr, both of Morrill.
Patterson-Landers. In Rockland, December 27, Edwin C. Patterson and Miss Gertrude A.
Landers, both of Hurricane.
Ridley.Colson, in Searsport, December 24,
by Rev. T. P. Williams, Alton R. Ridley and Miss
Nettie Neal Colson, both of Belfast.
Wharmby-Bowdex. In Monroe, December
25, by F. L. Palmer, Esq., James Wharmby of
Boston, Mass., and MissMisie Bowden of Monroe.
Whitcomb-Stafford. In Searsport, December 26, by Rev. T P. Williams, Fiank C Whit
comb and Miss Albra Stafford, both of Searsport.

land, to'repair.
Hurricane Isle, Dec. 28. Ar, sch. Annie
R Lewis, New York.
High Isle, Dec. 28. Ar, sch. Susan N.
Dickering, New York.
Fort Point, Dec. 28. Passed in, tug Valley
Forge, towing barge Pine Forest, Philadelphia for Searsport; sld, barge Eagle Hill,
from Philadelphia, Searsport, to discharge;
30, ar, barge Rutherford, Searsport for Philadelphia; sld, barge Pine Forest, from Philadelphia, Searsport, to discharge.
Stonington, Dec. 28. Ar, schs. Mabel E.
Goss, Boston; Georgia, St. John for New
York ; 26, ar, sch. Jonathan Sawyer, South
Amboy.
Stockton, Dec. 31. Ar, sch. Win. Matheson, Bucksport, to load for New York ; sld,
sch. Wm. P. Hood, New York; Jan. 1, ar,
sch. T. W. Cooper, Portsmouth; sld, sch.
Wm. Matheson, New York.
Mobile, Dec. 31. Ar, sch. Scotia, Havana.
Wilmington, N. C., Dec. 31. Ar, sch. Carrie A. Bucknam, New York.

vx.

K., Kail Cross; P„ Altlia Berry ;F., Berthia
Bates; C., Hattie Paul; L. A. S., Cora Wil-

leparted

Mystic Gradge, Belmont, held its annual
election Thursday evening, Dec. 20, 1906,
ud the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year: Master, LaForest Alientv ood; Overseer, Howard A. Elms; Lecturer, Nettie B. Marriner: Steward, Gilbert

New Yea i

Right.
that in all the financial transactions In the U.
S. but 6 % is done with currency, tne other 94
% being done by means of checks and bank
drafts? If you do not already keep a checking account start one now and you will realize

E. R. CONNER

from its convenience and safety why above is
true. If you are not familiar with this system come to us and we will show you. The

Front Street,

Searsport National Bank
give your business, whether large
small, careful attention.

will

or

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS.

CAPITAL

$50,000.00.

SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00
ORGANIZED 1881.

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to extend our thanks to our friends
and neighbors who so kindly assisted us during
our recent bereavement
KNEEL
H ATT I E8.KS EELAND,
El GENIE L. KNKELANb
j.

Make us a New Year's call. See our line of Sleighs, Harnesses
and Horse Goods. They are worth looking at even if you don't
We also
want to buy. The above is a cut of the Prison sleigh.
have some fine medium grade sleighs.

NORTH STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Mr. Lincoln Blanchard is visiting his
daughter, Mrs. Adelaide Partridge.
Mrs. Helen Fernald of North Searsport
has been visiting at Mr. Fred Lane’s.
The Christmas trees at the Center and
Clark’s Corner were successful as usual.

Mr. R. P. Ileagan has employment as
painter at tbe Tillage. He spent Sunday at
Capt. S. B. Littlefield’s.
Mr. James Harden is getting out lumber
to build a house on the place recently
bought from Mr. Lotbrop.

Littlefield, wife and little
daughter Margaret from Searsport visited
at Capt. S. B. Littlefield’s last week.
Mr. J. H.

Mr. S. B. Littlefield, Jr., is at home for a
time, having no work at the village as
Mr. Forrest Clark has moved his family
plumber at present.
from tbe Jacob Karnes’ bouse to his father’s
Mr. Irvine Harris and Mr. Charles Gray and be is now employed at the Cape.
recently returned from visits with friends
Charles Lindsey, Henry Clifford, Ceci
lu Boston and vioinity.

BEL I AST,

*

MAIN!

Moody and others are interest*
at the roller skating rink in th*

a

Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Staples,
Staples and Mr. N. W. Staples, *
visited at Mr. Arthur Moore’s
week.

Miss Amy E. Lane received
mail Christmas day. Miss 1>
an invalid for eleven years ami
fulness of her friends and of n
of the Sunshine Society is much »l I
*
Miss Lane recently received a t
*
taining a full blown rose from I
Florida
G. A. Stevens, who are in
weeks.
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